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Abstract

The enormous performance improvement of standard personal computers per¬
mits the implementation of new communication applications, requiring in turn,

new services with improved quality from telecommunication networks. Familiar

services, such as speech communication, are provided within today's multimedia

applications. Users tend to be conditioned correspondingly when perceiving
the quahty provided by such proven services. Transmission quality may vary if

such services are provided on broadband networks, due to the shared use of

common network resources. Even minimal reductions of transport quality result

in bad perception ratings by the users. Real-time experiments are die only pos¬

sibility to investigate the interrelations between objectively measurable physical
parameters and the resulting subjectively perceived quality of service for two-

way interactive services.

This thesis focuses on the emulation in real-time, of the transmission impairments
produced by packet switched broadband networks. It presents a platform for

the investigation of subjectively perceived quality of services provided by
packet-switched broadband communication networks, especially by ATM net¬

works.

The core of this thesis consists of die so-called "offline simulation" of network

behaviour under different conditions, such as the amount and type of traffic, i.e.

Background Traffic (BT), the size of a network and characteristics of its nodes.

A model of an ATM network is proposed, consisting basically of a cascade of

switching nodes and traffic generators. The sequence of nodes defines a specific
transmission path within the network. The transmission behaviour of this par¬
ticular path is evaluated by transporting a simulated so-called "test traffic", i.e.

Traffic under Test (TuT) in die form of a sequence of test cells over this path.
Propagation delay, latency in die nodes and cell losses are described by statisti¬

cal parameters. A tool has been implemented for the specific simulation of this

model. It allows for an efficient conversion of die characteristics of me network

into ascertained statistical parameters. The correct implementation of die tool

has been proven by using analytical methods on one hand and by comparing
me results widi values published in die literature on the odier hand.

Furthermore, the diesis presents a framework for the realisation of a real-time

emulation system. This emulator applies die statistical impairment parameters to

two real bi-directional links. The emulation hardware basically allows for die in¬

sertion of cell specific, stochastic but statistically defined transmission delays for

me cells of a 155Mb/s link. Furthermore, cells can be dropped from die link, for¬

eign cells can be "misinserted" and bits of the header or of the body of a cell can

be corrupted. It has been shown that the emulation system allows for very accu¬

rate results, even at heavy traffic. A novel algorithm copes widi die problem of

restricted freedom for choosing random delay values in heavily loaded links

with FIFO queueing discipline.

The approach proposed in tiiis diesis represents a complete and very flexible

platform for the evaluation of requirements for the transmission quality offered

by modern broadband networks used for inter-active telecommunication ser¬

vices.



Zusammenfassung

Die starke Zunahme der Leistungsfahigkeit von Arbeitsplatz-Rechnern in den

letzten Jahren ermoglicht die Realisierung neuer Kommunikationsanwendun-

gen, welche von den Telekommunikationsnetzen neue Dienste mit wachsender

Giite abverlangen. Innerhalb heutiger Multimedia-Anwendungen werden in der

Regel auch vertraute Dienste - so vor allem die Sprachkommunikation - angebo-
ten. Bei solchen altbewahrten Diensten sind die Benutzer in ihrem Qualitats-
empfinden konditioniert. Werden nun solche Dienste tiber Hochgeschwindig-
keitsnetze angeboten, kann es durch die gemeinsam benutzten Ressourcen im

Netzwerk zu Schwankungen in der Ubertragungsqualitat kommen, und selbst

geringe Verschlechterungen werden als sehr unangenehm empfunden. Um die

Zusammenhange zwischen objektiv messbaren physikalischen Grossen und der

subjektiv empfundenen Dienstgiite bei interaktiven Anwendungen zuverlassig
zu ermitteln, sind Versuche in Echtzeit unerlasslich.

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Nachbildung der Ubertragungsquali¬
tat paketvermittelter Hochgeschwindigkeitsnetze in Echtzeit. Sie stellt eine

Plattform vor fur die Untersuchung der subjektiv empfundenen Dienstgiite bei

Multimedia-Anwendungen, welche auf der Basis von Hochgeschwindigkeits-
netzen, im speziellen von ATM-Netzen, angeboten werden.

Kernstiick der Arbeit ist die sogenannte "offline"-Ermitdung des Netzwerkver-

haltens bei unterschiedlichen Umgebungsbedingungen wie Grosse und Art des

Verkehrs sowie Beschaffenheit des Netzwerkes. Dazu wird ein Modell eines

ATM-Netzes erstellt, welches im wesendichen aus einer Folge von Verrmttlungs-
knoten und aus Verkehrsgeneratoren besteht. Die Vermittlungsknoten definie-

ren einen konkreten Weg innerhalb des Netzes, dessen Ubertragungscharak-
teristik mit dem Modell ermittelt wird. Dazu wird ein Testverkehr in Form einer

Folge von Zellen fiber diesen Weg geschickt. Die Laufzeit im Netz kann ebenso

als statistische Grosse ermittelt werden wie die Haufigkeit der Zellenverluste.

Fiir die Simulation dieses Modelles ist ein Werkzeug implementiert worden,
welches eine effiziente Umsetzung in konkrete statistische Parameter erlaubt.

Die korrekte Arbeitsweise des Werkzeug konnte einerseits anhand analytischer
Medioden und andererseits mit Vergleichen der Resultate aus anderen Arbeiten

verifiziert werden.

Im weiteren wird ein Konzept fur einen Echtzeit-Emulator vorgeschlagen,
welcher die im Simulator gewonnenen Parameter auf zwei reale, bidirektionale

Datenstrome anwendet. Die Hardware unterstiitzt im wesendichen das Einfiigen
von zufalligen, statistisch beschriebenen Verzogerungen auf die Zellen in den

beiden 155Mb/s-Links. Daneben konnen auch Zellen aus den Links entfernt

oder fremde eingeschleust, sowie einzelne Bits einer Zelle verandert werden. Es

konnte gezeigt werden, dass der Emulator selbst bei relativ hohem Verkehrsauf-

kommen die vorgegebene Statistik sehr gut wiedergibt. Massgebend dabei ist

der eigens entwickelte Algorithmus, welcher die bei hohem Verkehr fehlende

Freiheit der zu wahlenden Zellverzogerung elegant umgeht.

Der in dieser Arbeit beschriebene Ansatz stellt eine komplette, sehr flexible

Arbeitsplattform fur die Ermitdung von Anforderungen an die Ubertragungs¬
qualitat moderner Hochgeschwindigkeits-Netzwerke dar, namendich fur inter¬

active Dienste mit ihren zum Teil hohen Echtzeitanforderungen.
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1

1. Motivation for Investigations on QoS

"Quality of service (QoS) is a concept based on the statement that, 'not all appli¬
cations need the same performance from the network over which they run'.

Thus, applications may indicate their specific requirements to the network, be¬

fore they actually start transmitting information data." [Fluck95]

This rather generic definition of QoS focuses on the conceptual aspects of

emerging networks supporting multimedia applications. It reflects the efforts

undertaken by network engineers towards modern communication networks.

Further definitions of QoS emphasising the end users point of view will be giv¬
en in chapter 2 (2.1).

1.1 Multi-Service Communication Networks

1.1.1 The Need for Integration of Communication Services

Since the early 1960's the telecommunication world has experienced an out¬

standing development, which has been driven by some major developments in

technology and by the growth of user demands. Telecommunications in the

1950's, and before, were dominated by voice communication in the form of tele¬

phony, with only limited data transmission applications in the form of telegra¬
phy. With the rapid deployment of digital computers, and the development of

computer networks, there was a significant increase in the demand for data com¬

munications, which is even accelerating today with new applications such as

the world wide web. Visual communication in the form of video telephony is

expected to grow in both the business and domestic environments in the near

future. Consequently, the changes in the composition of traffic patterns will

Fig. 1.1: Providing Multimedia Services over Dedicated Networks
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certainly lead to new aspects in die planning of communication networks and in

service provision. Existing communication networks are mainly engineered to

suit specific applications. For example, Public Switched Telephone Networks

(PSTNs) have evolved to provide wide-area telephone service; while Local Area

Networks (LANs) have been developed to meet the need for resource sharing
and data transmission between computers and terminals witiiin limited geo¬

graphical areas.

Still otiier networks exist for distribution services such as TV and radio broad¬

casting. When providing multimedia services, die use of dedicated networks as

shown in figure 1.1 raises important questions of complexity for management
and of economy. The strategy to solve these problems is based on the use of in¬

tegrated networks which can support a set of basic capabilities so that new

services can be provided by combining die existing capabilities, and by modular

growth of die network resources.

1.12 The Evolution of Integrated Networks

This section gives a brief history of the evolution of multi-service networks with

emphasis on service demands, traffic patterns and switching schemes. As die

main theme of this diesis is related to service quality, the specific issues of delay
and loss will be taken up in the following section.

1.12.1 Telephone and data networks

Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs) have been designed and opti¬
mised to offer telephone service world-wide with a very fine-meshed network.

Today's dense geographical coverage offered by PSTNs makes diem a

promising medium for the inclusion of otiier services. But the large-scale nature

of PSTNs and tiieir specific requirements resist fast modification, such as the

implementation of new services within short time intervals. Telephony can be

characterised on die one hand by continuous narrow-band signals (0.3-3.4
kHz), suitably digitised at rates in the range of e.g. 8...64 kbits/s, and on die

other hand with an average call duration of about 3 minutes.

1.122 Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDNs)

The approach to Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDNs) was emerging as

the result of the technological evolution of the PSTN into a fully integrated digi¬
tal switching and transmission network; with die provision of direct digital ac¬

cess to customer premises it was made possible for various types of source sig¬
nals to be multiplexed and transported in digital form. Digital transmission and

switching offer a better quality of service as compared widi analogue technol¬

ogy and tiiis can be achieved at lower cost, since die price for switching hard¬

ware has fallen continuously. Digital speech-based networks use 8-bit Pulse

Code Modulation (PCM). Usually, die system operates digitally at local or high¬
er exchange levels, but die local subscriber-line connection is still analog. The

design concept was mainly driven by telephony, assuming it would be die

dominating application and otiier kinds of applications should adapt their

requirements to the existing service. It was hoped tiiat all types of services

could be provided widi world-wide coverage, as widi die conventional tele¬

phone service, and with additional costs being incurred mainly during die

evolution process. ITU-T (Telecommunication Standardisation Sector of
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International Telecommunication Union, formerly CCITT) has recommended a

variety of services including voice, data and video, and possible combinations

of tiiem. They are supported on standard network service channels (B-
channels) which offer a bi-directional bit rate of 64 kbit. The customer access

however, provides for more flexible multiplexing structures based on these

standard network service channels: The user can choose between Basic Rate

access (2 B-channels) or Primary Rate access, consisting of 30 B-channels for

Europe, and 23 B-channels for North America, respectively. Furthermore, ITU-T

suggests services using sub-multiplexing metiiods for B-channels

Traffic patterns on customer links and on links between offices will depend on

the actual combination of services and it was difficult to forecast tiiese before

the networks were in operation. Furthermore, the implementation of classical

computer communication services (e.g. LAN interconnection) and video trans¬

mission over ISDN revealed some serious problems concerning die expected
quality of service and die economical use of network resources. These problems
will be considered in chapter 4.

1.123 Integration of voice and data in digital, packet-switched networks

Developments in digitisation techniques, voice signal processing, digital switch¬

ing and digital transmission have lead to another approach; the integration of

voice and data services in fully digital packet-switched networks. The digitisa¬
tion of voice signals has resulted in an elaborate technique for processing and

transmission of voice signals, on die otiier hand. The examination of speech ac¬

tivity during a normal telephone conversation reveals that speech signals are of

bursty nature (talk occurs in bursts) and that during a conversation the partici¬
pants only speak for approximately 40% of total call time [Brady68]. Silent pe¬
riods can be found either between the alternating talking activities of a phone
user (user A is talking while user B is listening; and vice versa) or during the

pauses between the sentences of an ongoing dialog. With die fast signal pro¬

cessing capabilities available today, it has become economical to develop so¬

phisticated terminals to exploit the silent periods between talk bursts (see fig.
4.3 in chapter 4). Clearly, in principle, it is only necessary to transmit talk bursts,
and by so doing, significant bandwidth savings can be achieved with the result

that either additional talk bursts from other users, or data, can be sent during die

silent intervals. Systems of this type are generally called 'Dynamically Managed
Voice Systems' (DMVS) [Grube83]. TASI systems were the early exponents of

this technique; followed by DSI systems. The recognition of die capacity
advantages gained from the fact that speech is bursty and the more general eco¬

nomical advantage to gain from digital transmission and switching has motivat¬

ed die packet-switched approach towards the integration of voice and data

services. Packet voice networks can achieve significant savings in channel

capacity by transmitting packets carrying only talk bursts. However,
packet-switched networks suffer from one predominant drawback in terms of

real-time communications: Delay caused by packetisation (packetisation delay)
in die source terminal and by processing in die switching nodes in the network

(store and forward). The amount of die packetisation delay is determined by the

length of die packets and by the source data rate. Processing delays are given
by the processing capacity of the switching nodes and by die applied
protocols. Forward error control or error detection & concealment on the basis

of data redundancy are better suited for real-time communication services than

systems using automatic repeat request (ARQ) techniques (e.g. X.25).
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1.12A Broadband Networks and Broadband ISDNs

Broadband networks are defined here as networks with sufficient bandwidtii

and switching capability to support a vast range of services and to guarantee

satisfactory delivery of tiiese services. In addition to services such as voice, data

and low bit rate video, which can be supported by narrow band ISDN, high
quality video services such as video conferencing, high definition TV and high
speed data transfer (up to 150 Mb/s) between Local Area Networks, are the

principal targets to be covered by broadband networks. A number of different

approaches towards implementation of broadband networks have been pro¬

posed, among which essentially two approaches have received particular atten¬

tion from network providers, as well as international organisations such as ITU.

One approach is STM (synchronous transfer mode). This technique uses syn¬
chronous time division multiplexing principles for multiplexing several circuits

over transmission links and switches. A given circuit is allocated at regular in¬

tervals regardless of whetiier the connected systems have any data to transmit.

STM suffers from flexibility of required transmission rate. Any data source con¬

nected to an allocated STM connection is strictly upper-bounded in the bitrate.

However, one characteristic of multimedia applications is the varying require¬
ment of transmission capacity. Altiiough it is generally very difficult to forecast

the precise traffic patterns of new services, some effort has been made to fore¬

cast video traffic characteristics. Classification of various services and die esti¬

mation of tiieir bursty nature have also been made by several authors. For in¬

stance, total traffic can be classified into three parts: (1) current narrow band

services (data, speech, fax, still pictures, low resolution/low frame rate video), (2)
broadband services (high speed data, high quality video) and (3) changing
combinations of these services as the result of development of robust1 coding
schemes and user demands.

A new concept, 'Asynchronous Transfer Mode' (ATM), has been proposed in

1987 ([Gonet87] and [Gonet88]) and is widely accepted in the meantime as a

promising multiplexing and switching principle, which has the flexibility needed
to cope widi the changes in traffic patterns resulting from changes in user de¬

mand and/or the application of new source and channel coding technologies.
With the ATM approach, bearer channel capacity is divided into time slots2 or

cells, and digital streams from user terminals are buffered at a network access

buffer where tiiey wait to be allocated to appropriate time slots on the outgoing
channel. These cells of constant length are tiien transferred through die ATM

network to tiieir destination, with routing in die switching nodes according to

the so called virtual patii and virtual channel identifier (VPI/VCI) fields of the

cell header. This scheme can handle both continuous traffic and bursty traffic.

For example, some time slots recurring at regular intervals can be assigned to

constant rate traffic, while die remaining time slots are assigned to bursty traffic

in an asynchronous manner. The ATM network is in essence a packet switched

network, using virtual circuit routing tiirough high capacity switches to guaran¬
tee in-sequence delivery of wide band traffic. The path routing overhead in the

ATM cell can be kept small (4 octets plus 8 bits of header error control informa-

Coding schemes working at broad ranges of possible bitrates, delay and error behaviour of a network.

Time slot is the time interval used to serialise a cell of 53 octets onto a serial line of a given capaci¬
ty-
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tion). This provides a good payload/header length ratio. The 48 octets of pay-
load are a compromise between two types of service requirements: Data services

often must transport bulk data. Long cells would be die most efficient vehicle to

transport this type of traffic. Telephony on the other hand is required to trans¬

port samples of continuous signals with short delays. Long cells would take a

large number of samples (e.g. 8 bit each) to fill such cells, resulting in long pack¬
etisation delay. ATM networks exhibit die disadvantage of non deterministic

delays. This results from buffering the asynchronously arriving cells overloading
temporarily certain resources within die switching node.

12 Delay and Loss in Packet Networks

As shown before, the development of multi-service networks follows a trend

towards packet-switched networks. Packet loss and packet delay are the two

fundamental issues that should be examined carefully in network design, in or¬

der to provide acceptable network services. This is particularly the case for in¬

teractive and delay sensitive services such as speech and video or computer
supported co-operative work (CSCW) with various forms of shared work¬

spaces.

12.1 Reason for Delay and Loss

The Quality of Service (QoS) is basically determined by die following sources:

a) Source coding/decoding and compression/decompression in the ter¬

minal (method-specific intrinsic impairments).

b) Basic network behaviour: Delay and loss as a function of network

load, types and composition of nodes in the network.

c) Measures for improving QoS parameters or to hide impairments
caused in die network and/or in die terminal:

• Measures performed on virtual channels (specified by QoS class¬

es).

• Measures for individual virtual channels.

• Measures applied in the end systems.

The resulting QoS usually results as a sum of all remaining impairments. Al¬

though the methods mentioned in c) are intended for improving certain aspects
of QoS, however, certain drawbacks e.g. additional delay are die result. It is of¬

ten not possible to strictly differentiate between the sources of impairments:
Sophisticated source coding, as an example, usually takes into consideration
channel characteristics and can therefore improve QoS by adapting its coding
parameters.

In a packet oriented system, delay arises in the process of terminal/network in¬

terface buffering, in multiplexing and in switching and transmission. Packet loss

arises as a result of buffer overflow in the terrninals, network interfaces or in any

switching node witiiin the network. Another reason for loss of packets is pack¬
et dropping as the result from non-conformity of a header error check sequence.
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1.2.2 Delay and Loss in Speech and Video Communication Systems

One of the main advantages of packet-based networks is the bandwidth gained
through exploiting inactive intervals of the source signals (so-called statistical

gain). In long-distance speech communication systems for example, voice activ¬

ity detectors are used in the form of Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI) to

exploit the silent intervals between talk bursts, with only talk bursts being
transmitted. By omitting silence intervals from transmission, the number of

speech sources that can be multiplexed on a given channel can be increased

significantly. However, speech loss in the form of clipping can occur in these

systems as a result of loudness adaptive algorithms. In addition to loss arising
from clipping, speech loss can also arise in the form of packet loss resulting from

contention associated with the multiplexing and switching processes. As pack¬
ets await network service, some packets may be discarded due to buffer over¬

flow. Also, at the destination node, overdue arrivals can be discarded if packet
reassembling is to be performed in such a way as to meet end-to-end delay re¬

quirements. Clearly, packet loss, which results in loss of information, has a signif¬
icant effect on the overall quality of transmission, i.e. loss means degradation in

quality of service from the user's point of view. Nevertheless, the resulting sub¬

jective quality of a service is also determined by measures for improving QoS

parameters (see above).

Generally, information experiences increased delay when using packet switch¬

ing, and these delays are particularly important in delay sensitive services, such

as interactive voice communication. End-to-end delay refers to the time interval

between information leaving the source (e.g. sound produced by the talker) and

it being received at the destination (sound perceived by the ear of the listener in

the case of speech). In a packet-switched network, end-to-end delay is due

mainly to coding, packetisation, buffering at the network/user terminal inter¬

faces, buffering at multiplexing and switching nodes, propagation delay and fi¬

nally packet reassembly at destination end (see figure 1.2).

Fig. 1.2.
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Functional Diagram of Sources of End-to-End Delay in Packet-Based Voice Networks (Note

that transmission links, representing additional sources of delay, have not been included in

this figure).

In a specific system, coding delay toi, Us, (see fig-1 -2) packetisation delay ti2, t34

and propagation delay are more or less fixed. A major source of variable delay is

due to buffering fe) associated with the nodes in a switched network, where

delay variations are a result of changes in network loading. The distribution of

packet delays depends on the specific forwarding mechanisms involved and on

the current traffic characteristics. Finally, additional delay may be added within
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the receiver in order to 'smooth out' the variation in packet transmission delay
so that signal fragments (e.g. speech samples) can be reassembled with correct

interarrival time relations.

p* 4 Delay Density

smoothed out

(fixed) end-to-end

delay

T 6

End-to-end delay

Fig. 1.3: Smooth-out Delay at the Receiver's End

Figure 1.3 illustrates the necessity of this procedure: The shape represents a typ¬
ical delay density as it could be measured at the user/network interface (UNI) of

the receiving terminal. The variance is an indicator for the variability of the de¬

lay packets experience in the network. In the case of delay-variation sensitive

media, such as sound, the variability of the delay in digital transmission systems
must be equalised in the receiving terminal in order to reconstruct an isochro¬

nous sequence of samples. Let 8 be the delay value and T its upper limit; pack¬
ets with delay values beyond T are discarded by the receiving terminal (grey
area in fig. 1.3). T is chosen such that the majority of packets will arrive in due

time, i.e. assigning the limit T to round-trip delay so that a natural dialog may

take place. The difference between T and 8 is in fact an additional delay added

by the receiver. T can be chosen by the terminal: The smaller T is chosen, the

smaller the additional delay but the greater the number of discarded packets. On
the other hand, a larger value for T will reduce the proportion of discarded

packets in favour of a greater end-to-end delay. The buffer read out algorithm

may either be based on timing information carried by the packets or on a buffer

content level algorithm.
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Thus, in general, packet loss and packet delay within the network are interrelat¬

ed, and compromises must be made. Figure 1.4 shows a possible hypothetical
relationship between end-to-end delay versus cell discard ratio and the users

subjective QoS opinion:

A Cell discard ratio

End-to-end Delay

Fig. 1.4: Relationship between Delay and Packet Discard Ratio at Different Mean Opinion Scores

(MOS 1 to 5; see Fig 1.6)

Assuming die current working point as the result from a particular value chosen

for T; varying T means moving on the grey curve. The grey curve represents the

relation between upper limit for end-to-end delay T and die resulting cell

discard probability ( see figure 1.3). It is the task of an adaptation algoritiim to

find the optimal point for T (= T), i.e. the point with the highest (best) MOS.

123 Effects of Differential Delay in Multi Media-Services

Another degrading factor mat is specific for multimedia services is the differen¬

tial (relative) delay between different media, if these are handled in separate
channels. In applications such as videophone, video conferencing and broad¬

cast TV, this time difference could arise as the result of different coding schemes

or different compression costs being used for speech and video, possibly differ¬

ent transmission media and paths and different terminal equipment and associ¬

ated synchronisation. In an integrated packet-switched network where both

speech and video are supported, an additional time differential can result from

different packet sizes being used for speech and video packets. Also, differential

delay can result from different multiplexing and switching schemes and different

reconstruction methods for speech and video and different queueing delays in

respect to the two types (priorities) of signals. The differential delay (e.g. be¬

tween speech and video signals) will be referred to as 'Desynchrony'3, The im-

The expression "Desynchrony" originates from the work of Cao [CaoX91].
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portance of bounding desynchrony and round trip delay in interactive multi¬

media applications will further be discussed in paragraph 1.3.1.

In summary, packet loss and delay as experienced in packet switched networks

may seriously reduce the quality of service experienced by users of multimedia

type applications. Experience with significant end-to-end delay in telephone
systems suggests tiiat die dialog in speech conversations is seriously hampered
[Brady71]. The effect of desynchrony is important in applications involving ac¬

curate matching between visual and sound or otiier media such as cursor

movements and commands in shared workspace applications.

The former considerations clearly showed the importance for a careful optimisa¬
tion for the network parameters, quality of service, transmission methods and di¬

mensioning in the engineering of modern networks. Nevertheless, there is

hardly any work known dealing with the inter-relation of these parameters. The

few publications found in literature will be discussed in the following sections.

13 Motivations for Subjective Tests to Determine QoS of

Real-time Interactive Applications

As shown above for the particular case of audio and video applications, for

most interactive telecommunication applications human end users determine the

ultimate quality requirements. Thus, research in and the development of new

forms of telecommunication should involve proper studies of die related human

perception.

The performance of a communication system ought to be based ultimately on

subjective tests performed in the context of a specific scenario. Such experi¬
ments aim at deriving generic relations between measurable physical parameters
and subjective quality. These relations may then be used for similar scenarios in

order to estimate the subjective quality by measuring or calculating the physical
parameters only. The benefit of this method is that exhaustive subjective tests

are no longer necessary.

Classical situations where subjectively perceived quality may reliably be pre¬
dicted by objective parameters were exploited in the classical analog telephone
network, e.g.:

• relation between attenuation and the rate of erroneously perceived
words

• relation between lower and upper cut-off frequencies in order to per¬
ceive a speech signal as "natural".

However, with new types of impairments coming along with new source coding
schemes and new transport mechanisms, there is a need for new subjective tests

aiming at providing generic relations between easily measurable (or
theoretically derivable) performance parameters. This is certainly the case for

ATM where e.g. cell loss or highly variable delay may lead to subjective
impairments of hitherto unknown nature.

Subjective tests have been used widely in assessing the performance of speech
transmission systems and coding schemes, and to evaluate transmission circuits

subject to noise and delay [Brady71] [Helde66] [Goodm82] [McDer78]. In the
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case of image processing, subjective criteria and tests have also been used to de¬

scribe image quality [Limb79]. With the development of packet-based speech
and packet-based video networks, subjective tests have been used to assess the

performance in respect of impairments such as packet delay and packet loss

[Jayan81]. Experiments have also been conducted on video conferencing sys¬

tems [Levet78].

However, these experiments will hardly allow to derive direct conclusions for

the situation in B-ISDN.

Two studies [CaoX91, Stein96] are the only ones found in literature relating di¬

rectly to the issues discussed in this thesis and they will thus be analysed in

more detail below.

13.1 Subjective Effects of Delay and Loss in Video Communication Envi¬

ronments

Cao [CaoX91] investigates impairments incurred by voice and video due to de¬

lay and loss of packets in packet based networks using subjective tests. He dis¬

tinguishes two cases: one-way (broadcast) and two-way (interactive) communi¬

cation services.

13.1.1 The one-way test environment

The one-way test scenarios use pre-recorded audio-visual material presented to

a number of subjects (9 more or less experienced persons) in several sessions.

Each session consists of a fixed combination of impairments in both the video

and the speech signal. After each session, the subjects fixed their ratings on a

form and after 30 seconds, the next of totally 9 sessions used to start. The

speech processing unit and the video processing unit were designed so that ef¬

fects of desynchrony (differential delay), speech packet loss and video packet
loss could be introduced during the course of the tests.

Fig. 1.5: System Design for One-Way Tests
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Figure 1.5 shows the system design for the one-way test environment. Two

types of impairments can be introduced for the data streams, i.e. loss and delay.
The data stream is packet based, i.e. a series of samples are handled in one pack¬
et of constant size. The packet size can be chosen to be 16, 128 or 256 Bytes.
The audio signal is sampled at a rate of 8k/s with 8 bit/sample. Both delay units

have a capacity for up to 500ms delay. The speech loss unit can drop packets
and replace their samples eidier by zero samples or by repeating the last valid

packet. Packets can be dropped in bursts: the number of consecutively dropped
packets is either constant or Poisson distributed.

The video signal is not compressed and is sampled and packetised in die same

manner as speech. Packets can also be dropped in bursts. The digitised video

channel has a transmission capacity of 108Mb/s, the speech channel 64kb/s.

The subjects were asked to rate the subjective perception on a five-category
scale:

MOS

CCIR Rec. 405

ImpairmentScale

CCIR Rec. 562, 500

Impairment

5 Imperceptible Imperceptible

4 Perceptible,
but not annoying

Perceptible,
but not annoying

3 Somewhat annoying Slightly annoying

2 Severely annoying Annoying

1 Unusable Very annoying

Figure 1.6: CCIR Definitions of Five Category Scale

MOS stands for Mean Opinion Score. Cao uses the Recommendation 405 ver¬

sion MOS for rating, arguing that it covers a wider range of reactions than does

the Recommendation 500 variant.

13.12 Results of the One-Way Tests

Three impairments were involved: desynchrony between video and speech,
speech packet loss and video packet loss. Of course the effect of packet loss

depends also on the packet length employed.

The effect of desynchrony was tested at a level of statistical significance over all

sessions and was reported by most subjects as being die most annoying impair¬
ment. From fig. 1.7, it can be seen that mean opinion scores (MOS) values

remain high (above 4.5) with positive desynchrony (i.e. sound lags vision) or

small negative desynchrony, but that the MOS falls sharply as desynchrony
becomes increasingly negative. At a desynchrony level of -140ms (sound leads

video), the MOS value falls to approximately 4, which corresponds to die

"Perceptible but not annoying" category. This level of desynchrony can be

regarded as the threshold of perceptible desynchrony when vision lags sound.

The asymmetry of the shape is an interesting phenomenon, as it appears to
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reflect a typical situation in the real world: Human beings are used to perceive
optical signals before the associated acoustic events due to die difference in

propagation speeds.

Fig. 1.7: Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) for Desynchrony of One-Way Experiment

Video lagging speech on the other hand is an unnatural situation, since light is

always faster than sound in real life. It may well be stated therefore that even

slightly negative desynchrony values are perceived as poor quality.

The packet loss introduced in Cao's experiment was perceived as sporadic
clicks in the speech channel. It was discovered that the effect on the MOS

caused by tiiis impairment depends mainly on the rate with which the clicks oc¬

cur. This means that, given a certain level of packet loss, the MOSs were better

when long speech packet lengths were used, resulting in a lower click fre¬

quency. Clearly the MOS degrades as the percentage of packet loss increases.

This suggests that, in order to achieve a higher grade of service in a packet
based network that is subject to a given packet loss level, it is advantageous to

use long packets since the time separation between losses is greater. With the

actual level of video packet loss4 (0.01% & 0.05%) selected for use in the tests,

the effect of video packet loss is not as strong as the effect of speech packet
loss. As with the speech signal, Cao concludes that, for a given packet loss level,
the use of longer video packets is desirable.

These results can even concern ATM with its constant cell length: Stating that

longer voice packets are preferable for voice communication means

multiplexing several sound channels into one cell (in a possibly future service) is

not preferable in terms of QoS.

No measures are used in these experiments to mask or recover lost packets for both audio and video.
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In the case when botii desynchrony and speech packet loss are involved, the

MOS values are determined by die combined effects of the two impairments.
Predictably, the overall effect results in a lower MOS compared to one impair¬
ment only. Detailed examination suggests that the effect of speech packet loss

is a dominant impairment for positive and small negative values of desynchrony,
while the effect of desynchrony becomes dominant when vision lags speech by
sizeable delay values (140ms or more). A detailed analysis indicates that the

subjective ratings (MOS) are mainly based on the dominant impairment.

In connection with the combined effect of both desynchrony and video packet
loss, it is found tiiat the effect of video packet loss is the dominant impairment,
and that the presence of video packet loss tends to mask the effect of desyn¬
chrony, that is, desynchrony becomes less noticeable, even in the range of rela¬

tively large negative lags.

In a practical packet-based network, it is most likely that desynchrony, speech
packet loss and video packet loss will coexist. The results from this experiment
suggest that, when more than one impairment is involved, the extent of the most

dominant one must be kept witiiin a more stringent limit unless only one, or re¬

duced number of impairments are present. This statement shows that MOS is not

a result of a simple addition of several single impairments. The need for subjec¬
tive tests is once more confirmed.

As a by-product of Cao's experiments, it was found that subjects tended to be

more critical with increasing experience. This confirms the fact that subjective
experiments need very carefitl planning and execution if their results should be

reproducible.

13.13 The Two-Way Test Environment

The aim of the two-way test is to reproduce a typical interactive bi-directional

videophone dialog situation. The experiments were designed around the use of

an expert as interviewer and a subject as interviewee. The interviewers

conducted the conversation in such a way that both parties had approximately
equal talking time. Prior to the start of each test, die subject was introduced to

the test scenario during a 2 to 3 minute informal chat over the test facility. All

impairments were switched off during this introduction in order to give a

reference of seemingly perfect quality, i.e. to calibrate die subjects. As in one¬

way tests, this procedure helped subjects to become familiar with the system, the

sound and light level, the conversational environment, and the session duration.

The tests were organised in two groups of one interviewer and 18 subjects
each.

The following impairments were investigated: Loss of video and sound packets,
desynchrony and round-trip delay for video and sound. Because effects of

round-trip delay can only be tested in interactive two-way tests, the test equip¬
ment of die one-way test environment had to be extended.

A block diagram of the two-way test equipment is shown in fig. 1.8.
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The interactive test environment is roughly the same as in the one-way situation

with the exception, that the source is not a video recorder but a real video cam¬

era and a microphone. Furthermore, there are two independent sets of channels:

One channel for each video and audio from room A to B and one set of chan¬

nels from room B to room A.

Micro

Camera

Room A

Speech
A/D

Speech
Delay
Unit

Speech
Loss

Unit

Speech
D/A

Video

A/D

Video

Delay
Unit

Video

Loss

Unit

Video

D/A

Ear¬

phone

Monitor

Micro

Camera

Room B

Fig. 1.8: System Design for Two-Way Interactive Tests

The maximum delay for the video channels was limited to 240ms. The same cod¬

ing rules were used as in the one-way case. The parameters for the forward (A
to B) and backward channels (B to A) were the same in order to have a

symmetrical situation. As in the one-way situation, the length of packets could

be chosen to be 16, 128 or 256 bytes per packet. Values for speech packet loss

probability were 0.0%, 0.5% and 1.0%; the corresponding values for video

packets loss were 0.0%, 0.01% and 0.05%s.

The packet loss values for video and audio are considerably different. They are chosen such that the

resulting MOS values of the individual impairments lie in the same range.
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The main results of the two-way tests can be summarised as follows: Impair¬
ments caused by speech packet loss and video packet loss were clearly notice¬

able; whilst the impairment caused by desynchrony was only perceived by
about two third of the subjects. None of the subjects reported having noticed

the effect of round-trip delay (up to 240ms). This suggests that in a videophone
communication, the subjects tend to lower their quahty requirements
concerning round-trip delay, compared to a pure phone conversation.

The effect of desynchrony was found to be not significant. It can be seen in fig.
1.9, that the measured MOS values remain fairly flat at positive (sound lags vi¬

sion) and small negative (vision lags sound) desynchrony values, and tiiat die

MOS decreases essentially when the desynchrony exceeds -80ms.
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Fig. 1.9: Measured MOS vs. Desynchrony over the Whole Data Set (bold curve). For comparison

purposes, the grey curve represents the results of fig. 1.7 (one-way experiment).

The black curve in fig. 1.9 represents the results of the two-way experiment,
whereas the grey shape is the result from fig 1.7 (one way experiment). The situ¬

ation is similar to the one-way case with the exception that die quality is per¬
ceived at lower MOS values. This can be explained by the fact that the values

in fig. 1.9 (bold curve) are mean values over all data gathered by all two-way
tests. In most of these tests there were otiier impairments involved beside desyn¬
chrony. Another difference is the spread of the shape: In the two-way case, cor¬

responding MOS value at -80ms is about +200ms (instead of about +120 ms in

the one-way situation).

As mentioned above, the round-trip delay was not found to be significant: the

MOS values remain almost constant over the whole range of delay (0ms to

240ms). This suggests that the round-trip delay up to at least 240ms is not

going to exert any major degradation in MOS in an videophone application
(masking effect). This is astonishing, since Brady discovered lower values for

round-trip delay in a pure telephone conversation, e.g. over satellite. This again
confirms that carefully planned subjective tests are necessary, and that probably
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several test schemes will have to be used if concluding results should be

derived. However, these particuar questions are not the focus of this work.

For interactive, videophone like applications, this means that both the round-

trip delay and the relative delay (desynchrony) between vision and associated

sound may well be accepted. Caution should be taken in the design of net¬

works and applications to prevent the situation in which the vision lags the

sound by more dian 80ms, or the situation in which the sound lags the vision by
more than about 160ms. Since round-trip delay appears to be tolerable to a cer¬

tain extent, one method of reducing the effect of relative delay would be to add

extra delay at the receiver for sound when it is detected to be leading video, or

vice versa. However, the round-trip delay should still not exceed a certain level,
which can not be fixed by Caovs tests as the upper limit seems to exceed 240ms.

The effect of speech packet loss was found to be significant in the two-way
scenario. With a given ratio of speech packet loss, the MOS values are almost

the same, irrespective of the (lost) speech packet length used.

The same holds for video packet loss: Cao states that the effect of video packet
loss is not as severe as that of speech packet loss. But this may be due to the

lower chosen rate of video packet loss (0 ... 0.05%); speech loss rate was in the

interval [0,...1%].

In cases, where both desynchrony and speech packet loss are present, the

overall effect on the MOS is found to be the combinational effect of various fac¬

tors. However, speech packet loss is the dominant factor over desynchrony.
Generally, if more than one impairment is involved, the extent of each impair¬
ment must be kept within more stringent limits unless only one, or a reduced

number of impairments are present.

A further phenomenon can be extracted from the statistical material: The con¬

versational tasks involved in the two-way test tend to distract subjects noticing
certain types of impairments (such as desynchrony). It may be stated that net¬

work users tend to be more tolerant to impairments when they are engaged in

an interactive conversation. On the other hand it also should be noted tiiat the

subjects become more critical towards the later stage of the test. This last state¬

ment in a way invalidates the conclusions of Cao. Therefore, special attention

should be given when applying these results in other (e.g. B-ISDN) situations.

132 Media synchronisation in a broader context

The work of Cao shows clearly, that the effect of interaction in a communica¬

tion environment can heavily change the perception of network impairments.
Desynchrony, as an example, is perceived by the subjects in a more critical

manner in the one-way scenario than in an interactive situation. On the other

hand, interactive application with enhanced media types (e.g. including shared

workspace with multiple cursors) are believed to show new real-time require¬
ments.

Similar results concerning desynchrony of video and sound can be found in die

work of Steinmetz [Stein96]. In his work he investigates the timing relationship
in an extended set of media. The desynchrony tolerance of subjects between
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audio, video and telepointers are analysed. Video is understood in this context

as a variety of different media: animation, still pictures (as found in a slide show),
overlaid pictures and text annotations in form of subtitles. It turned out that lip
synchrony (in die video and audio combination) is the most sensitive media

combination in the tested scenarios, i.e. the most stringent desynchrony bound¬

aries must be met in these scenarios. The corresponding values found in Stein-

metz's work confirm the results of Cao, which again shows the necessity of

subjective tests when introducing new media.

133 The Situation in B-ISDN

Although there is considerable work done on the problem of lip
synchronisation in one-way communication, there is no literature about the

situation in new broadband network environments covering tiiese central

issues. These new environments are expected to carry a mixture of traffic with a

much bigger number of different types of media than just voice and video, as

discussed above.

Nevertheless, the question about the required quality of service provided by
new networks is still a relevant topic to be discussed in the near future. It is im¬

portant for both providers of networks and end user equipment to deal with fu¬

ture requirements in terms of performance and quality of service. Subjective
tests will become a fundamental mean for answering a number of questions. The

strategy to use is the following:

1) Subjective tests will show the necessary objective parameters and their

relevant values.

2) Network engineering and selection of appropriate methods (e.g.
source coding) can then be based on the parameters and values found

inl).
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1A Layout of this thesis and major contributions

The previous considerations show the necessity of subjective tests for the eval¬

uation of QoS parameters in a multimedia environment. The use of broad-band

telecommunication networks, such as ATM, as a transport medium for multime¬

dia data is a reason for new investigations.

Network resources in ATM networks are allocated dynamically in order to satis¬

fy the fluctuating users needs concerning transmission capacity. The shared use

of such resources by different users can, under certain conditions, result in con¬

siderable impairments such as variable transmission delay and information loss

for a particular connection, which, in conjunction with new source and channel

coding methods, may ultimately lead to compromise the subjective qualidity in a

so-far unknown way.

Delay sensitive multimedia services, such as audio and video, call for certain

quality of service (QoS) guarantees offered by the network. These QoS parame¬
ters can only be derived using subjective test methods, because interaction of

individual service impairments seem to be highly non-linear for the user's per¬

ception of QoS. In die case of two-way interactive multimedia services (e.g.
videophone) subjective tests can only be performed in an environment provid¬
ing real-time conditions.

14.1 Thesis

The thesis aims at proving both the need for and the feasibility to build a real¬

time test system for evaluating impairments for ATM networks carrying bi-di¬

rectional traffic for interactive services, as these are expected to be rather sensi¬

tive to network impairments.

1A2 Approach

The approach taken consists of the co-operation of two components; an offline

simulation tool and a real-time emulation system. The offline simulation tool de¬

termines impairment characteristics for specific ATM networks in the form of

statistical parameters. The simulated network can be specified by some key pa¬
rameters, such as number of switching nodes, type and amount of background
traffic. The resulting impairment statistics are fed into the real-time emulation

system. The emulation system provides two bi-directional ATM interfaces for in¬

terconnecting two multimedia terminals. Data streams flowing from the source

to the destination terminal will be affected by the emulation system in the same

manner as a real ATM network would do.

This approach lends itself to emulate the behaviour in real-time of both, realistic

ATM networks of any size and any constellation, and also fictive networks witii

e.g. worst case behaviour. Types and number of network service impairments
can either be freely chosen in any combination, or they can be gathered from a

separate simulation run of the offline network simulation tool.
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During subjective test sessions the emulation hardware applies the given impair¬
ment parameters to the ATM cell stream, which is generated at the data source

of the subjective test environment and fed through the emulator to the receiv¬

ing terminal.

This strategy has the advantage to be very flexible while in principle it could be

applied to any packet-switched network, its implementation will have - for rea¬

sons of efficiency - to be tied to a specific standard. Thus, in this thesis, it has

been implemented for the ATM technology. Any existing or new service carried

via an ATM network, based on various coding or compression algorithms, can

be tested before real ATM networks or ATM test beds with realistic load pro¬
files are available. Using this approach, a new network emulation environment

can be set up within a few hours if the network behaviour must be evaluated

first. If the network behaviour is already known, i.e. specified by a set of

statistical parameters, emulation runs may be initiated within a few minutes.

The major innovative ideas of this thesis are:

• A concept for real-time emulation of packetised bi-directional data

streams where controlled injection of impairments is possible through
definition of adequate stochastic impairment processes.

• Characteristics of impairment processes may either be derived by simu¬

lation of networks with suitable assumptions about the traffic sources

and the traffic under test, or by straightforward choice of e.g. worst-

case parameters.

1A3 Results

The following major results have been achieved:

• The overall concept has been implemented and demonstrated to be fea¬

sible at data rates of 155 Mbits/s and possibly above.

• Simulations for various combinations of network set-up, source charac¬

teristics and types of background traffic have revealed that in most

cases, simple interfaces between the simulation and emulation stages are

feasible, i.e. describing the behaviour of the network with a few key pa¬
rameters (such as delay, delay variation, etc.).

• For the simulator, a flexible modular architecture has been developed
and implemented. As the implementation is specifically tied to ATM

standards, high performance has been achieved allowing for typical sim¬

ulation runs to be completed within a few hours for even large net¬

works.

• A prototype real-time emulation system operating with STM-1

interfaces has been built.

• Correct operation of the overall system has been demonstrated as far as

possible by comparison with results from statistical analysis.
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The remainder of this work is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 discusses some definitions in terms of quality of service, network per¬

formance, cell loss priority, traffic and congestion control, as it is given to

control and measure QoS, based on ITU recommendation 1.371 and 1.356.

Chapter 3 gives a description of the proposed real-time ATM network

emulation concept: The hardware structure of die real-time ATM network

emulation system will be presented. Furthermore, some specific aspects of the

emulation are considered, such as methods preventing cell overtaking.

Two key issues in the context of network simulation are the realistic generation
of traffic and die mechanisms traffic is handled witiiin the network. Chapter 4

gives an overview of traffic source models applicable in die simulation environ¬

ment and discusses the analytical tractability. Several cell switching architec¬

tures are presented and discussed in terms of network performance. Finally the

chosen models for traffic generation and switching are presented, as well as the

complete network model representing a typical path through the network.

Chapter 5 describes the ATM network simulation tool in detail. This tool is

aimed at gathering impairment statistics by simulation of various ATM network

constellations. The basic model of a typical ATM network forms the core of this

tool. The framework is presented in detail, so that prospective users may change
simulation modules or even extend the software to allow for additional func¬

tionality.

Chapter 6 validates the operation of the network simulation tool. This is per¬
formed in two steps: First, a simple mathematically traceable model for traffic

sources and switching mechanisms was implemented and simulated. The results

were compared to the results given by statistical analysis. In a second step, more

sophisticated models were implemented in the simulation tool. The results agree
with the corresponding values found in the literature. Finally, a number of simu¬

lation results of interesting network situations are discussed and a curve fitting
technique leading to considerable simulation speed-up are presented at the end

of chapter 6.

Chapter 7 finally presents die conclusions. It discusses advantages and disad¬

vantages of the chosen approach, describes open problems and makes some

suggestions for future research.
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2. Quality of Service in ATM-Networks

Traditional telecommunication networks have been designed and engineered
with the goal to maximise the cost/performance ratio for a dominant application.
Thus, the quality of the network service provided by these systems was essen¬

tially fixed at design time, Whenever new applications were devised for such

networks, it was the task of the end-to-end protocols in association with suit¬

able source coding methods to overcome deficiencies in the quality of the of¬

fered network service.

This statement holds even for the narrowband ISDN to a certain extent, with

telephony as the dominant application, although the N-ISDN concept allows in

principle for some basic QoS parameters to be set at connection set-up time: The

user may be given the choice of a terrestrial route if the option for low delay is

specified in the connection set-up message.

The emergence of new broadband networks supporting a broad range of com¬

munication applications widi diverse performance requirements led to die defini¬

tion of metrics in order to specify both the characteristics of the traffic to be

conveyed via a connection and the performance expected by the user from the

network. These metrics form the basis for the traffic contract between user and

network (see [ITUI371]): Before establishing a connection, the user, on one

hand, must declare the characteristics of the traffic he would like to transmit

over a connection and the performance requirements the network must fulfil.

Using these descriptions, the network on the other hand can decide whether it

is able to guarantee the requested quality of service (QoS), or not. If it decides to

accept the new connection, a traffic contract is concluded between die two

parties. The network will now allocate the resources necessary to meet the con¬

tract and establish the requested connection. It is the network's duty to adhere

to the specific QoS as long as the user will not violate the specified traffic char¬

acteristics.

Non-conforming traffic may have several impacts: The network can run into re¬

source shortages, where the quality of service is affected. Due to the fact that

network resources are shared among several users, not only the connection of a

violating user is affected, but also the quality of service of concurrent connec¬

tions may be reduced. Thus, the network will have to take appropriate actions

(known as traffic control and congestion control) in order to protect conforming
users from a degradation of service.

Quality of service and traffic characteristic descriptions are interdependent:
changing the traffic characteristics of the offered traffic will usually influence

the QoS, if the network resources are not adapted accordingly.

The present chapter will build a bridge between the users view of quality of ser¬

vice, as seen in chapter 1, and its relation to the lower levels of ATM systems.
The concept of resource management will be discussed and some key parame¬
ters for performance metrics will be introduced; these metrics will be used in the

following chapters for the assessment of the simulation results.
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2.1 Definition of Quality of Service

Some recent definitions of quality of service have been quoted in [Fluck95]:

(1) The collective effect of service performances which determine the de¬

gree of satisfaction of a service user. (ITU)

(2) QoS is the measure of how good a service is, as presented to the user.

It is expressed in user understandable language and manifests itself
in a number ofparameters, all of which have either subjective or ob¬

jective values. (RACE project D510 by the European Commission)

Quality of Service in fact is a concept where all applications require their own

individual performance from the network. The applications indicate their specif¬
ic requirements to the network before transmitting data. The network is able to

meet different QoS requirements at the ATM layer. These requirements are speci¬
fied in terms of objective measures, such as cell loss ratio (CLR), cell transfer de¬

lay (CTD) and 2-point cell delay variation (CDV). These objective measures are

defined in [ITUI356] in section "ATM Performance Parameters".

In the following sections 2.1 and 2.2, the most important quality measures and

traffic descriptors will be defined, based mostly on ITU-T documents. This is

done to make the text more comprehensive, although some parameters will not

be used in subsequent chapters.

2.1.1 Cell Loss Ratio (CLR)

"Cell Loss Ratio is the ratio of total lost cells to total transmitted cells in

a population of interest. Lost cells and transmitted cells in cell blocks

counted as severely errored cell blocks should be excluded from the

population used in calculating cell loss ratio, since they are covered in

the severely errored cell block ratio parameter" (4.1 in [ITUI356]).

A cell block is a sequence of N cells (e.g. all user cells between 2 OAM cells)
transmitted consecutively on a given connection.

A severely errored cell block is a cell block with more than M errored cells, lost

cells, or misinserted cells. M has not yet been specified by ITU.

In the context of the simulation a severely errored cell block is typically the re¬

sult of a buffer over-flow in a switching node of the network. Under these cir¬

cumstances M could be defined as the mean burst length of a bursty traffic

source, because usually at least one burst of cells are affected in buffer con¬

tention situations.

2.12 Cell Transfer Delay (CTD)

Cell transfer delay (CTD) is defined as the time (t2 - ti < tMax) between the oc¬

currence of two corresponding successful cell transfer events: A cell is offered

to the network at measurement point MP1 at time ti and is delivered by the

network without errors at MP2 at time t2. tMax is to be defined by ITU (4.5 in

[TTUI356]).
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Cell transfer delay in our context is understood as the time interval between the

generation of a cell and its release at the last queue in the sequence of passed
nodes in the network. tMax could tiien be fixed as the maximum allowed delivery
delay, such that cells with higher delay will be cancelled by the receiving entity
(corresponds to T in figure 1.3).

2.12.1 Mean Cell Transfer Delay

"The mean cell transfer delay is the arithmetic average of a specified
number of cell transfer delays." (4.5.1 in [TTUI356])

The number of cells used to calculate the mean value is not specified by ITU.

However, in the simulation environment typical values lie in the order of 106

cells. This large value is determined by the number of cells used to calculate

"smooth" delay distribution functions. This issue will be discussed in chapters 5

and 6.

2.122 Cell Delay Variation (CDV)

[ITUI356] defines two types of cell delay variation:

• 1-point cell delay variation is defined on the basis of observing a se¬

quence of consecutive cell arrivals at a single measurement point. The

time differences between theoretical arrival times (theoretical clock, e.g.

negotiated peak cell rate) and actual cell arrival time are measured.

• The 2-point cell delay variation covers variability introduced within the

connection portion only (i.e. between the two measurement points MP1
and MP2). It provides a direct measure of network performance and an

indication of the variability of cell queues occupancy within the ob¬

served network portion.

The 2-point CDV Vk of a cell k is computed as the difference between

the absolute cell transfer delay xjj of cell k between the two MPs and a

defined reference cell transfer delay d\2 between the same two MPs:

vk:=xk-di2.

The reference cell transfer delay di 2 between MP1 and MP2 is the ab¬

solute transfer delay experienced by cell 0 between the two MPs. It is

anticipated that the specification of 2-point CDV objectives will be in

terms of confidence intervals (i.e. upper and lower quantiles), which

may depend on the negotiated peak cell rate.

Cell delay variation is expressed in the simulation by two values; delay distribu¬

tion function and delay variation (a2).
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22 Generic Traffic Control and Congestion Control Functions

Even though the QoS requirements of B-ISDN users may vary over a continu¬

ous spectrum of values, ATM networks can only handle a limited set of QoS
classes. The reason for this restriction can be found in die requirement of limiting
the cost of implementing the policing functions in the network entities. Network

entities tend to handle only a few different QoS classes. All connections of a

particular QoS class can be handled within one set of resources (e.g. queues),
which results in a simplified resource management. Small numbers of available

QoS classes will therefore require a minimum of resource management overhead

in a network entity.

Quality of Service is layer specific: It is the role of the upper layers, including
ATM adaptation layer (AAL), to derive this ATM layer QoS from any specific
application requested QoS. To meet these objectives, the following functions for

managing and controlling traffic and congestion in ATM networks are defined

by ITU-T Recommendation 1.371 [ITUI371 ]:

• Network resource management (NRM): may be used to allocate net¬

work resources in order to separate traffic flows according to service

characteristics; e.g: by reserving capacity on virtual patii connections

(VPC), the processing required to establish individual virtual channel

connections (VCC) can be reduced. Virtual Paths can be defined ac¬

cording to classes of QoS in order to collect VCCs of corresponding
QoS classes into paths.

• Connection admission control (CAC): A set of actions taken by the

network during the call establishment phase in order to establish

whether a virtual channel/virtual path connection request can be ac¬

cepted or rejected (e.g. routing).

• ATM layer resource management (RM) functions make use of resource

management cells, e.g. to modify resources that are allocated to ATM

connections.

• Feedback controls are defined as die set of actions taken by the net¬

work and by the users to regulate the traffic submitted on ATM

connections according to the state of network elements.

• Usage/network parameter control (UPC/NPC) is defined as the set of

actions taken by the network to monitor and control traffic, in terms of

traffic offered and validity of the ATM connection, at the user access

and the network access, respectively. Their main purpose is to protect
network resources from malicious as well as unintentional

misbehaviour. These can affect the QoS of other already established

connections by detecting violations of negotiated parameter values or

procedures and taking appropriate actions.

• Priority control: Priority controls are functions tiiat differentiate how

cells are handled relative to each other by the network in terms of delay
priority or loss priority.
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23 Traffic Parameters and Descriptors

Traffic parameters describe traffic characteristics of an ATM connection and are

grouped into source traffic descriptors to capture intrinsic characteristics of a

source. The source traffic descriptor and associated tolerance parameters are

grouped into connection traffic descriptors to capture the traffic characteristics

of ATM connections at a standardised interface.

23.1 Traffic Parameters

A traffic parameter is a specification of a particular traffic aspect. It may be quali¬
tative or quantitative.

Traffic parameters may for example describe peak cell rate (PCR), average cell

rate, cell delay variation tolerance, burstiness, peak duration and may be derived

from the particular service type.

23.1.1 Peak Cell Rate

"The peak cell rate (PCR) specifies an upper bound on the traffic that

can be submitted on an ATM connection". [1TUI371]

It is the inverse of the minimum inter-arrival time Tpcr between two requests to

send an ATM user data cell on one connection. See Recommendation 1.356

[ITUI356] for a formal definition.

23.12 Average Cell Rate

The average cell rate specifies a long term average of the number of cells to be

transmitted.

23.13 Sustainable Cell Rate

The sustainable cell rate (SCR) together with a parameter characterising the

maximum burst size at the peak cell rate are intended to describe variable bit rate

(VBR) sources [rTUI371 ].

23.1.4 Cell Delay Variation Tolerance (CDVT)

The cell delay variation tolerance CDVT is defined for peak cell rate or sustain¬

able cell rate to be the maximum amount of time a single cell may arrive in ad¬

vance to the minimum interarrival time to be accepted as conforming cell.

232 Traffic Descriptors

The ATM traffic descriptor is the generic hst of traffic parameters which can be

used to capture the traffic characteristics of an ATM connection.

A source traffic descriptor is the set of traffic parameters belonging to the ATM

traffic descriptor used during the connection establishment to capture the intrin¬

sic traffic characteristics of the connection requested by the source.
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A connection traffic descriptor describes, in contrast to source traffic descriptor,
not the connection at the source level, but at a given standardised interface. The

connection traffic descriptor consists of the source traffic descriptor and the as¬

sociated cell delay variation tolerances applicable at that interface.

Figure 2.1 represents the relationship between these measures. Source traffic de¬

scriptors are source specific, where connection traffic descriptors represent the

connection characteristics at a particular network interface.

Connection admission control procedures will use the source traffic descriptor
and associated CDV tolerances as included in the connection traffic descriptor
to accept or reject connection requests.

Source Traffic Descriptor

- Traffic Parameter 2

- Traffic Parameter 3

- Traffic Parameter 4

- Traffic Parameter 5

lection Traffic Descriptor

- Traffic Parameter 2 i

- Traffic Parameter 3 I

- Traffic Parameter 4

- Traffic Parameter 5

Cell Delay Var. Tol.

Fig. 2.1: Relationship between Traffic Parameters and Traffic Descriptors

233 Requirements

Any traffic parameter to be used in a source traffic descriptor should be:

• understandable by the user and conformance testing should be possi¬
ble;

• applicable in resource allocation schemes meeting network performance
requirements;

• enforceable by the usage/network parameter control (UPC/NPC).

23A Traffic Contract

Connection admission control and UPC/NPC procedures require the knowledge
of certain parameters to operate efficiently: they should take into account the

ATM transfer capability, the source traffic descriptor, the requested QoS class

and the CDV tolerances in order to decide whether the requested connection
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A connection traffic descriptor describes, in contrast to source traffic descriptor,
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sociated cell delay variation tolerances applicable at that interface.

Figure 2.1 represents the relationship between these measures. Source traffic de¬

scriptors are source specific, where connection traffic descriptors represent the

connection characteristics at a particular network interface.
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233 Requirements

Any traffic parameter to be used in a source traffic descriptor should be:

• understandable by the user and conformance testing should be possi¬
ble;

• applicable in resource allocation schemes meeting network performance
requirements;

• enforceable by the usage/network parameter control (UPC/NPC).

23.4 Traffic Contract

Connection admission control and UPC/NPC procedures require the knowledge
of certain parameters to operate efficiently: they should take into account the

ATM transfer capability, the source traffic descriptor, the requested QoS class

and the CDV tolerances in order to decide whether the requested connection
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On the other hand, 1.371 has the ATM transfer capability ATM Block Transfer

(ABT) which has no equivalent in the ATM Forum TM 4.0.

These service categories transform traffic characteristics and QoS requirements
to network behaviour. Traffic Control functions, such as connection admission

control (CAC), routing and resource allocation are conceived differently for

each service category. Service categories are distinguished as being either real¬

time or non-real-time. There are two real-time categories (CBR and rt-VBR) and

three non-real-time categories (nrt-VBR, UBR and ABR). They will be presented
in the following sections.

2.4.1 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Service Category Definition

The constant bit rate transfer capability is used for connections requesting a

fixed bandwidth that is permanently available during a connection lifetime. The

amount of bandwidth is determined by a Peak Cell Rate (PCR) value. The basic

contract between user and network reserves resources, such that, once the con¬

nection is established, the negotiated ATM layer QoS is assured to all conform¬

ing cells. In the CBR capability, the source can emit cells at the peak cell rate at

any time and for any duration and the QoS commitments are still fulfilled.

The CBR capability is intended to support real-time applications requiring tight¬
ly constrained delay variations, but is not restricted to these applications. The

source may emit cells at, or below the negotiated peak cell rate (and may also

even be silent), for periods of time.

Example applications for CBR (more details about types of applications can be

found in ITU-T Rec. 1.211):

Interactive Video (e.g. videoconferencing)

Interactive Audio (e.g. telephone)

Video Distribution (e .g. television, distributed classroom)

Audio Distribution (e .g. radio.audio feed)

Video Retrieval (e.g. video on demand)

Audio Retrieval (e.g. audio library)

Circuit Emulation

2A2 Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR) Service Category Definition

The real-time VBR service category is intended for real-time applications, i.e.

those requiring tightly constrained delay and delay variation, as would be ap¬

propriate for voice and video applications. rt-VBR connections are charac¬

terised in terms of a peak cell rate (PCR), sustained cell rate (SCR), and a maxi¬

mum burst size (MBS). Sources are expected to transmit at a rate which varies

with time. The source can then be described as bursty. Real-time VBR services

may support statistical multiplexing of real-time sources.

Examples of typical applications are:
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• A real-time application (including those listed above for CBR) for

which the end-system can benefit from statistical multiplexing by

sending at a variable rate, and can tolerate or recover from a small but

non-zero cell loss ratio.

• A real-time application (including those listed above for CBR) for

which variable rate transmission allows more efficient use of network

resources.

2.43 Non-Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR) Service Category Defi¬

nition

The non-real-time VBR service category is intended for non-real-time applica¬
tions which have bursty traffic characteristics and which can be characterised in

terms of a peak cell rate (PCR), sustained cell rate (SCR) and maximum burst size

(MBS). For those cells which are transferred within the traffic contract, the ap¬

plication expects a low cell loss ratio. Non-real-time VBR service may support
statistical multiplexing of connections. No delay bounds are associated with this

service category.

Typical applications:

• Response time critical transaction processing (e.g. airline reservations,

banking transactions, process monitoring)

• Frame Relay inter-working

2AA Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) Service Category Definition

The unspecified bit rate (UBR) service category is intended for non-real-time ap¬

plications, i.e. those not requiring constrained delay and delay variation. Typical
examples of such applications are traditional computer communication applica¬
tions, such as file transfer and e-mail. UBR sources are assumed to be bursty.
The benefit of UBR service is die support of a high degree of statistical multi¬

plexing among sources. It does not specify traffic related service guarantees.

Specifically, UBR does not include the notion of a per-connection negotiated
bandwidth. No numerical commitments are made with respect to the cell loss ra¬

tio or cell transfer delay experienced by a UBR connection. UBR service may

provide congestion indication either explicitly via explicit forward congestion
indication (EFCI) function or implicitly via discarding of cells or frames (see
[ATMFTM4]). The only source traffic attribute specified for UBR connections is

peak cell rate (PCR). It is either explicitly or implicitly specified as defined by
the generic cell rate algorithm (GCRA) [ITUI371]. The network may choose a

policy of accepting connections regardless of PCR. In this case, the PCR param¬
eter may be used to identify the smallest bandwidth limitation along the path of

a connection.

Example applications for UBR:

• Interactive Text/data/Image Transfer (e.g. banking transactions,
credit card verification)
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• Text/Data/Image Messaging (e.g. e-mail,telex,fax)

• Text/Data/Image Distribution (e.g. news feed, weather sat. picts)

• Text/Data/Image Retrieval (e.g. file transfer, library browsing)

• Aggregated LAN (e.g. LAN interconnection or

LAN emulation)

• RemoteTerminal (e.g. telnet)

2.4.5 Available Bit Rate (ABR) Service Category Definition

ABR is a service category for which the limiting ATM layer transfer characteris¬

tic provided by the network may vary after connection establishment. A flow

control mechanism is specified which supports several types of feedback to con¬

trol the source rate in response to changing ATM layer transfer characteristics.

This feedback is conveyed to the source through specific control cells called re¬

source management cells (RM-cells). It is expected that an end-system that

adapts its traffic in accordance with the feedback will experience a low cell loss

ratio and obtain a fair share of the available bandwidth according to a network

specific allocation policy. Cell delay variation and cell transfer delay are not

controlled in this service, although admitted cells are not delayed unnecessarily.
ABR service is not intended to support real-time applications.

On the establishment of an ABR connection, the end-system shall specify to die

network both a maximum required bandwidth and a minimum usable band¬

width. These shall be designated as peak cell rate (PCR), and the mimmum cell

rate (MCR), respectively. The MCR may be specified as zero. The bandwidth

available from the network may vary, but shall not become less than MCR.

Example types of applications for ABR:

• Any UBR application listed above that can take advantage of an ABR

flow control protocol in order to achieve a low cell loss rate.

• Critical data transfer (e.g. defence information) profiting by the low cell

loss probability.

• Super computer applications

• Data communications applications requiring better delay behaviour,
such as a remote procedure call, distributed file service, or computer pro¬
cess swap/paging.

The table in figure 2.2. provides a hst summarising the ATM attributes (traffic
parameters, QoS parameters and feedback characteristics) and identifying
whether and how these are supported for each service category:
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ATM Layer Service Categories

CBR rt-VBR nrt-VBR UBR ABR

Traffic Parameters:

PCR and CDVTPCR specified specified specified

SCR, MBS, CDVTSCR n/a specified n/a

MCR n/a n/a specified

QoS Parameters:

peak-to-peak CDV specified specified unspecified unspecified unspecified

maxCTD specified specified unspecified unspecified unspecified

CLR specified unspecified lowforcon-

formingsource

Other Attributes:

Feedback unspecified unspecified specified

Fig. 2.2: ATM Layer Service Categories (ATM Forum)

Abbreviations used in Fig. 22:

ABR Available Bit Rate MCR Minimum Cell Rate

CBR Constant Bit Rate nrt-VBR non-real-time Variable Bit Rate

CDV Cell Delay Variation PCR Peak Cell Rate

CDVT Cell Delay Variation Tolerance rt-VBR

CLR Cell Loss Ratio SCR

CTD Cell Transfer Delay UBR

MBS Maximum Burst Size

real-time Variable Bit Rate

Sustained Cell Rate

Unspecified Bit Rate

25 Traffic Control and Congestion Control Mechanisms

"Generic traffic control and congestion control functions are defined as

a set of actions taken by the network in all relevant network elements

to avoid congestion situations or to minimise congestion effects and to

avoid the congestion state spreading once congestion has occurred."

[ITUI371]

Nevertheless, congestion may occur, e.g. because of unpredictable statistical

fluctuations of traffic flow or of network failures. Therefore, additional functions

referred to as congestion control functions are intended to react to network

congestion in order to minimise its intensity, spread and duration.

A range of traffic and congestion control functions will be used in the B-ISDN

to maintain the QoS of ATM connections. The following functions are described

in detail in Recommendation [rTUI371]. From the users point of view, some of

them can have considerable impacts on the QoS.

Although traffic and congestion control functions are not implemented in the

current version of the offline simulation tool, its extension toward these func¬

tions will be one of the next steps to go.
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23.1 Traffic control functions

23.1.1 Network Resource Management

The use of virtual paths simplifies connection admission control for new connec¬

tions from die network provider's point of view, since connections with similar

QoS requirements can be aggregated in the same virtual path. Multimedia appli¬
cations with different QoS requirements, however, eventually will suffer from

the disadvantage of spliced pathes.

23.12 Connection Admission Control (CAC)

"Connection admission control is defined as a set of actions taken by
the network at call establishment in order to decide whether a virtual

channel connection or a virtual path connection can be accepted or

must be rejected." [ITUI371]

A connection request for a given call is accepted only when sufficient resources

are available to establish the connection throughout the whole network, to

comply with the required quality of service and to maintain the agreed QoS of

all the already existing connections. This apphes as well to re-negotiation of

connection parameters within a given call.

The connection establishment procedures will enable CAC to derive at least the

following information:

• required ATM layer transfer capability

• source traffic descriptors

• CDV tolerances

• required QoS class

23.13 Usage/Network Parameter Control (UPC/NPC)

"UPC/NPC is defined as a set of actions taken by the network to mom-

tor and ensure that the traffic contract is respected in terms of traffic of¬

fered and validity of the ATM connection, at the user access and the

network access point, respectively." [ITUI371]

Their main purpose is to protect network resources from malicious as well as un¬

intentional misbehaviour which can affect the QoS of other already established

connections by detecting violations of negotiated parameters and procedures
and taking appropriate actions (cell passing, cell tagging CLP=0 —> CLP=1, cell

discarding).

UPC and NPC actions can directly influence the QoS of a connection.

23.1.4 Priority Control

Selective cell discard is the only priority control function that is currently speci¬
fied. It refers to the action of selectively discard CLP=1 cells when buffer over¬

flow occurs or is announced to occur within the network. This will result in a

temporary increase of the cell loss rate experienced by the end user.
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23.13 Traffic Shaping

A mechanism that alters the traffic characteristics of a stream of cells to achieve a

desired modification of those traffic characteristics, in order to achieve better

network resource efficiency whilst meeting the QoS objectives. The user will ex¬

perience these actions as an increase, albeit slight, of the mean transfer delay.

23.1.6 Fast Resource Management (FRM)

Both the Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) and the Available Bit Rate (ABR) transfer

categories make use of fast resource management functions to dynamically allo¬

cate resources to connections using these capabilities. Fast resource manage¬
ment functions use resource management (RM) cells to be able to react very

quickly on traffic fluctuations (within twice the mean cell transfer time).

252 Congestion Control Functions

Adaptive rate control facilities may be used for some traffic types:

252.1 Selective Cell Discard

Selective cell discard of CLP=1 (low cell priority) cells may be applied within a

congested network element, primarily to protect high priority (CLP=0) flows. A

temporary increment of the cell loss rate will be the result.

2522 Explicit Forward Congestion Indication (EFCI)

The EFCI is a congestion notification mechanism which may be used to assist

the network in avoidance of and recovery from a congested state. A network

element in a congested state may set an explicit forward congestion indication
in the cell header so that this indication may be examined by the destination

equipment. Source and destination equipments may use this indication to imple¬
ment protocols that adaptively lower the cell rate of the connection during con¬

gestion.

Additional functions may be used as well:

• Connection admission control that reacts to the measured network load

• Variation of usage monitored parameters by the network, e.g. reduction
of the peak rate available to the user

• Other traffic control functions (e.g. re-routing, connection release, OAM

functions)
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2.6 The Impact of Traffic and Congestion Control Mecha¬

nisms on QoS from the End Users Point of View

As presented above, a considerable effort must be taken to be able to guarantee
and maintain certain QoS in an ATM connection and at the users end point.
However, primary sources for network impairments at the ATM layer have not

been identified in a comprehensive way so far. Therefore, a short discussion of

the most important or frequent sources of service impairments will follow.

The following table summarises how various sources of degradation may impair
performance.

Attribute: CER CLR CMR MCTD CDV

Propagation Delay •

Media Error Statistics • •

Switch Architectures • •

Buffer Capacity • •

Number of Tandem Nodes • • •

Traffic Load • • •

Failures

Resource Allocation • •

Fig. 2.3: Degradation of QoS Parameters

Abbreviations: CER Cell Error Ratio MCTD Mean Cell Transfer Delay
CLR Cell Loss Ratio CDV Cell DelayVariation
CMR Cell Misinsertion Rate

In the context of this thesis, i.e. the realisation of a network emulation environ¬

ment, special consideration is given to the two parameters Cell Loss Ratio and

Cell Delay Variation, and their main sources.

The problem of misinsertion of cells is more or less an academic one, since its oc¬

currence in a real ATM environment is very rare. Misinsertion of a cell can be

the result of a cell header mutation by bit errors affecting the cell header in such

a way that the error detection mechanism fails. This is per se a very improbable
event. Moreover, to get a cell misinserted into a foreign data stream, the connec¬

tion identifier in the header must be changed (by the bit errors) to an already
existing value. This probability is exceedingly small.

Figure 2.4 [ITUI432] represents die numerical relations between a statistical bit

error probability on a physical line and the resulting probability for cell discard¬

ing and cell misinsertion, respectively. Assuming a bit error probability of 109/bit

on a fully loaded 622Mb/s link, the probability for an undetected errored cell is

about 3-10-24 (see fig. 2.4). On a statistical basis, one undiscovered errored cell

will occur every 407.8 million years. The probability for a misinserted cell is
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Fig. 2.4: Relation Between Bit Error Probability and the Resulting Probability for Cell Discarding
and Not-Discarding ofErrored Cells, respectively [ITUI432].

even smaller, because only a small portion of possible connection identifiers

(VPI/VCI) are defined in die lookup table of the switch. The misinsertion proba¬
bility is therefore a function of botfi, the bit error probability and the number of

established connections in a switching node. This example shows that in a real

ATM environment cell misinsertion will not be a problem.

A more serious problem, especially in the context of real-time interactive multi¬

media applications, will be impairments affecting the mean cell transfer delay and

cell transfer delay variation. These two aspects will be given special attention in

the following chapters. Cell error and cell loss are a priori less important, because
modern transmission lines have bit error probabilities far in the left half of figure
2.4. Cell loss problems can therefore be reduced to buffer overflow problems in

the switches, since buffer overflow is interrelated to excessive waiting time, and

therefore excessive cell transfer delays. The primary objective for the network

designer must therefore be to control delay.

The Network simulation platform to be discussed in the following chapters will,
in the first step, not implement traffic and congestion control functions. The
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main issue to investigate is the basic behaviour of ATM networks with respect
to end-to-end QoS, such as relations between overall network traffic and result¬

ing QoS.

In order to have realistic network situations, the discussed control functions will

have to be implemented in die network simulation tool in a further step. It will

also be an interesting task to compare the subjective perception ratings in net¬

work environments with and witiiout traffic and congestion control functions,
and to eventually derive (new) requirements for these control functions in the

context or delay sensitive real-time applications.
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3. The ATM Real-time Emulation System ARES

This chapter deals with the fundamental concepts of ARES.

In short-terms, ARES is a testbed for the evaluation of the impairments of ATM

networks and their impacts on the users perception of quahty of service (QoS)
in real-time. Since new services in the area of multimedia communication are in¬

tended to be provided by ATM networks in the future, some basic open ques¬

tions should be answered before new application programs and services can be

offered to the customers. For example:

• What are the impairments of heavily loaded networks on the quality of

service seen at the users end?

• Can user terminals handle excessive cell delivery delays caused by the

network?

• How do user terminals react on excessive cell delay variations and/or

bursty cell losses?

• What are the users reactions to lowered quality of service caused by
such impairments?

These questions in the context of interactive communication give the motiva¬

tion for using a real-time test environment: Because the service scenario as¬

sumed for this thesis is a bi-directional communication application with at least

one medium involved, the two (or more) end users act each as a member in die

data communication chain. As an example, such a chain could consist of a

videophone connection between two partners. The behaviour of each individ¬

ual end user has some impact on the whole communication system in general,
and specifically on the quality of service seen by any individually involved end

user. All die questions relating to subjective perception of QoS of interactive

communication systems can only be answered using a testbed environment,
which allows for trials in realtime.

3.1 Basic Concepts

There are several methods to study the impact of real ATM channels on user

QoS in realtime.

The most straightforward approach is to set up a laboratory based network, us¬

ing real existing switching elements, generating background traffic with traffic

generation algorithms and to run tests on this configuration. A typical exponent
of such an approach is the ATM-testbed located in Basel [Potts92]. The testbed

consists of 5 ATM switches with different internal architectures. The external in¬

terfaces are standardised in order to interconnect both, the switches themselves

to each other and the whole testbed to other national and international ATM

pilot networks. Some basic terminal equipment like multimedia terminals, PCs,

TVs and Video is offered by the testbed providers to allow for trials by inter¬

ested persons or institutions.

Such a set-up, however, suffers from some significant drawbacks:
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• enormous hardware costs:

If a network testbed must be built up in advance of the test runs, then a

suitable configuration of network entities must be chosen, acquired, in¬

stalled and tested. This can be very costly, especially if large networks

must be realised.

• the given network configuration is rather static:

In the case where an existing platform can be used for experimental use,

the type and manufacturer of the devices (switches, access interfaces) is

predetermined. Such a testbed is very static in die sense that any addi¬

tions or modifications usually are both cost and time intensive.

• new concepts cannot be tested in advance:

New concepts (e.g. new switch architectures, new strategies for alloca¬

tion of network resources, etc.) can only be implemented after the manu¬

facturers have adopted these concepts and appropriate products be¬

come available.

• generation of background traffic is a crucial task:

The network behaviour is determined essentially by the traffic the net¬

work carries during the test run. Especially that part of the traffic not

belonging to the test traffic can dominate the whole network behaviour.

Hence, a very important aspect of a testbed environment is the genera¬
tion of the so-called background traffic. Usually the testbed should be

loaded with realistic traffic patterns. This must be done at several places
in the network to get an equally distributed traffic flow within the net¬

work. The traffic generators are specialised devices, inserted into the

testbed network and feeding it with traffic according to some prede¬
fined parameters.
This can be a pretentious task on a large network, since the different

traffic generators, which are evenly distributed in the network, must

work in a co-ordinated manner if controlled experimental conditions

must be ensured.

Such a pilot network is hardly suited for systematically evaluating QoS parame¬
ters in ATM networks.

A similar approach for building a testbed environment for the evaluation of QoS
parameters in real-time is a so-called local pilot network. The hardware infra¬

structure of a whole network is located locally within a small area (e.g. within

one room). The switching nodes are interconnected by delay devices, simulating
the propagation delay and die error behaviour of long transmission lines. The

benefits of this approach lies in the easier management of the whole testbed, be¬

cause all test equipment can be interconnected locally by separate control

busses. Such a local system is much more manageable than a distributed one.

Nevertheless, such an approach suffers from considerable limitations as well. The

flexibility is rather poor and the hardware cost usually very high.

This lack of flexibility led to an approach which is universal enough to meet

most of the demands for the evaluation of QoS parameters of broadband net¬

works. Essentially, we have designed and built a hardware device which emu¬

lates the overall behaviour of a specific transport link embedded in an ATM

network on a statistical basis.

There are two classes of impacts a real network has on a transmitted data stream:
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• transmission delays

• errors

Transmission delays result as a sum of signal propagation delay in the physical
transmission lines and the buffering and processing delays encountered in the

switching nodes.

Errors have two different sources:

• On transmission links (both outside and witiiin nodes), various noise

sources lead to improper detection of data elements.

• Due to a shortage of network resources (e.g. buffers), cells may have to

be dropped.

It should be noted that errors may also lead to cell losses in those cases where

headers are corrupted.

ARES simulates these two classes of network impairments in two dedicated

stages. Therefore, the proposed ARES architecture is independent of the con¬

figuration of the simulated network and its switching elements. This results in

considerable flexibility: Any combination of switching element architectures can

be emulated without any modification of the emulation system hardware.

ARES consists roughly of two subsystems, i.e. (1) the hardware related emula¬

tion system, which fulfils the task of imitating the network impairments dis¬

cussed above, and (2) the model of a typical ATM network, allowing to derive

the impairment statistics of a parameterised ATM network through simulation of

the network behaviour on a special purpose tool. The model of a typical ATM
network and the simulation tool are discussed in chapter 4. The following sec¬

tions describe the hardware related concepts of the ARES emulation system.

32 The Function Blocks of the Emulation System

32.1 General Remarks

The chosen emulator concept imitates the behaviour of a network essentially in

two entities: The behaviour of imperfect switch elements is emulated in the error

insertion block (error agent in fig. 3.1), while the time related components of a

network are handled in the delay block (latency agent). Two further blocks al¬

low for splitting and merging different virtual paths witiiin the emulation system:
Virtual Path/Connection Identifier Converter and Virtual Path/Connection

Scheduler blocks. The real-time controller feeds these blocks with control infor¬

mation on a per cell basis: For each arriving ATM cell the controller evaluates a

new set of parameters for the error insertion block, the time delay block and the

virtual path router block. The real-time controller itself gets its input information

from the underlying network model.

This network model is the result of an offline simulation run: The characteristic

parameters of the network under consideration are the input information for that

offline simulation. Results in the form of statistical values are fed to the real-time

controller block after the simulation run. The ATM offline simulation is dis¬

cussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.1' Functional Block Diagram of ARES

The following sections give a detailed description of the ATM emulation system
function blocks.

32.2 The Error Agent

The error agent is responsible for the emulation of the following impairments:

- Error insertion in the header part of certain cells

- Error insertion in the payload part of certain cells

- Misinsertion of cells

- Discarding cells

The statistical behaviour of this block is derived from the network model. The

individual error parameter for each individual cell is computed in the real-time

control block, according to a given statistical distribution.

Due to the fact that the 8 bits of the header error check information (HEC) are

not sufficient to detect any corrupted bit combination in the header (see 2.6),
we have, on principle, to distinguish 3 cases for the resulting behaviour:

- the errors in the header are detected and corrected. In this situation, the

cell is handled in the same manner as correct cells.

- the corrupted cell header is detected as incorrect but cannot be correct¬

ed. The action the network node must take, in this case, is to drop the

cell. The receiving entity will experience a missing cell in its particular
data stream.

- the corrupted bit combination in the header cannot be detected by the

affected switching node. That means, although the address information

is corrupted, the network will accept the cell as correct. This results in a

faulty routing of that cell. Such cells will thus be introduced into a for-
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eign cell stream, where tiiey will be seen as excessive cells by the receiv¬

ing entity. For the original cell stream, the cell is lost and hence missing
in the receiving terminal. Figure 3.2 explains this particular situation in

detail.

Figure 3.2: Cell Misinsertion and Cell Loss due to Faulty Cell Headers

ITU-recommendations 1.432 [ITUI432] (see chapter 2) discusses the problem of

"valid" cells with errored headers in ATM networks. "Valid" means the network

cannot detect any disagreement between header information and its header er¬

ror control (HEC) field of a cell. This probability is a function of the random bit

error probability of the underlying physical layer. Figure 2.4 of chapter 2 gives
some examples: a probability of about lO8 must be expected at link bit error

probabilities of lO4, or lf>24 at a bit error probability of lO9, respectively. Al¬

though such events are very rare in existing networks, we must pay attention to

it in the emulation system in order to be able to emulate this case (e.g. for worst

case studies investigating the robustness of end-systems).

323 The Latency Agent

The latency agent imitates the timing behaviour of an ATM connection. It intro¬

duces a certain amount of time-varying delay into the data delivery process.
Similar to the error agent, cells are handled individually in the latency agent: In a

first step, the arrival time of the cell is traced. The latency agent then requests an

individual latency value from the real-time controller. In the third step, this cell

specific value is added to the arrival time. The resulting value corresponds to the

scheduled departure time of that individual cell. These cell specific values must

be stored for the lifetime of the cell in the emulation system. It is obvious to store

these values together with the cells content in one data structure. This simplifies
the handling of this additional, emulation specific data, because it is bound logi-
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cally to the cell. Therefore, the structure of a cell must be expanded by an emu¬

lation specific part (see fig. 3.3). The add-on is placed at the front of the original
cell (grey area). The scheduled departure time is the first parameter to be read

later on, which decides whether the cell is due for departure.

Arrival Time

Scheduled Departure Time

Error Type & Pattern

GFC/VPI VPI VCI PT *

1

,

!

Emulation

Information

Field

(12 Bytes)

Header

*:CLP

v Payload
I (48 Bytes)

v

32 bits

Figure 3.3: ATM Cell Format in ARES: The Greyed Part Represents the Emulation Specific Add-on.

The payload (48 Bytes) is an exact copy of the corresponding part of the arriv¬

ing cell. The header is only 4 Bytes long: Because VPI and VCI are translated in

the VPI/VCI-Converter, the header error check should be performed before the

VPI/VCI values are changed. If the check returns OK, the HEC value is no

longer needed. Otherwise, the error control procedure will be invoked to correct

a single bit error in the header. The HEC does allow for correcting single bit er¬

rors only. Hence, in case of multiple bit errors, the cell must be cancelled uncon¬

ditionally. A new HEC will be computed and inserted into the header at the

moment of departure in the VP/VC scheduler.

In the next step, the whole expanded cell is inserted into the so-called ARES

mainstream FIFO buffer, where it resides until its departure time has elapsed. This

buffer is part of the VP/VC Scheduler block (fig. 3.1) and will be discussed in the

corresponding paragraph later in this chapter. Because the cell sequence of any
real ATM transmission is guaranteed to be maintained within the network, the

ARES mainstream buffer in fact has a "first in first out" queue discipline. This

FIFO behaviour of the ARES buffer has some strong implications on the compu¬
tation of individual delay values: These values cannot be chosen strictly at ran¬

dom in a range of [O.-.t^J, because this could result in cell overtaking, thus vio¬

lating FIFO behaviour of cells under certain circumstances. This problem will be

treated in the next paragraph.

The emulation information field has been defined to match the specific require¬
ments of our test system. It carries the information of the arrival time, the sched-
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uled departure time and the error pattern allocated for this particular cell. The

scheduled departure time information field is inserted by the latency agent. It is

computed by adding the arrival time and the randomly generated delay time for

this particular cell. It acts as criterion for the moment of departure of die cell in

the VP/VC Scheduler block. The arrival time is carried along for statistical rea¬

sons. It allows for comparing the theoretical delays given by the network model

and the actually realised delays by the emulation system, because these two

values can differ in some cases. The last entry of the emulation information field

is the error type & pattern field. It is filled in by the error agent and acts as a

measure for the overall statistical fidelity of the error behaviour. All these values

are read out at departure time of the cell by the real-time controller and are pro¬
cessed there for the output statistical parameters to be evaluated for a particular
test run.

As mentioned above, die range of possible delay values is restricted, because an

ATM cell is not allowed to overtake previous cells, i.e. sequence integrity must
be maintained. To fulfil this requirement, the real-time controller keeps track of

both, the scheduled and die realised departure times of all the cells.

The FIFO Buffer is part of the latency agent. The departure of cells in due time is

assured by a time scan algorithm: In each time slot, the scheduled departure time

field of the oldest entry in the FIFO buffer is compared to the current time. If the

two values are identical, the cell is due for departure and therefore passed to the

VP/VC connection scheduler block (see 3.2.6). Of course, the cell in the FIFO

buffer is cleared. All the information in the emulation information field is handed

to the real-time controller in order to update the statistics.

32A The Real-time Controller

In fact, the real-time controller block represents the basic controller of ARES.

For each arriving ATM cell, it must provide otiier blocks witii information within

strict time boundaries: In a 155,52 Mb/s link cells can arrive every 2.7 p,s. As, for

local ATM networks the delivery delays can be very small (e.g. only one

switching node can be involved in a transmission), it was a requirement for the

emulation system to be able to emulate short cell delay values in the order of

about 3 time slots, representing the case of unloaded local networks. Since one

slot is used for reading in a cell from the serial line and one cell slot for driving
the cell from the output buffer on the serial output line, there is only one slot left

for internal handling. For simplicity reasons, the internal handling should be

done by a single processor. This means that the processor has strict time bound¬

aries: All the tasks the processor must perform within the life time of a cell in the

emulation system must be done within one cell slot. This requirement becomes

more clear if we assume the worst case when a cell arrives at each cell slot at the

input ports.

This requirement may also have been fulfilled using a multi processor system
with concurrent tasks. However, this solution leads to considerable communica¬

tion overhead for synchronising the different tasks, thus, a single processor so¬

lution was preferred. Some performance estimations showed that this approach
should meet all requirements.

The parameters describing the statistical characteristics of a particular ATM link

are derived from the network model. In most cases, this model will be derived
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with an offline simulation tool developed specifically for ARES, as described in

die next chapter. Beside this offline simulation tool, there can be other sources

for the statistical parameters:

• Data bases of statistics of recorded real ATM traffic in existing net¬

works.

• Artificially constructed values for worst-case behaviour of the emulator.

This is a way to evaluate the robustness of both, communication systems
(transmission techniques, data compression, traffic control) and interac¬

tive applications (e.g. shared workspaces, videophone, ...) under worst

case conditions. Effects of network impairments, e.g. in co-operation
with source coding and compression methods applied concurrently, on

the subjective perception of the resulting QoS can be investigated by
this approach.

The input parameters for the real-time controller are in the form of statistical val¬

ues. These parameters are time invariant for the duration of an emulation session.

Because of the strict time boundaries discussed above, the ARES hardware has

limited processing power and memory space for the evaluation of the cell spe¬
cific parameters. Therefore, the statistical input parameters should be as short

and concise as possible but including all the information needed to emulate the

chosen behaviour of a link.

In the preparation phase, the user has to define one or more parameter sets de¬

scribing link behaviour. The emulation system is prepared to support individual

sets of statistical parameters for each virtual connection, i.e. ARES may emulate

multiple virtual connections with different behaviour concurrently. Thus, a

lookup table (LUT) is used to store the given parameter sets. Figure 3.4 shows

this arrangement in the real-time controller.

Upon arrival of an ATM cell at the input port, the VPI/VCI Converter Block will

call the Real-time Controller Block, providing the current VPI/VCI number. The

controller then reads the corresponding sets of parameters out of the lookup
table. The pseudo random number generator calculates a new equally dis¬

tributed pseudo random number (PRN) value in the meantime. The PRN

Converter produces a new cell specific delay value using the given delay distri¬

bution from the lookup table.

For the Error Agent the pseudo random number (PRN) converter calculates a

new bit error pattern in a similar way: An equally distributed new pseudo ran¬

dom number value becomes converted into a cell specific bit error pattern, ac¬

cording to the statistical parameters for this particular connection. This bit error

pattern is then applied to the cell in the Error Agent. To offer the possibility of

emulating burst error behaviour (i.e. where several cells in sequence are affected

by bit errors), some further information about the last few patterns must be

stored. The newly calculated pattern (or a short coded key for it) is deposited in

the archive, therefore. Conversely, the archive provides the PRN Converter with

some previous patterns in order to calculate a new value.
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Figure 3.4: Real-time Controller Block

Long term correlation is usually also required for calculating new delay time

values for the latency agent. In real networks, the delay distribution tends to be

inter cell correlated, i.e. long delay values appear in a bursty manner. The reason

for that is a temporary local or network wide overload of network resources,

leading to an increase of cell buffer level. To provide correlated delay value be¬

haviour, the archive of fig. 3.4 is needed again for the storage of the last few

delay values.

The statistical values, originating from the basic network model, are available in

the form of a discrete probability density function (PDF) given as discrete table

entries. Fig. 3.5 shows an example of such a given delay density as it could re¬

sult from an off-line simulation.

Each entry (grey bar) corresponds to a discrete probability value for the particu¬
lar delay value i: Pd(i). The first entry Pd(0) (delay value of 0 slot time) is the

probability for a cell to become transmitted without any latency. The second

one, Pd(l) represents the probability that a cell must be delayed for one cell slot

time, etc. Note that in our terminology, latency is the sum of all waiting times in

any buffer in the network. A delay value of zero slots means that the corre¬

sponding cell got through the network without waiting in any queue. This is
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Figure 3.5: Discrete Probability Density Function for Delay Time Distribution

the case for a cell finding a network completely free of additional traffic. In

other words, the probability density function represents only the time variant

proportion of the delivery delay a cell can suffer in a network. The time invari¬

ant proportion of delivery delay TD (p) of a particular path p in the network

is a composition of two components:

TDconst(P)=lTDp (s)+I\Ji)
sep lep (3.1)

the signal propagation delay X^d (s) °f a" network segments along
sep

path p which is basically dependent on the geographical dimension of

the network, i.e. the length of the physical transmission line, and

the sum ^TD (i) of times used to pass an empty switching node, for

iep

all nodes involved on path p. The absolute minimum time a cell uses to

pass a switching node is 3 time slots:

• one slot for reading in a cell from the serial input line to the input
buffer, and

• one time slot to bring the cell from the output buffer to the serial out¬

put line.

• an additional time slot is used to route the cell to the correct output

port (buffer) and to convert the cell's header (VPI/VCI and HEC).
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A cell is assumed to pass through a switching node within these three slots if it

meets all involved resources in this node in the free state. This is the absolute

minimum delay a cell will travel through a real small network with only one

switching node. In fact, this is the reason why we have met this requirement for

the emulation system as well (see above): Beside the input and output process,
which consume one slot each, the internal handling may use at most one slot.

The time invariant component of the delays is usually represented by a shift of

the discrete delay distribution function to the right side, towards higher delay
values. In the following discussion, we assume the invariant components to be

zero slots for simplicity reasons.

Of course, the sum of all probability values Pd(i) in fig. 3.5 over all entries in the

table must be equal to one.

IPd(i) = l (3-2)
i=O..I

It is the task of the emulation system to generate pseudo random delay values

widi the given distribution, i.e. after an emulation run, the distribution of the real

implemented delay values must agree with the given distribution. In fact, the

implemented delay distribution will adapt closer to the given distribution the

longer the emulation runs, i.e. the more cells passed the emulation system.

The Pseudo Random Number Converter of fig. 3.4 realises the delay values as

follows. The input of the pseudo random number generator works in the interval

[0...1). The mapping from this input to the delay values is done by a reverse cu¬

mulative distribution function. The cumulative distribution function F^i) can be

defined as:

Fcd(i)=XPd(k) (3.3)
k=0

Fcd(i) represents the probability to generate a delay value which is equal or

smaller than i (i is the number of slots). Fcd(i) is increasing with i in the interval

[0...1] and, in general, may not be described in a closed form by a formula. The

same holds for the reverse cumulative distribution function F^1 (r), which gives
the delay values i as a function of the (equally distributed) pseudo random

numbers r. The PRN Converter realises this function by a lookup table. The

table is built up at start-up of the emulation run. The generation of a new delay
value is implemented very efficiently in this way. Fig. 3.6 shows how it is con¬

structed. It is a summation of the individual delay probabilities given in fig. 3.5.

When the lookup is done using an equally distributed random number in the in¬

terval [0...1], then the resulting delay distribution conforms to the given discrete

probability density function.
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative Probability Values of the Given Delay Distribution

This technique provides for a correct overall distribution of the delay values.

However, nothing is said about the correlation and the higher moments of the

delay values of cell sequences. One strict requirement imposed on the genera¬
tion of delay values, is the sequential order of the cells, which must be preserved
in the emulation system. This requirement is not fulfilled automatically, as is illus¬

trated with the following example:

cell number n

departure time = t0+ 8

i HiBiiransraEPHKuij-

FIFO Buffer content after timeslot t0

cell number n+1 cell number n

departure time = trj+ 5 ' departure time = t0+ 8

FIFO Buffer content after timeslot t0+1

cell number n+1

departure time - t0+ 5

FIFO Buffer content after timeslot t0+8

Figure 3.7: Position Situations of Cells n and n+1 in the Buffer During Their Latency Process

Let us assume the following situation (fig. 3.7): Two cells arrive consecutively
at the input port of ARES at time to, tg+1 respectively. For the first cell, the real¬

time controller assigns a random delay value of 8 time slots; for the second one 4

slots.

In time slot to the first cell (number n) arrives and is inserted into the buffer,

tagged with the departure time tg+8, In the next time slot (to+1), the next cell ar¬

rives at the input port. This cell (number n+1) is scheduled to wait for 4 slots. Its

departure time is calculated to be ^+1 + 4 = to + 5.
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As time goes on, the system arrives at time to+8. The scheduler mechanism de¬

tects cell number n to be due for departure, moves it from the cell buffer to the

output port by invoking the VP/VC Scheduler unit.

Because only one cell can be delivered per time slot to one output port, no other

action is taken at the current slot.

In time slot (tfl+9) cell number n+1 is the next one to be processed. However, as

its departure was scheduled for time slot trj+5, it is late by now. In fact, its cor¬

rect departure time was 4 time slots in the past. We run into a situation where a

certain number of delivered cells are late, i.e. the realised delay values are bigger
than the generated ones in the Real-time Controller. This results in a non-con¬

formance of the given delay density function.

If cell number n+1 had been delivered at time tQ+5, it would get in front of cell

number n, resulting in a contradiction to our precondition that we must maintain

the sequence order of the cells.

ARES solves this problem by exchanging the delay values, not the cell contents

themselves, of cells contradicting the law of remaining sequential order. In other

words, delay values of conflicting cells are rearranged such that the resulting

departure time series are finally sorted in an ascending order.

Figure 3.8 illustrates this technique with the situation of the example discussed

cell number n+1 cell number n

departure time = to+ 5 i departure time = tp+ 8

FIFO Buffer content after timeslot t0+1 /

cell number n+1 / cell number n\

departure time = t0+ 8 departure time = 10+ 5

FIFO Buffer content after exchanging departure time

Figure 3.8: Position Situation of Cells n and n+1 after Exchanging the Departure Time Values

before. The upper part of fig. 3.8 shows the initial situation in the cell buffer af¬

ter assigning a delay value to and calculating the departure time for cell number

n+1.

The two departure time values mean that the output order for the two affected

cells has to be reversed. Therefore, their departure time values are exchanged by
the Real-time Controller (lower part of fig. 3.8). Note that only the two depar¬
ture time values are exchanged, not the cells themselves.
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This technique provides for a correct cell sequence order and for the confor¬

mance of the given and the realised delay value distribution. However, this

technique runs into problems when a large number of cells are involved in the

sorting process. Note that ARES should be able to handle data streams for delay
values up to about one second. At 155Mb/s this means a cell buffer capacity of

about 370'000 cells. A newly generated delay value may cause the sorting pro¬

cess to rearrange the departure values in thousands of cells waiting in the cell

buffer. And this must be performed within on time slot, which is simply unfeasi¬

ble in the present hardware concept of ARES.

There seems to be a promising solution for the problem of missing processing
capacity to reorder the departure values in the cell buffer: Instead of allowing
the Real-time Controller to insert a cell with any delay value (and its resulting
departure time) into the cell buffer, the PRN (pseudo random number) Converter

block first tests if the computed new departure value of the new cell is bigger
than the one of the oldest entry in the buffer. If so, the new value can be in¬

serted into the buffer. If not, then the "diced" delay value is too small for realisa¬

tion. Instead of this "prevented" one, a "borrowed" delay value is taken, which

is as big as necessary to retain cell sequence order. The new departure time for

this cell will then be for example, one time slot after the one in front of it in the

buffer. Of course, this method would increase the mean delay. In order to com¬

pensate this drawback, this borrowed value will have to be replaced by the pre¬

vented one sometime in the future. The Realtime Controller keeps track about

the borrowed and prevented delay values in a list. Therefore, for every delay
value to be realised, a look-up in this table will ensure whether the particular
value was borrowed in the past and can be replaced by the prevented value

now. If this is possible, the failure mentioned above can be eliminated by ex¬

changing these two values. In a long-term statistic, a good fidelity of both, the

mean value and the second moment of the delay can be obtained. A informal

proof of this claim will be drawn later on in this chapter.

To illustrate this technique, the following situation (fig. 3.9) will now be dis¬

cussed: A new cell (number n+1) arrives at the beginning of time slot trj. The

buffer contains one cell whose departure time is scheduled to be to + 8.

new cell has arrived

cell number n+1

arrival time = tQ
PRN Generator

FIFO Buffer content a t beginning

1
Desired delay

value = 5

of timeslot tQ

cell number n

departure time = t0+ 8

Figure 3.9: Situation at Beginning of Time slot to
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Assuming that the departure time of the newly arrived cell is calculated to be

to+ 5, choosing this value in practice would violate the FIFO behaviour. The

new cell is scheduled for to + 9 and inserted into the buffer. The value 5 is said

to be prevented and replaced by the borrowed value 9.

cell number n+1

departure time = t0 + 9

cell number n

departure time = t0+ 8

Figure 3.10: Buffer Situation at End of Time Slot tg

Using this strategy, the total resulting delay will be increased by 4 time slots. In

order to compensate for this discrepancy somewhere in the future by replacing
these two values, ARES holds a list with the prevented and borrowed values,
and with the number of corresponding occurrences. Figure 3.11 shows the list

with the example discussed above: Delay 5 was prevented and replaced
(borrowed) by 9 time slots. The corresponding counter will be increased by one

(+1).

prevent-borrow-list

^xborrowed I
prevented^ 0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 t

0 0

1

2

K 0

3 0

4 \ 0

5 0 ----- ..... +i

6 0

7
N

0 1
8 V 0 I

9 ° I
10 0

11 0

12
v

0

13 0

I

Figure 3.11: The Prevent-Borrow List Containing the Number of Delay Values that were Desired but

Prevented Versus Number of Values the System was Forced to Use.
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The list can be interpreted as a particular nxn matrix defined in the upper part of

and including the diagonal. The entries represent the number ay of occurrences

of value replacements. A particular column j holds the number of replacements
of any delay by j. Any row i holds the number of times delay value i was pre¬
vented and replaced by a bigger value. The elements of the diagonal are of no

importance, because they would represent the number of times, any desired de¬

lay s was realised. Because these values do not contribute to the total delay dis¬

crepancy, they are not tracked.

Elements below the diagonal would represent replacements of values by smaller

ones than proposed by the PRN generator. Because the FIFO buffer strategy
does not dictate an upper limit, a replacement by a smaller than the desired value

does not make sense.

Matrix elements above the diagonal represent additional delay, where elements

below the diagonal would mean smaller delay than desired by the PRN genera¬
tor.

An element of the matrix is denoted as atJ, with j<i, representing the (integer)
number of replacements of value i by value j.

The total amount of delay discrepancy is the sum of all differences between de¬

sired (prevented) and realised (borrowed) delay values. The contribution 5 of a,j
to the total delay discrepancy is given by Equation. 3.4:

6 = a(j-i) (3.4)

The more the offset from the diagonal, the more the contribution to the total de¬

lay discrepancy per occurrence. The total delay discrepancy can be expressed
by equation 3.5:

1=0 j=0

dmax represents the maximum realisable delay, given by the system parameter
such as FTFO buffer length.

The basic concept for finding new delay values must primarily be minimising the

total delay discrepancy. This can be performed by the effort of eliminating all

table entries which are greater than 0. Values replaced in the past can be

equalised by exchanging the same pair of values conversely. Therefore, the fol¬

lowing procedure applies for every new desired delay value d:

1. Evaluate the smallest possible value s realisable in accordance with

FTFO buffer entries. This value can be calculated as the difference

between the current time slot and the time of departure of the latest

entry in the FIFO buffer plus one.

2. Use s in the algorithm of figure 3.12:
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IF d = S THEN (* desired value = smallest poss. val *)
use d as delay value;

ELSE

IF d < s THEN (* desired value is too small *)
use s; (* borrow a bigger value *)
increment adsby 1 (* update Prevent-Borrow list *)

ELSE (* desired value > smallest poss. *)

i:=s; j:=d; (* find best replacement in list: *)
WHILE aij=0 AND i<d DO (* start at row d column s: *)
INC(i)

END (*WHILE*)
IF aij >0 THEN (* value > 0 found *)

DEC(aij);
USE i

ELSE (* no value found *)
use d (* use desired value *)

END;

END.

Figure 3.12: Code Segment: Delay Replacement Algorithm

This algorithm first tests, if the desired (diced) value is realisable: If it is not, the

smallest feasible value is taken for the delay and the corresponding entry in the

list is increased by 1.

If the desired delay is found to be realisable and bigger than the smallest realis¬

able one, then the list is searched for the smallest available replacement pair.
Figure 3.13 shows the behaviour of this algorithm.

The example shows the state of the list after some replacements have occurred

in the past. The PRN generator is assumed to request 9 time slots (=d) for the de¬

lay value of the arriving cell. The smallest realisable value (=s) shall be found to

be 3 time slots.

The algorithm aims to reduce the total delay discrepancy. Therefore, it will begin
the search at the smallest realisable value s=3, i.e. at the topmost value. Remem¬

ber that the more a value is found apart from the diagonal, the more delay dis¬

crepancy reduction can be performed by a replacement. In the example of fig.
3.13, the first entry (339) is found to be 0. The next entry is 2, meaning that there

were 2 (remaining) replacements of4 by 9 time slots in the past.

The algorithm will stop searching, setting the entry to 1 (= decrementing it by 1)
and returning the value 4: This value is going to be used in the delay scheduler

for the arriving cell instead of the desired one (9).

This algorithm assures correct delay value distribution for first and second mo¬

ments, if the total delay discrepancy A divided by the number of handled cells n

converges to 0:

,•
^

„

hm — = 0

«->~ n (3.6)

This means that the algorithm must be more powerful to reduce total delay dis¬

crepancy A than to increase it.
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prevent-borrow-list
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Fig 3 13 The Delay Replacement Algorithm Searching the Best Replacement Pair in the Prevent-

Borrow List and Decrementing the Found Entry by 1

A rough informal proof can be drafted as follows:

Let us assume a situation where ARES must handle a data source with a mean

cell arrival rate of 1 cell per 2 time slots, resulting in a mean throughput of 0.5

Erlang. The delay values to realise are equally distributed between 1 and 200

time slots. The mean delay is 100 time slots, therefore. A typical cell will be given
a delay value of 100 time slots. Using the algorithm discussed above, instead of

a desired mean value of 100, the delay value to use will be chosen as big as pos¬

sible: Because the newest entry in the FIFO buffer is now typically 2 time slot

old, it will remain another 98 time slots in the buffer. The newly arriving cell can

leave the buffer after 99 time slots. This is a gain (reduction) of 1 time slot of the

total delay discrepancy A. Typically, a gain can be performed each time when

there is a gap in the arriving cell stream.

A practical cell stream will always have a throughput which is smaller than 1.0.

Therefore, the algorithm will work even at very high load, though the conver¬

gence can be very slow. This informal proof could be the basis for considera¬

tions on the convergence behaviour of this delay replacement algorithm
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The fulfilment of equation 3.6 reflects that almost all of the total delay discrep¬

ancy A could be eliminated by the delay value exchange algorithm. This ensures

a correct mean value for realised delay distribution. Because, the algorithm only

changes the sequential order of delay values applied, but not the values them¬

selves, the second moment of the delay is maintained as well. Nevertheless, the

correlation function will be changed, because the original sequence order of

delay values is altered by the algorithm.

Practical tests showed a promising result for this algorithm: There was a good fi¬

delity of the first two moments of delay distribution even under high traffic load

(0.8 Erlang). As the basic theoretical investigation of the problem discussed here

is not primarily subject of the present thesis, we will leave it at this state.

32.5 The VPI/VCI Converter

The first task of the emulation system is to check the integrity of the arriving
cell. A correct header field is a precondition for further processing of the cell.

The HEC information is computed from the header content and compared with

the data within the HEC field of the cell. If the test fails, the whole cell is dis¬

carded. If identical values result, the VPI and VCI are compared to the local en¬

tries in the path and connection table (fig, 3.14). This table contains one entry

input cell

VPWVCIi, I
processed cell

VPI0Ut/VCI0Ut

Input
VPIA/CI

Output
VPIA/CI

Figure 3.14: VPI/VCI Conversion Table
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for each established connection, as a switching node would do. Each entry
consists of a pair of VPI and VCI combinations: namely one VPI and VCI combi¬

nation as input parameter and one as output combination. The output combina¬

tion replaces the input combination of a successfully processed cell.

After VPI/VCI conversion the cell is passed first to the error agent and then to

the latency agent. Note that the HEC is not processed further on, since the

change of VPI and VCI cancels its validity. It will be recalculated in the Virtual

Path/Virtual Connection Scheduler, just before the cell leaves the emulation sys¬

tem.

3.2.6 Virtual Path/Virtual Connection Scheduler

The last block to discuss is the VP/VC Scheduler. It receives the cells from the la¬

tency agent, after the scheduled departure time has elapsed. Its main task is to

compute the new header error check byte and to insert it into the cell header. In

case of several concurrent paths through the emulation system (e.g. several dif¬

ferent VC/VPs taking different paths) with several physical pipes (FIFO buffers),
it must recombine the different data streams in the output port of ARES. As a

confirmation of a correct handling of the cells, the real departure time is returned

to the real-time controller for statistical purposes.

from latency agent

Arrival Time

Scheduled Departure Time

Error Type & Patern

GFC/

VPI
VPI0Ut/VCI0Ut PT CLP

Payload

\
nn„ln M„... UC r»

1 '

\\ Payload HEC CLP PT VPIoutA/Clout
GFC/
VPI

to serial out port

Figure 3.15: Virtual Path/Virtual Connection Scheduler
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33 The Data Interface for the Statistical Input Parameters

The input parameters for the emulation system (network parameters in fig. 3.1)
can be read by the serial configuration interface of the ARES board. Values for

delay distribution and loss probability are typically the result of a simulation run

and are transmitted in the form of a vector of integer values. Its structure is

given in fig. 3.16.

TYPE

DelayDistribution = ARRAY [0..MaxDelay] OF LONGINT;

InputParam = RECORD

DelayDist : DelayDistribution;(* Delay Vector*) j
Loss : LONGINT; (* time stamp of birth *) i

Sum : LONGINT

END;

Fig. 3.16: Data Structure of Delay and Loss Input Parameters for the ARES Board.

DelayDist represents a histogram of delay occurrences as it could be encoun¬

tered in a simulation ran. The value in the first entry of the array (index 0) is the

number of cells found without delay, the value in the second entry (index 1) is

the number of cells with delay 1 time slot, and so on. The integer value in the last

field of the array represents the number of cells with maximum delay. The cur¬

rent implementation defines this limit (MaxDelay) to be 1024.

The next value (Loss) in the input parameter list represents the amount of lost

cells found in a simulation run.

Sum finally is a sum of the all the entries in DelayDist and Loss. This provides
some redundancy so that errors incurred during parameter transfer may be de¬

tected.

All these values are transmitted in the form of an integer valued vector with

MaxDelay+3 dimensions. The integers are transmitted in a serial ascii string, sep¬
arated by line feed characters.

The reason for using integer instead of real type values for the histogram is the

better precision. Using real type values automatically means truncation errors,

which can accumulate to a considerable amount in these cases with large num¬

bers of values (> 1000). Any transmission error could then not necessarily be de¬

tected using a sum of these values. This problem can only be fixed using high
precision real values resulting in much longer parameter strings.

The ARES main board converts input parameter values internally to real type. In

this particular place the floating point representation is better suited for the gen¬
eration of random values for both delay and loss events.

Of course, the input parameters can originate from other sources than the simula¬

tion tool. The measurement of delay and loss in real ATM networks or artificial

delay distributions (e.g. equally distributed values in the range of 0 to
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MaxDelay) and loss values could be two alternatives. In these cases, the given
probability densities have first to be converted into integer values representing
the proportion of number of occurrences of the particular delay. The same holds

for the loss parameter and the last value must be the sum of all these values.

Parameters for bit error behaviour have not been defined yet for ARES, because

the definition of a data structure must be based on suitable methods describing
bit error behaviour in real networks. Trastworthy information on the bit error

behaviour could not be found at this stage of the ARES project.

3.4 The Implementation of the Emulation System

The proposed architecture for ARES has been implemented in hardware and in

firmware for particular functions, respectively. All the function blocks discussed

above are located on a single board carrying surface mounted devices. This

covers the necessary functions to emulate an unidirectional data stream of up to

155Mb/s. The main task is implemented on a RISC processor (Intel I960), exter¬

nally clocked at 33MHz. Some very time intensive or time critical tasks are im¬

plemented in specific PLD hardware in order not to swamp the main processor.

Two prototypes have been built, each consisting of a case containing two

boards (one for each direction) and the transmission and control interfaces. The

ATM cells are led over an optical interface (STM-1) into and out of the device,
respectively. Some status information is displayed on an array of LEDs on the

front panel. A control interface allows for managing the emulation ran: The sta¬

tistical parameters can be loaded to the system before the emulation can be

started. Finally, the results can be read out for further processing on a worksta¬

tion.

Figures 3.17
...

3.19 illustrate the ARES system as it was implemented in the

course of the present project:
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Fig. 3.17. The ARES main board Top FIFO memory banks Top Left STM 1 Interface with fibre

cables, Middle Processor Intel I960

Fig 3 18 Right The ARES Box for the emulation ot two uni directional ATM links containing two

main boards and power supply Above a single main board (fig 3 17) Left ATMSim off¬

line simulator running on a Macintosh displaying an intermediate delay distribution
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Fig 3 19 Front Panel of the ARES Emulation System
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4. Deriving Network Behaviour through Offline

Simulation

As discussed in the previous chapter, the basic behaviour of the emulated net¬

work is determined essentially by the network model. The statistical parameters
derived from this model form the basis for the operation of the emulation system.
Different approaches could be used to obtain the practical parameters in ques¬
tion:

(1) Measurements of the behaviour of networks in operation

(2) Theoretical models such as formal delay distribution (e.g. equally dis¬

tributed delay values in the range [0..200 time slots], Poisson distribut¬

ed bit errors,...)

(3) Results from simulating the operation of networks

At the start of this project, only a few small pilot networks were installed for re¬

search purposes. Networks covering wide areas were in discussion state. There¬

fore, there was no possibility to gather statistics about the behaviour of a wide

area network under realistic loads. The aim of the investigations was to evaluate

the quality of service of large networks for various, possibly extreme situations.

Our interest covers network situations with acceptable QoS at even extreme

loads. It was not a promising way to wait for a real network to be constructed

anytime in the future.

Another solution for the problem had to be found. We decided to use a simula¬

tion system to get the statistical values.

The simulation concept should allow for the following:

• the use of different models for the data sources connected to the net¬

work

• the definition of different network configurations and different

characteristics of the switching nodes

• the collection of specific statistical parameters (such as mean delay
values or cell loss rates) to be used later for parameterisation of the

emulator

In a first step, commercial simulation tools have been evaluated with regard to

the requirements listed above. With a view to disposing of a very versatile tool,
the following additional aspects have been considered:

• The most frequently used statistical distributions (Poisson, Erlang, hy¬
per-exponential) should be supported in libraries for die traffic sources

to allow validation through comparison with analytical results.
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• Extendibility: the tool must allow for an efficient modelling of new

network components (switching nodes).

• Modularity: The network must be scalable in its dimensions: With a

few basic elements, the tool should allow for building small and large
networks

• The tool should run in the used hardware environment (Macintosh).

• The tool must be implemented in a efficient manner in order to eco¬

nomically use the processing power. In particular, the simulation of

rare events (i.e. at the tail of a distribution) requires exceedingly long
simulation runs to produce statistically significant results. Therefore, an

efficient implementation of the simulation algorithms is necessary to

limit the simulation run-time.

A first choice resulted in the use of the new simulation tool "Extend"

[Extend94]. The simple graphical interface and the promising extendibility were

the main reason for its choice. This tool was evaluated in several student pro¬

jects. [Hofse94] and [HeLeu92] implemented models of ATM networks and

simple switching node as new library modules. The result of this work can be

summarisedas follows:

1. The commercial tool suffered from elementary faults in its implementa¬
tion of some statistical mechanisms and thus generated wrong results

under certain specific circumstances.

2. The extendibility was not as simple as it was assumed: Deep under¬

standing of source code (a specific dialect of C) and some features not

documented had to be used to guarantee correct communication be¬

tween simulation modules.

3. The resulting simulation performance in terms of used computing
power was very poor.

The last remark especially, turned out as a very critical point: The simulation of a

realistic time interval for a network of 10 nodes took almost one week of com¬

puting time on a state-of-the-art machine. It had to be learned diat Extend is a

general purpose simulation tool with nice graphical interfaces consuming enor¬

mous proportions of the available computing power. Extend was not a solution

for our problem. Similar but faster tools could not be found at that time. It was

clear that the only solution was to write a new simulation tool, which had to

fulfil all the requirements listed above, especially the last one.

This chapter describes in detail the theoretical model of an ATM network as it is

implemented in the simulation tool "ATMSim" In the first part, an introduction to

tiieoretical source traffic source modelling is given. The second part of this

chapter deals with implemented types of sources, switching nodes, buffer and

multiplexing strategies and the mixing of background traffic. In the next chapter
the ATMSim software tool will be discussed i.e. the user interface, parameter
settings, display of current values, and a discussion of some basic simulation al¬

gorithms will be given.
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4.1 The Model for the Offline Simulation

The network model together with the model of the traffic sources and the traffic

and congestion control mechanisms form the basis for the simulation. The result

of the simulation is a parameter set, describing the cell flow impairments. This pa¬
rameter set determines the behaviour of the network emulation system.

Network model

Source model

Traffic and congestion
control mechanisms

Figure 4.1: Basic Modules Determining the Simulation Results

The network model makes assumptions about the size, the structure and the

components of the network. The internal structures of the nodes, such as the ar¬

rangement of elementary switching elements, the cell buffer and the cell flow

strategy belong to the network model.

The data sources connected to a network determine the load of the network.

Because the load itself influences the behaviour of the network in terms of in¬

dividual connection impairments, special considerations must be given to the

source model.

Traffic and congestion control mechanisms aim at optimising the economic use

of network resources or to enhance the QoS behaviour of the network. Such

mechanisms performed within the network influence the network behaviour

from the users point of view. Although traffic and congestion control mecha¬

nisms are not implemented in the first release of the network simulation tool,

they ought to be considered in the complete simulation model with a view to a

modular system.

The simulation block in fig. 4.1 implements these modules (with exception of the

control mechanisms) in the simulation software. Events are processed, collected

and finally assembled in statistical parameters describing the network impair¬
ments. These parameters can be arranged as parameter sets determining a par¬
ticular network state. They form the input parameters of the emulation system.

4.1.1 A Typical Multimedia Application Set-up

In order to investigate the subjective perception of QoS in ATM networks, a test

set-up will be required consisting of two stations interconnected by a network

or by an emulation system. Some assumptions concerning the traffic between

these two stations will need to be made. This is a requirement for a proper de-

Simulation

!

!

Parameter

set

1
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sign of both the model for the offline simulation and the emulation system. A

typical multimedia application, as it could be used for subjective tests, is illus¬

trated in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4 2 Multimedia Workstation

This figure illustrates the following scenario: Two multimedia workstations,
which are separated from each other by a considerable geographic distance, are

interconnected through a wide area ATM network consisting of a certain num¬

ber of switching nodes, linked by appropriate transmission channels.

The multimedia workstations support videophone applications, recording, re¬

playing and transmission of movie and sound sequences and a whiteboard for

collaborative work. The following specifications apply to these services:

• Videophone: The workstation can receive and display at least one

video channel in real-time. Each channel can be displayed in a sepa¬

rate window on the screen of the workstation. Sound is reproduced
through a pair of stereo loudspeakers, or alternatively through a sound

surround system or headphones. A camera, positioned at the top of the

monitor, can generate pictures of the user for a snapshot or for a video

stream, which can be recorded e.g. for later text annotations or/and

transmitted to the partner's station. The same is true for sound: One or

more microphones generate continuous signals, which are sampled at a

user defined rate. The audio signal components are typically mixed

into the video data stream if a video transmission is available.

• The whiteboard application tool supports co-operative work of two

persons. Whiteboard contents may be transmitted either on an incre¬

mental or integral basis. In incremental mode, changes of the document
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are sent to the partner instantaneously, while in full mode, the whole

information is sent, either on any change of the content or periodically
at a specific rate. This reference whiteboard application assumes a mas¬

ter-slave concept: The master side holds the consistent database de¬

scribing the content of the whiteboard, resulting from the aggregation
of user input events of master and slave side(s). The master is respon¬
sible for the distribution of the update information to the slave sta¬

tion^). This is an example of a possible whiteboard implementation. Of

course, there are other concepts for implementing a whiteboard. The

considered concept is one of the most ambitious with respect to net¬

work performance, because a single change of the content of the

whiteboard initiates a series of transmission requests in the network. It

is therefore chosen for this reference application.

• One important tool within the whiteboard application is the cursor of

each partner. Each participant of a co-operative session can see two

cursors: his own and the one of his partner, suitably differentiated by
colour, shape, etc.: The own one is controlled by the local mouse, the

remote cursor represents the position of the partners cursor; conse¬

quently, the position of the own cursor must be transmitted to the oth¬

er side, and vice versa. In order to work properly, the remote cursor

ought to track the movements of the mouse with high accuracy.

Therefore, the mouse positions should be transmitted in a similar way

as sound samples are, i.e. periodically with a relatively high rate.

Mouse clicks and key hits are relatively rare events, on the other hand

and must be transmitted on an event driven base with high reliability,
however.

• Of course, such multimedia workstations continue to act as standard

workstations, e.g. running application programs for local use and sup¬

porting file server functionality. From the communication requirements
point of view, this means ability for transmission of bulk data; i.e. high
bandwidth requirements for a short time on an irregular basis.

In a multiplexer/demultiplexer unit within the workstation, the different types of

data (media components) are assumed to be fed together into one data stream

(VC). This typically results in very inhomogenous traffic characteristic for such

VCs. Modelling such traffic behaviour may require the superposition of several

different traffic models, as will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

However, multiplexing several types of data into one data stream suffers from a

further drawback: It is no longer possible to arrange individual QoS parameters
for each data type in the traffic contract. Instead, the most stringent one of all

will have to be chosen in order to guarantee the overall QoS. But this will usu¬

ally result in expensive and unefficiently used communication services.

The typical multimedia user will sit in front of his workstation, having a point-to-
point video and sound session with his partner. The other services discussed

above, can be added or cancelled at any time during the session.
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42 Models of Sources for Background Traffic and Traffic

under Test

Data sources play a central role in the simulation of the network behaviour. The

quantity of traffic and characteristics like size and frequency of bursts, types of

activity patterns and variability of short term mean values determine the internal

condition of a network. Data source models in the context of network simula¬

tion must fulfil some important requirements:

• Data source models must be able to behave like real single media

sources: A single source generating voice patterns, video frames, key
hits, mouse movements, file or other data transfers must be simulated

by the model. Not only the basic source characteristics must be han¬

dled, but also the behaviour of coding and compression mechanisms

should be reflected. For example, video transmission usually uses com¬

pression and coding mechanisms, which considerably change the

original data characteristics [Sen89], [Karls89]. Because transmitted

(and not primary source) data characteristics are relevant for network

behaviour, the same is true for simulation.

• The data model must allow for the aggregation of several single data

sources: e.g. the characteristics of a certain number of multiplexed
voice channels must be emulated by a single source model or by the

aggregation of several source models.

• The source model should be able to emulate the multiplexing of

several different data sources into one stream of data: E.g. the overall

data characteristics of multiplexing the coded video signal and the

voice of a picture phone application into one data channel must be

manageable by the model.

• The model should also allow for simulation of non-realistic extreme

value scenarios: For the evaluation of human perception of network

impairments it will be necessary to create traffic patterns with varying
parameters such as amount of traffic, correlation, burstiness or self-simi¬

larity.

We aim at finding a source model general enough to map the behaviour of any

type of source mentioned above. Moreover, for efficiency reasons, it must be

simple to implement and a few parameters only should preferably determine the
relevant traffic characteristic of the resulting traffic.

The simulation network model in the context of this work is driven by two

types of sources: Traffic under test (TuT) sources and background traffic (BT)
sources. The requirements listed above hold for both types of sources: TuT and

BT sources.

The following section gives an overview of traffic source models frequently
used for simulation purposes.
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42.1 Hierarchical Source Models

Certain source coding methods have an a priori constant bit rate (CBR). A voice

signal for example is usually sampled at a specific sampling rate and each sample
is coded into a binary value. These samples are sent to the destination after

bundling to a packet of several samples. The result is the generation of equidis¬
tant packets or cells. No attention is given here to the fact that the voice signal
is not activated all the time. e.g. the speaker is silent. Advanced source coding
techniques allow for bitrate reduction of up to a factor of 50...100. For example,
they suppress data transmission during silent periods. A similar situation holds

for the transmission of video signals. Video information may either be transmit¬

ted on a pixel-by-pixel basis, or, with more sophisticated approaches, correlation

between pixels either within one frame or among consecutive frames. Only the

differences between the new and the old values are then transmitted as data.

Because the content of a picture does usually change only slightly during a

typical video sequence, a considerable bitrate reduction without any perceptible
loss of quality is the result. As a consequence the cells do not arrive at equidis¬
tant time intervals any more; a typical VBR source is the result of such a coding
technique. The superposition of many VBR cell streams allows for statistical

multiplexing gains, promising considerable reduction compared to peak bitrate

allocation [Turne92].

To model this effect, a hierarchical source traffic model [Kuend78] may be fore¬

seen:

Level:

Start End Start of Connection
—H. T,

Connection

Burst

Cell

time

Start End of Burst

time

Start

TA^Tc
End of Burst

time

Legend:

TH : Connection Holding Time T, Connection Idle Time

TB : Burst Duaration TS Silence Duration

TC :Cell Transmission Time TA Intercell Arrival Time

Figure 4.3: Hierarchical Source Model
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Three levels are distinguished in the basic ATM source model: connection, burst

and cell level. In the case of pure voice communication, a typical connection has

a duration of some hundred seconds. A burst duration corresponds usually to

the length of a so-called talk spurt, i.e. the time interval any participant is not

silent. The mean length of talk spurts and silence durations are determined by
both the talker and the on/off detector algorithm. Typical values are 1.5s and

2.2s, respectively [Brady71]. The cell transmission time in an ATM environment

with link capacity of 155 Mb/s is about 2.7 |is.

The hierarchical source model can be characterised by statistical parameters for

the 3 levels, i.e. mean values and higher moments or probability density func¬

tions for the different intervals. In practical simulation applications, however, it is

usually not necessary to treat all 3 levels of the hierarchical model of a source.

Instead, only one or two levels are captured by the model, e.g., the burst and cell

level. The reason for this is the fact that usually either a single connection is un¬

der consideration or a superposition of a large number of sources. In the single
source case, only intervals of active connections are relevant. In the case of su¬

perposition of sources, representing the network node as traffic concentrator,

connection idle times are statistically modelled by an appropriate reduction of

the number of sources, while these sources generate no idle intervals.

There are two classes of time models to distinguish with regard to the time of po¬
tential event occurrences: continuous time source models and discrete time

source models. In ATM, a cell can basically be generated and inserted at any
time. Therefore a continuous time source model is an appropriate approach. In

existing networks, however, cells are transported in discrete time based physical
media, such as SDH. Also in practical simulation environments it is useful to ap¬

ply discrete time models as an approximation for the generation of events. The

main argument is the better simulation efficiency of such models.

Nevertheless, continuous models play a certain role in simulation environments:

They are better analytically traceable and thus form a reference for the time dis¬

crete model approximation. In chapter 6, "Simulation Results", continuous time

models will be one method for proving the correctness of the implemented simu¬

lation model.

The following sections will give an overview of the most frequently used con¬

tinuous and discrete time source models. They form a list of sources applicable in

the simulation tool for both traffic under test and background traffic generation.
Further information on source modelling can be found in [Srira86], [Frost94],
[Sen89].

422 Continuous Time Source Model:

Continuous time source models can produce an (arrival) event at any time on

the time axis. They are described by so-called point processes. The slotted na¬

ture of constant length cell transfer events (as in a typical ATM environment) is

neglected. There are no restrictions about the location of the arrival events on

the time axis.

The most important exponents of continuous time source models are listed be¬

low:
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422.1 Poisson Process

One of the most frequently used processes in traditional queueing theory is the

Poisson process. The Poisson process was developed and widely accepted for

modelling the characteristics of data sources in traditional communication sys¬

tems, namely the user behaviour in telephony. Poisson processes can, on one

hand, accurately modulated the user behaviour and are analytically treatable by
formal methods, on the other hand. A full derivation and discussion can be

found in [Klein75].

The Poisson process can be seen as a pure birth process, starting in state 0 and

increasing its state number with each transition. The state number represents the

number of generated (born) events.

Figure 4.4: State Diagram of a Birth Process

Figure 4.4 represents the development of a birth process. Each state can only be

occupied once. The process development is unidirectional from left to right only
and it forms a counter process widi increasing state numbers. The state numbers

lie in the interval X = (0...°°) of integers. X is the transition rate between two

states. In the Poisson process, all Is are identical.

For state 0 the probability for remaining in the same state Pn(t) exhibits an expo¬
nential shape with negative exponent, as shown in fig. 4.5.

Probability P0(t)

1

0.8

0.6
Vew
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Figure 4.5: State Probability P0(t) for a Poisson Birth Process

The evolution of the probabilities of some states are depicted in the Figure 4.6.

The horizontal axis k marks the state of the birth process. The arrow pointing to

bottom left represents the time axis, and Pt(t) is the state probability. At k^)

(initial state) the curve corresponds to fig. 4.5, k=l is the state probability for
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state 1, i.e. the situation where exactly one transition has occurred. Its maximum

lies at Xt=\, because the expectation value for the number of occurred transi¬

tions at that time is exactly one. The black line marked as k=Xt connects the

points of maxima in each shape. It shows also the number of expected events as

a function of time (xt).

Figure. 4.6: Poisson Distribution

The ratio of the standard deviation a (= square root of variance a2) to the mean

value of a random variable is a very important quantity in queuing theory in or¬

der to classify random processes. It is called coefficient of variation. For the

Poisson process it is:

CT_=-^ = 1 (4.1)
ti

It can be shown that the probability distribution and density functions are not

only valid for observation intervals starting at a particular birth event. The ob¬

servation interval can start at any desired point on the time axis. The time until

the next event occurs obeys the same function. This feature of the Poisson pro¬
cess is also known as the memoryless property. The further development of a

process with Poisson characteristics is given by the current state only. It is of no

importance how and when the current state was reached.

Another feature is the superposition principle of Poisson sources (fig. 4.7).
Multiplexing 2 or more sources of Poisson type lead to an aggregate with the

same characteristics. The birth rate of the sources can be different from each

other. The resulting birth rate is the sum of the rates of the individual sources.

The superposition principle of Poisson sources is another reason for its popular¬
ity: A large number of individuals, generating requests to a common system spo¬

radically and independently from each other, can be described properly by a

Poisson source in the common system. A detailed derivation for the Poisson

process can be found in [Klein75].
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Fig. 4.7: Superposition Principle of Poisson Sources

4222 Generally Modulated Poisson Process (GMPP)

The generally modulated Poisson process is a stochastic process composed of

two hierarchical stages. Each state i of the controlling process (higher hierarchi¬

cal stage) controls the intensity X; of the underlying Poisson process. There is a

finite number of different states (0,..., m) of the controlling (generator or modu¬

lating) process. The generator process is of general type. Figure 4.8 shows the

generic case of a m-state GMPP.

m-1

Figure 4.8: State Diagram of the Generally Modulated Poisson Process (GMPP)

X\ denotes the intensity of the Poisson process in state i. In the general case,

there is a transition probability from each state to any other state. However, for
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practical purposes it is assumed that adjacent states only have a non-vanishing
transition probability.

Some special cases are derived from the GMPP Model:

• Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP):
General Modulated Poisson Process with finite Markov chain as

modulating process.

• Switched Poisson Process (SPP):
Markov Modulated Poisson Process with only 2 states for the modu¬

lating process.

• Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP):
Switched Poisson Process with Xi > 0 and X2 = 0.

These cases will be treated in subsequent paragraphs.

4223 Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP)

MMPP is the special case of GMPP, where the controlling process is a finite,
continuous time Markov chain. The generator is given by its transition rate ma¬

trix R:

R = (ry) (4.2)

where ry is the transition rate for the transition from state i into state j, for all i^j
and with the remaining rate r„ (see Poisson Process) given by:

rn=-Iiij (4-3)
Vj*i

The MMPP is usually not a memoryless process; therefore it may be used to

characterise traffic sources with some degree of memory.

The MMPP is frequently used in the literature as an approximation for the

modelling of the superposition of ATM cell streams generated by multi-media

applications [Srira86]. There are two reasons for its popularity: On the one hand,
it is able to simulate the correlation characteristics of this type of traffic; on the

other hand, solving the problems of queuing models is possible by analytical
means, as will be shown in the chapter 6 "Simulation Results".

However, MMPP cannot emulate the periodicity in the cell level of some typical
applications such as sampled voice signals. This periodicity has significant influ¬

ence on the loss behaviour in network modelling. Therefore, its application for

modelling ATM sources is only feasible under certain circumstances, i.e. if the

resulting data stream has negligible deterministic data components only.

422A Switched Poisson Process (SPP)

The SPP is a special case of the MMPP, where the generator assumes two states

only. The 2-state MMPP is determined by 4 parameters: ri2, r2i, X\ and X2.
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Figure 4.9: Example for a Switched Poisson Process

The grey area in fig. 4.9 represents a realisation of the generator process, which

is in fact a Poisson process as well. Therefore, the lengths of the grey areas in the

upper diagram are negative exponentially distributed with a mean value of

1/ Tn- The same is true for state 2, but here the mean value is l/r2i.

The mean arrival rate X of the resulting process is given by:

.
r^i • A,i +Tin • K-)

, . . , ,t _

^ _ _A1 1 iz l_
resulting arrival rate (4.4)

r12 +r21

It is the weighted sum of the arrival rates of both controlled Poisson processes.
Note that the aggregate is no longer represented by a Poisson process: This pro¬
cess exhibits a hyperexponential inter-arrival time distribution of order 2 (H2).
The coefficient of variation of the interarrival times CT is usually > 1, except if X\

= X2. In this latter case, the two controlled processes are identical and the result¬

ing process is of type Poisson (CT =1).

4225 Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP)

The IPP is a special case of a switched Poisson process where Ao = 0 and X\ ^ 0
,

or vice versa. State 0 represents the off-condition and state 1 the on-condition

of a data source. The resulting data stream shows the typical burstiness of some

switched sources.

Figure 4.10 shows an example of an interrupted Poisson process: r0i and rw are

the transition rates of the controlling 2-state Markov process.

source state: off

r01

on

-^—X

UL 13
rio

source activity rate: 0 *i

Figure 4.10. State Diagram of an Interrupted Poisson Process
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4.2.2.6 Markovian Arrival Process (MAP)

The Markovian arrival process is based on a finite state Markov chain with K

states. The transition rate from one state i into any other state j is determined by
the Transition matrix R:

R = (r,j) transition rate matrix (4.5)

In contrast to the GMPP type processes discussed above, in MAP not the state

of the generator process, but its transitions are relevant for arrival events. At

each transition an arrival occurs with a certain probability qy (e [0.0 ...1.0]).

/^~V- r01 -^~\
(o Y A 1 )

rto kJ 0 Q01 %2

r20
r02 r21

\ /
\2

Q = q10 0 qt2

q20 q21 o

W

Figure 4.11: Example of a 3-state Markovian Arnval Process

Figure 4.11 shows an example of a Markovian arrival process: The generating
Markov chain consists of 3 states. Its state transition rates are given by R

(transition rate rA With each transition i --> j of the modulating Markov chain, a

particular probability q^ exists for the occurrence of an (eventual) new arrival

event.

Note that there exist two types of matrices: R describes the transition rates of

the generating process, and Q contains the individual probabilities for an arrival

event on any state transition of the generating process.

The Markovian Arrival Process with Batch (BMAP) is a generalisation of MAP.

Instead of only one arrival in MAP, one or more arrivals (batches) can occur si¬

multaneously at the moment of a transition. This represents the case where sev¬

eral cells can arrive simultaneously at the output buffer of a multimedia applica¬
tion.

4.2.2.7 Autoregressive Moving Average Model (ARMA)

This model has primarily been developed for variable bitrate (VBR) coded video

sources. Video consists of a timed sequence of picture frames of a certain dura¬

tion. Usually the frame rate lies in the order of 15
...

30 frames/s. Each frame

consists of a sequence of lines, and each line consists of a sequence of pixels. A

pixel is described by colour and brightness information with 1..32 bits each. In

high definition TV (HDTV) for example this results in a transmitted bitrate of

about 885 Mb/s, assuming 25 frames/s and 1920*1152 pixels/frame and a quan¬

tisation of 16b/pixel. This amount of data usually cannot be transmitted over a

network witiiout taking measures for data reduction. Differential pulse code
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modulation DPCM) as an example, profits from statistical correlation of informa¬

tion within one frame (intraframe correlation). Spectral transformations (e.g. dis¬

crete cosine transform DCT) as a further means to reduce the needed bitrate

make use of the fact that the higher end of the spectrum is of minor importance
for human perception. The information within the upper spectrum range is sam¬

pled and transmitted with reduced resolution. Another approach could consist

in applying Huffman codes. All these mechanisms can be combined, yielding
considerable reduction factors (e.g. up to a factor of 450 for MPEG). The result¬

ing penalty is a variable bitrate and a somewhat reduced quality. Investigations
[Dougl90] on that type of bit streams have shown that it is not only bursty, but

that there is a high degree of correlation of the effectively transmitted bits. The

correlation spans over several orders of magnitude of time: There is a correlation

of horizontally adjacent (intraline) pixels of one row, of adjacent pixels of one

column (interline) and of pixels of adjacent frames. Furthermore, a relationship of
the required bitrate can be observed between consecutive scenes of a movie.

Even within a scene, the movements of hands or lips of a person can show some

correlation within the generated data patterns.

Autoregressive models are a suitable means to describe the data rate of such a

coded video data stream as a sequence of random values. Each value of equa¬
tion 4.6 represents the required number of bytes to transmit one line of a frame,
or a whole frame, depending on the chosen granularity. The random values are

defined in a recursive way, based on a certain number of predecessors, in order

to realise the expected correlation. The class of linear autoregressive models has

the following form [Frost94]:

Xi=a0+X(ar-Xi_r+er) i>0,i-p>0 (4.6)
r=l

Xo,—. Xj_i are predefined seeding random variables and ar are real weighting
constants. e,. are zero-mean, independent identically distributed (IID) random

variables, called residuals, which are independent of Xj. Equation 4.6 is the sim¬

plest form of a linear autoregression scheme, called AR(p); p (order of autore-

gression) determines (together with a,) the span width of the autocorrelation.

The empirical proportion of data is described by er. ^ usually should be small

compared to X;_r in order not to fluctuate the mean value unpredictably.

More detailed models can be constructed by combining several AR(p) and other

schemes; for example:

R^Xj+Yi+Ki-Cj (4.7)

Expression 4.7 [Frost94] has been chosen such that a variable bitrate video

source is approximated with a combination of 2 independent AR(1) schemes (Xj,
Yj) and a product of a simple Markov chain and UD normal sequence. The two

AR(1) proportions are used to achieve a better fit to the empirical autocorrela¬

tion function of data collected from a specific video source. The third term rep¬
resents the fluctuation in the bitrate while scenes change.

The aim of the video source model is to approximate the behaviour of a real

video source by statistical means. Not only the current required data rates but

also the probability density function (pdf) of the inter-arrival times of data units
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must be emulated. Therefore, a non-linear function g(X) is used to adapt the

model to a given pdf of the interarrival times. The resulting model has the form:

( p ^

Xi=g a0+I>r-Xi-r+er)
V r=l

non-linear AR model (4.8)

Examples of combined schemes and their analytical treatment can be found in

[Dougl90], [Nomur89], [Magla88] and [Sen89] [Griine91].

422J8 Fluid Flow Approximation Model (FFA)

Fluid models are appropriate to cases where an individual data unit is by itself of

little significance; just as one molecule more or less in a water pipeline has an in¬

finitesimal effect on the flow. In the B-ISDN context of ATM, cells of relatively
short length and the high transmission speed render the transmission impact of

an individual cell negligible. The Fluid Flow Approximation (FFA) is an elegant
method to investigate the systems behaviour. Instead of observing the discrete

cells within a system or element of a system, the continuous flow of information

is observed and handled, instead. Sources are described with flow intensity pa¬
rameters (bitrate) which are modulated by any generating process as discussed

above. The flow intensity is now assumed to remain (roughly) constant over a

relatively long time period. Traffic fluctuations are modelled by events signalling
a change of flow rate. The on-off behaviour of a typical talker on a TASI type
phone system for example would then be modelled by a 2-state Markov chain

as generating process. Each state represents for example one flow intensity:
8 ksamples/s for the on-state and 0 samples/s for the off state. Because these

changes can be assumed to happen far less frequent than individual cell arrivals,
one can realise considerable savings in simulation processing.

In a queueing system, it is easy to handle fluid buffers. The waiting time concept

simply becomes the time it takes to serve the current buffer, and loss probabili¬
ties can be calculated in terms of overflow volumes. Fluctuations of buffer levels

are a measure for transit delay time variations of cells.

The main advantage is the savings of processing power for the simulation of

such systems. Furthermore, unfeasible simulations of cell arrival models can be

replaced by feasible simulations of fluid models and expensive simulations can

be validated by a FFA model [Sen89].

4223 Self-Similarity Source Model (SSS)

Studies of high-quality, high-resolution traffic measurement on LAN and video

traffic sources have shown a new phenomenon, which is believed to have some

strong implications for the design, control and also modelling of broadband net¬

works: the self-similar (or fractal) nature of some traffic sources. First results

have shown that the multiplexing gain achieved in the context of Ethernet traf¬

fic was not as expected.

As an example, about one hundred million of packets transmitted over an Ether¬

net in a research and development environment have been traced over a period
from 1989 to 1992 [Lelan94]. The traffic originated mostly from services that

used the Internet Protocol (IP) suite for such capabilities as remote login or elec¬

tronic mail, and the Network File System (NFS) protocol for file service from
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servers to workstations. There was no traffic originating from classical multime¬

dia workstations. The records have been analysed, indicating that packet traffic

appears to be statistically self-similar, i.e. that packet traffic exhibits the same

patterns for widely differing time-scales ranging from a few milliseconds to min¬

utes and even hours. Self-similarity exhibits its nature in different ways: a spec¬
tral density diverging at the origin, an auto-correlation function that is non-

summable indicating long-range dependence, and finally a variance of the sam¬

ple mean that decreases as a function of the sample size n more slowly than 1/n.

The so called Hurst parameter H characterises the degree of self-similarity in a

given empirical record. H is defined in the following way:

Let X,be an empirical time series with i=(l,...,n). X(n) is the mean interarrival

time of the n samples and S2(n) is its sample variance. The rescaled adjusted
range (= R/S statistic) is defined as R(n)/S(n) with:

R(n)= max j£(Xi -X(n)):l<k<n

-min Jj^X.-Xr.iOjilSk^n

Figure 4.12 shows how to interpret R(n): Arrival events are marked on the t-

axis, with two succeeding events (number i and i+1) separated by their inter-ar¬

rival time X,+i. The sum of all X„ for i = (1,..., k) represents the time of the kth

arrival. k(t) is the event counting process, i.e. the number of arrivals in the time

interval [0..t].

X(n) is the given sample mean (inter-arrival time) of all n captured samples. The

expectation value E(k(t)) will now be determined.

More light is shed on the meaning of equation 4.9, when the sums are written in

a more intuitive way:

k k

X[X,-X(n)] = £x,- k-X(n) (4.10)
1=1 1=1

The first part of the right side represents the time instant of the kth arrival.

k-X(n) is the theoretically expected instant of that event. The difference is

simply the latency of the kth arrival.

The lower part of equation 4.9 looks for the biggest gap between k(t) and

E(k(t)) in the range of the n arrivals, i.e. the earliest arrival with respect to the

expectation value. This time instant is tagged as "minimum" and forms the upper
bound of the grey area in figure 4.12. The upper part of equation 4.9 looks for

the latest arrival with respect to the expectation (labelled as "maximum"). This

point determines the lower bound of the grey area. The horizontal gap between

the two bounds forms R(n), which in fact is the sum of the two most extreme

deviations from the mean value of the analysed sample series.
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Figure 4.12: The Span of Sample Range R(n) in the Given Time Series

Many naturally occurring time series appear to obey the following relation:

R(n)

S(n).
sn ; for large n Hurst parameter H (4.11)

with H typically about 0.73. For renewal and Markovian sequences, on the

other hand, it can be shown, that equation. 4.11 holds for H=0.5 (again for large
n). This discrepancy is a measure of the degree of self-similarity in time series. It

is also referred to as Hurst phenomenon and can be estimated from empirical
data.

Self-similar traffic differs from other traffic models in the following way:

Let s =10m seconds
, m=(...,-2, -1,0, 1,2, ...), be a time unit representing a time

scale. For every time scale s, let X(s) = {X(ns) } denote the time series, computed

as the number of units (packets, cells, bytes, ...) per time unit s in the traffic

stream. In traditional traffic models, the "aggregated" process X(s) tends to a se¬

quence of independent identically distributed random variables, as s increases.

The corresponding aggregation procedure of empirical traffic, in contrast, results

in time series X(s), which shows two peculiar types of behaviour: When plotted

against time, they either appear visually indistinguishable from one another

(exactly self-similar) but obviously different from pure noise, or they converge

to a time series with a non-degenerate autocorrelation structure (asymptotically
self-similar). Simulations of traditional traffic models, in contrast converge

rapidly to white noise after increasing the time scale by about 2 or 3 orders of

magnitude.
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There exist Monte Carlo simulation methods for generating long traces of syn¬
thetic self similar traffic samples, and also parameter estimation tools for gaining
the parameters out of recorded samples [Taqqu86].

It can be shown, that most of the commonly used measures for burstiness do not

cover the self-similar nature of this type of traffic, as seen in real existing
Ethernet networks [Lelan94]. The main statement that should be pointed out is

the fact, that the commonly assumed phenomenon, that multiplexing traffic

streams tend to produce smoothed out aggregating traffic with reduced bursti¬

ness is completely wrong. Aggregating self-similar traffic streams intensifies

burstiness in the resources of a network, which in turn favours congestion
probability. There are also indications saying that traffic congestion in networks

carrying self-similar traffic may have different characteristics from those pro¬
duced by traditional traffic models.

The relevance of self-similarity in the context of this work depends on the future

development of ATM services: Self-similarity will be an issue to study, if the

traffic handled by ATM network is considerably driven by LAN-to-LAN inter¬

connection services (backbone services). Investigations on the grade of self-

similarity within multi-media traffic will have to be performed as well to answer

the question about the relevance of self-similarity within ATM networks.

423 Discrete Time Source Model

Discrete time source models can produce one or more (arrival or departure)
events at predefined locations on the time axis, only. Therefore, they may be

used to reflect the slotted nature of (constant length) cell arrivals and departures
inATM systems.

4.2.3.1 Deterministic Process (DP)

The most simple discrete time model is the DP. Cells arrive equidistantly at the

beginning or at the end of recurring intervals id At, where i=(0,1,2,...) is the in¬

terval number, d is a value out of (1,2,3,...) indicating the number of elementary
slots At between successive cell arrivals.

d =4

At= 125 us

i =0,2,3,4 )

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 [ms]

Figure 4.13: Example of a Deterministic Process

In figure 4.13 an interval of At = 125 us is assumed and one arrival is expected
every d=4 slots. The name "Deterministic Process" reflects that arrival (depar¬
ture) instants are predetermined.
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4232 Bernoulli Process (BP)

For a Bernoulli process, the probability of an arrival in any time slot is p, inde¬

pendent of all the previous events. Therefore, the number n of cells arriving in a

k-slot interval obeys a binomial distribution:

Pn(k) = P{X(l,k) = n}= pn(l-p)k-n ;0<n<k (4.12)
\nJ

The time between two consecutive arrivals obeys a geometric distribution:

P0(j) = P{X(l,j) = 0,X(j + l,j + l) = l} = MJp0-(l-p)J-°p= (4.13)

= p • (1 - p)J j: non-negative integer

The fact that the arrival probability p is independent of the previous arrivals re¬

flects the memoryless feature of the Bernoulli process. It is the discrete-time

analogue of the Poisson process. The Poisson process (fig. 4.6) is therefore a

good approximation for the Bernoulli process; if p < 0.05 and n > 10, then X =

np.

BP describes the superposition of many independent cell arrival processes accu¬

rately, as long as

• none of the individual processes dominates,

• the arrival probabilities p of all n processes are small (pn < 0.05) and

• self-similarity effects are not present.

If, in superposition of many individual and identical BPs, pn is no longer negli¬
gible (compared to 1), more than one cell can arrive simultaneously in each slot.

This process is known as Batch Bernoulli Process (BBP). The probability Pk(l),
for k cells to arrive simultaneously in one time slot, is again given by the bino¬

mial distribution B(m, p):

Pk(m) =
^nV,

u _ i,

,
pk(l-p)m-k (k = 0,l,2,...),m>k (4.14)

with m as number of concurrently superpositioned BPs with arrival probability
p, each. The mean number of arrivals to expect in each slot is m p.

4233 Generally Modulated Deterministic Process (GMDP)

The GMDP is a single stochastic discrete time process. The intensity (arrival
rates) is controlled by the modulating or generating (stochastic) process, which

has a finite state space (1,2,..., m). The duration in state i of the modulating pro¬
cess follows a general discrete distribution:

f,(k) = P{X,=k-At} ;i = l,2,...,m; k=l,2 (4.15)
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The transition probabilities of the generating process may be expressed by a

num matrix P = (py), where py is the transition probability from state i into state j
within a time slot. Transitions from any state i to any other state are possible
within a slot.

During state i, the underlying deterministic process generates cells according to

its particular interarrival time dj At = l/X\, with i = 1,2,..., m.

General Modulating Process
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Figure 4.14: An Example of a Generally Modulated Deterministic Process (GMDP)

The generally modulated deterministic process has been introduced to describe

variable bitrate sources with piecewise deterministic processes of different in¬

tensities Xi [HeLeu92].

423A Markov Modulated Deterministic Process (MMDP)

The Markov modulated deterministic process is a special case of GMDP, such

that the modulating process forms a finite discrete time Markov chain. The re¬

maining times fi in any modulating state i follows a geometric distribution.

4235 Switched Deterministic Process (SDP)

The SDP can be seen as die discrete time analogous to the continuous time

switched Poisson process (SPP). The switched deterministic process is control¬

led by a 2-state Markov chain, and is therefore again a special case of MMDP.

The 2 cell arrival rates are different from each other (X\ * X.2 and X\ * 0 and

X2*0).
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423.6 Interrupted Deterministic Process (IDP, On/Off-Source)

The IDP is again a special case of the switched deterministic process. The two

arrival rates are given by X\ * 0 and X,2 = 0 (or vice versa). Because of the fact

that either Xi =0orX2 = 0, this process is often called "On/Off-Source",

"Burst/Silence" or "Talkspurt/Silence" model in the literature. The last two names

indicate the origin of its use, i.e. modelling of voice sources.

The modulating 2-state Markov chain in SDP and IDP can be described by only
2 parameters a and p, where a and p are the parameters of the geometric distri¬

butions of the On-state and Off-state, respectively:

f,(k) = (l-a)k"1a k=l,2,... On-state distribution (4.16)

f2(k) = (l-P)K-1 P k=l,2,. Off-State distribution (4.17)

Assuming an arrival event at the beginning of the first slot, then the shortest on-

state interval is 1 slot. That means for slot 2, the modulating process must transit

to state 2. Therefore, this probability fi(l) is simply a.

The mean On-state duration is At/a, the mean Off-state is At/p. See Annex A for a

detailed discussion of the IDP properties.

source state: On
a

Off

1-cx{ 1 )

T~~~

( 2 } r1-P

Figure 4.15: State Diagram of the Interrupted Deterministic Process (IDP)

423.1 Discrete Time Markovian Arrival Process (DMAP)

The DMAP (fig. 4.16) is the discrete time analog of the Markovian Arrival

Process (MAP). Arrival events occur, eventually, on any transition of the m-state

discrete time Markovian chain. The transitions are governed by a transition ma-
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Figure 4.16: Example of a 3-state Discrete Time Markovian Arrival Process
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trix P = (pip. For any transition i -> j, the particular value qy (element of Q) states

the probability, that one arrival event occurs.

Similarly, the DMAP can be generalised to a Batch Discrete Time Arrival Process

(D-BMAP). At any transition of the Markov chain, batches of cells may be gen¬

erated, instead of single cells.

4.23.8 Discrete Renewal Process (DRP)

In the discrete renewal process interarrival times are identically distributed and

independent of each other. They follow a general distribution fA(i).
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43 The Model of a Path Leading Through an ATM Network

We have now studied theoretical models to create traffic patterns for the simu¬

lation. The next point to look at is the path of a cell through the network. The

offline simulation tool should collect information about the propagation time

and the errors for statistically significant numbers of cells travelling through
such a path.

In a typical ATM network, a multitude of different paths may be defined. Be¬

cause the emulation system must emulate a very limited number of paths only,
our simulation model can be reduced to one (or a few) path(s) within the whole

network. Even in the case of a multi-VC-connection of multimedia applications,
the interactions between the TuT VCs with regard to QoS is of minor relevance

compared to the multitude of all the background traffic streams. This assumption
is correct for the case where all involved TuT connections must handle a bound-

Figure 4.17. A Testbed Environment for Evaluating Subjective Perception of the User
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ed amount of total traffic. Experiments1 showed that there are no measurable in¬

teractions between these VC connections if the total traffic of all TuT is below

about 0.5 Erlang. This result was gained for the implemented switching models

as will be discussed in the following sections. The exact boundary depends on

the involved switching architecture as well as on the type of traffic carried by
the TuT connections. Therefore, the following considerations base on the one-

VC connection case for a multimedia application.

It is a property of ATM technology, that after set-up of a connection, all cells

take the same path through the network to the destination. This simplifies the

model for the network simulator, since for one connection only one path combi¬

nation must be looked at. A typical path between two workstations is marked

by heavy lines between the workstations and nodes in figure 4.17. Assuming an

ATM network having a certain number of switching nodes, the number of

nodes involved in a typical connection is not know a priory, since the routing
algorithms work load-sensitively.

For the simulation tool, on the other hand, it will be assumed that the path
through the network and its composition are known a priori. For this given situ¬

ation a network model will be established.

From this point of view, each cell sent from station A (top left of fig. 4.17) to

station B (bottom right) will visit a sequence of switching nodes along die

heavy black path. This traffic originated in workstation A and sent along the

heavy black line to station B will from now on be called "traffic under test" =

TuT. Note that only traffic originated from station A, addressed for B and taking
the heavy black path is TuT.

All other traffic in the network is then called "background traffic" (BT). The

following types of traffic will thus be called background traffic:

• traffic generated in any station C (*A), addressed to any station D

(*B)

• traffic generated in station A, addressed to any station D (*B)

• traffic generated in any station C (*A), addressed to station B

• traffic generated in A, addressed to B, taking the same path as TuT but

not belonging to die TuT connection (e.g. a separate connection from
A to B for another application)

In each node, the cell header is checked for errors, the address information

(VPI/VCI) is transformed for the route to the next node and the whole cell is

prepared for leaving the node. This can result in a wait situation, where the cell

must be delayed for an empty slot to become available on the outgoing link to

the next node.

Background traffic cells can cross or share the path of TuT cells, as illustrated in

fig. 4.18. We speak of a BT cell crossing the TuT path, if in a particular node a

These experiments were performed by introducing a second TuT (TuT2) source in the simulation

model (see fig. 4.30). The two TuTs had different characteristics and the interaction was measured as

difference in the resulting delay characteristics of TuTl, with and without any TuT2 in the VC.
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BT cell is arriving at the node through an input port other than TuT cells do, and

leaving the node through an output port other than TuT cells. Cells do share a

path, if a BT cell and TuT cells have at least one physical link between two

nodes in common.

Figure 4.18: Left: Crossing Path; Right; Shared Path

Along the path through the ATM network, TuT cells travel through a series of

switching nodes, risking to be delayed or dropped in each of them. Our model of

the network will therefore be a multistage tandem queueing system. As will be

shown in subsequent sections, the overall behaviour of the simulation will de¬

pend mainly on the model of the individual switching nodes and the involved

background traffic.

4.4 Architectural Classification of Switching Nodes

The architecture of the switching node is an important key for its behaviour

with respect to QoS impairments. The buffer configuration is relevant when de¬

termining cell loss probabilities; e.g. a static buffer size for each port has a higher
loss probability than a shared buffer with dynamic buffer size allocation, due to

the overflow potential.

A short discussion of different types of switching node architectures will point
out the influence of the architecture on performance. Historically, the motivation

for discussing different types of nodes was, first of all, the feasibility of switch¬

ing fabrics with high internal overall bandwidth, i.e. a large number of input and

output ports having a high capacity each. The question was how to realise a
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Figure 4.19: Classification of Switch Fabrics
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switching fabric for maximum performance with existing hardware technologies,
with little concern of the delay behaviour.

Figure 4.19 gives a rough architectural overview over the different types of

switching nodes. Their characteristic features will be described in subsequent
sections.

The switch fabric

The structure of an ATM switch fabric is the most significant feature of a switch¬

ing node. It affects the cost, performance, capacity, growth capability and com¬

plexity of the switch design. Many structures of switch fabrics have been sug¬

gested in the literature. A simple classification of switch fabric designs that in¬

cludes most of the proposed approaches is illustrated in figure 4.19. Usually
switches are constructed from a number of basic switching elements. The switch

fabric of a large switch will generally be constructed from a number of intercon¬

nected switch modules, representing small switches composed of a number of

switching elements.

44.1 Time Division

On a pure time division switch fabric, all cells flow across a single communica¬
tion highway, shared by all input and output ports. This communication high¬
way may be either a shared medium such as a ring or a bus, or a shared memory.
The throughput of this single shared highway defines the capacity of the entire

switch fabric and thus fixes an upper limit on the capacity for a particular im¬

plementation beyond which it cannot grow. Since every cell flows across a sin¬

gle shared highway, this class of switch fabric may easily support multicast op¬
eration. Many switching node designs that use time division internally have

been proposed.

Figure 4.20 shows the two exponents of the time division routing approach ap¬

plied in switching fabrics.

Figure 4.20: Time Division Schemes

For the construction of small switches with a capacity of up to a few Gb/s, time

division can be a flexible technique. Access to the bandwidth of the shared

medium may be granted dynamically among the switch ports on a demand basis.

This supports the efficient handling of interfaces with widely differing access

rates. Traffic concentration on the shared medium may also be offered to reduce

the cost per port.
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4A2 Space division

While a single communication highway is shared by all input and output ports
in a time division approach, for a space division switching fabric, a multitude of

paths is provided between input and output ports. These paths operate concur¬

rently so that many cells may be transmitted across the switch fabric at the same

time. Thus, the total capacity of the switch fabric is the product of each path's
bandwidth and the number of paths that on average can transmit a cell concur¬

rently. The total capacity of the switch fabric is therefore theoretically unlimited.

In practice, it is restricted by physical implementation constraints, which to¬

gether limit the size of the switch fabric. With multiple paths in the switch fabric,
a routing function is now required to select a path to the appropriate output

port for each cell. A first type of switching fabric uses so-called self-routing
techniques: Successive elementary switching elements select their appropriate
output depending on specific address elements extracted from a cell's header.

Thus, a succession of elementary local routing decisions result in finding the cor¬

rect path from input to output port, without making global routing decisions in

advance. Evidently, the overall routing intelligence is embedded in a specific
regular interconnection structure of the switching elements. Each input con¬

troller of the switch prefixes an internal routing label [Marcu77] to every incom¬

ing cell using the same table lookup mechanism it uses for VCI translation. This

routing label specifies the address of the output port to which the cell must be

forwarded. The properties of a self-routing interconnection network permit each

switching element in the switch fabric to make a very fast routing decision sim¬

ply by inspecting a single bit (in the case of binary topologies) of the internal

routing label. Each cell will arrive at the required destination regardless of the

switch port at which it enters. The majority of switch designs based upon a

space division switch fabric use the self-routing method.

A second approach has been named label routing [Marcu77], where the VCI la¬

bel is used to index routing tables within the switching elements of the switch

fabric. This routing scheme does not rely on regular properties of the intercon¬

nection network, so any arbitrary interconnection network of switching ele¬

ments may be employed. The label-routing approach allows for a simple imple¬
mentation of multicast operation; however, it requires a large number of routing
and translation tables to be maintained within the switch fabric. It is possible to

combine self-routing for point-to-point traffic with label-routing for multicast

traffic in some switch designs.

With the introduction of multiple cells flowing through the switch fabric con¬

currently we introduce the possibility of conflicts between cells requesting the

same path in the switch-internal network or conflicts in scheduling the same

output port. This conflict is resolved by a contention resolution scheme (e.g. re¬

circulation of conflicting cells), or by introducing cell buffers at every point of

potential conflict. Contention resolution schemes tend to introduce additional

delay for affected cells. If contention for a link may occur inside the switch fab¬

ric, it is called blocking. Contention for the output port of the switch fabric may
occur even though the switch fabric itself is non-blocking, since output ports
are not necessarily buffered. Interconnection networks for a space division

switch fabric may be divided into two basic classes: single- and multiple-path
networks. A single-path network has a unique path through the interconnec¬

tion network between any given input and output pair. A multiple-path net¬

work has a number of different paths available between any input and output
ports.
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44.2.1 Single-Path Networks

The single-path, self-routing interconnection networks most often proposed for

use in ATM switch designs are illustrated in figures 4.21 and 4.22. The expo¬
nents of figure 21a, b and c are single stage networks, whereas 21d, 22a and 22b

are known as multistage networks. Single path networks typically suffer from

causing routing delay in the case where several concurrently arriving cells have

the same destination ports.

1 2 N

b) fully interconnected

a) Crossbar (Matrix)

c) fully interconnected d) Delta

Figure 4.21: Single Path Interconnection Network

Crossbar: The term "crossbar" derives from a particular design of single-path,
non-blocking switch fabric developed originally for analogue telephony. It uses

the topology of figure 4.21a, in which each active element, or cross point, is a

single or multiple (e.g. for 4-wire switching) electrical contact. For ATM switch¬

es, the term is used in a broader sense to describe any single path non-blocking
network that has a complexity that grows as N2 (where N is the number of input
and output ports). In this sense the topologies of figure 4.21a, b and c are all

crossbar designs, differing only in the use of a bus or disjoint paths between the

input and output ports. The fully interconnected networks of figure 4.21b and c

are also known as networks with N2 disjoint paths. As crossbar designs have a

complexity in paths or cross points that grow as a function of N2, they do not

scale well to large sizes. They are, however, very useful for the construction of

non-blocking, self-routing, switching elements and switches of small size.
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Delta: Delta networks, as shown in figure 4.21d, are self-routing multistage in¬

terconnection networks with a single path between any input and output. The

input and output blocks in fig 4.2Id represent self routing non-blocking
switches without internal buffering. Although the performance of a delta net¬

work can be significantly better than that of the Banyan network presented in

subsequent paragraphs, it is still a blocking network; its performance degrades
as it increases in size, and it is sensitive to the incident traffic pattern. This degra¬
dation in the performance of Delta networks may be reduced by increasing the

speed of the internal links within the network with respect to the one of the in¬

put and output ports or by introducing cell buffers into the switching elements.

The sensitivity to the traffic pattern may be removed by randomising the ports at

which the traffic enters the network.

Figure 4.22: Batcher-Banyan Network

Banyan: The Banyan network as shown in fig. 4.22b belongs to the large class

of single-path interconnection networks as well. Currently the term "Banyan" is

applied to a family of self-routing networks constructed from 2x2 switching el¬

ements. A number of specific topologies belong to the Banyan family, but all of¬

fer an equivalent performance for random traffic (uncorrelated cell arrival char¬

acteristics). The Banyan network has a complexity of path and switching ele¬

ments of order N log N [Tripa79]. This makes it much more suitable than cross¬

bar structures for the construction of large switch fabrics.

Unfortunately, Banyan type networks are blocking and their performance de¬

grades rapidly as the size of the network increases. Also, the degree of blocking
is related to the specific combination of destination requests presented in the in¬

ternal traffic; i.e. the blocking probability is not evenly distributed over all the

output ports and the associated paths through the network. Thus, some bursty
traffic patterns will give a much poorer performance than others. Performance

may be improved if switching elements larger than 2x2 are employed. This leads

to the class of delta networks, as presented above.

Batcher-Banyan: A Banyan network will offer non-blocking performance if the

incoming cells are sorted into order, based on their output port requests [Hui87].
All active cells must be grouped together on a set of adjacent input ports, and

no output port may be requested by more than one single cell at any time slot.

The Batcher network (figure 4.22a) can sort an arbitrary set of cells into order,
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based on their routing tags, and group the active cells together. Thus the com¬

bination of a Batcher and a Banyan network will offer non-blocking perfor¬
mance if some means is provided to prevent multiple cells from simultaneously
requesting the same destination, e.g. by recirculation of conflicting cells

[Onvur95]. Although a number of specific topologies belong to the general fam¬

ily of Banyan networks, to achieve non-blocking operation, the specific topol¬
ogy shown in figure 4.22b is required, based on the Batcher network with its

perfect shuffle connection pattern as discussed above.

Although the individual 2x2 sorting elements of the network are simple to im¬

plement, a large Batcher-Banyan network is not easy to partition into integrated
circuits, and maintaining synchronisation across the entire structure becomes in¬

creasingly difficult with size. Additionally, the growth of a Batcher network is

of order 2N log N, so many more switching stages are required in a Batcher net¬

work than in the Banyan network. Nevertheless, the Batcher-Banyan network

is useful for the construction of non-blocking switch fabrics of much greater
size than may be achieved with a crossbar design (N2 > 2N ld(N) for N>4).

4A22 Multiple-Path Networks

Multiple-path networks are used to improve the performance beyond the one of

a single-path network or to construct large switches from switch modules. Since

multiple paths are available between every input and output pair, an internal

routing algorithm is required to select one of the paths. The advantage in terms

of QoS is the lower routing congestion probability, and therefore, the lower

transfer delay compared to single path networks.

Figures 4.23 to 4.26 give examples of different multi-path network topologies.

Augmented Banyan Networks: Multiple paths may be introduced into a

Banyan or Delta network by adding extra stages of switching elements as illus¬

trated in figure 4.23a. The number of paths between each input and output port
is doubled for each extra stage added to the Banyan network. If log2 N-l stages
[Marcu77] are added to a Banyan network, the Benes network results (figure
4.23b). The extra stages can be used to distribute the traffic evenly across the

Banyan (or Delta) network, to remove the sensitivity of the network to the inci¬

dent traffic pattern, and to improve the network performance. Extra switching
elements and interconnections may also be added between the stages of a

Banyan or delta network to provide redundant paths for fault tolerance and to

improve the performance.

An alternative to using additional stages to distribute the traffic across the input
ports of the Banyan routing stage is to use all the stages as routing stages, i.e.

the number of subsequent routing stages is higher than required for only
reaching all the output ports. Conflicting cells are said to be "removed" from the

direct path, i.e. deflected over a wrong link and re-entering the network from

the resulting location. Provided there are sufficient remaining switching stages
in the network, the cell may still arrive at the scheduled output port. The oppor-
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a) Augmented Banyan

b) Benes

Figure 4 23 Augmented Banyan and Benes Network

tunity to remove cells can be given after every stage, after the first log 2N

stages, or after each complete Banyan network, if multiple Banyan networks are

connected in series.

Switch Planes in Parallel: Another approach to introduce multiple paths into an

interconnection network is to connect multiple switch planes in parallel, as

Figure 4 24 Switch Planes in Parallel
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shown in figure 4.24). This approach offers both increased reliability and im¬

proved performance, since breakdown of a complete switch plane will reduce

the networks capacity but not its connectivity.

Clos Networks: A so-called two-sided Clos network is shown in figure 4.25a. A

Clos network constructed with non-blocking switch modules will have m paths
between each input output pair and will be strictly non-blocking if m > 2n-l

[Broom83]. The Clos network also can be constructed in the folded form (figure
4.25b). In this case, all of the interconnection links are bi-directional and cells

pass through the first stage of the folded network in both directions. Thus, the

first stage performs the functions of both the first and last stages of the two-

sided structure. The Clos structure has been proposed for a number of very large
switch designs.
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Figure 4.25: Two-sided and Folded Clos Network

Recirculating Networks: Another approach to provide multiple paths through
an interconnection network is to recirculate cells that have failed to reach the
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Figure 4.26: Recirculation Network
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required output due to internal collisions (figure 4.26). Some recirculating de¬

signs require that the size of the interconnection network be increased to ac¬

commodate the ports required for recirculation. Other designs permit cells to exit

from the network's stage.

Load Sharing Networks [Lea86]: This switch architecture is based on a Banyan
network. It eliminates internal buffering with minimal loss of throughput capac¬

ity, but at the expense of increased wiring between the switching elements: The

network operates in a similar way to that of Banyan networks. The major differ¬

ence is the pairing of switch elements in a stage. Links connecting paired switch

elements allow traffic to the output ports of other switching elements (load
sharing) at the same stage, thereby increasing the probability of finding an idle

output link to the next stage. A cell must reserve a path to traverse the switch, a

task that is accomplished in a distributed fashion as follows. At each stage, the

output interface unit of a switching element that receives a cell sends a hand¬

shake to the interface unit of an input port of a switching element at the next

stage along a separate channel. The operation of switching elements is syn¬
chronised and a cell is transmitted at each time unit from one stage to the next

from each port of every switching element in that stage. Cells proceed in this

manner from stage to stage as long as they can be moved toward their output
ports. At each stage, a fraction of cells will not be able to proceed due to the

lack of a path toward the destination. In this case, cells can either be stored at

the switching elements or be dropped. The load-sharing Banyan structure does

not grow by adding stages like regular Banyan networks. Nevertheless, reason¬

able growth provisions can be made by properly partitioning the network so

that it can be built up in large increments.

4.5 Buffering

The buffering strategy is a very important key for the behaviour of a switch un¬

der heavy traffic conditions in terms of delay and loss of cells. The overall

switch capacity is directly influenced by the applied buffer strategy. Figure 4.27

gives a classification of buffering strategies proposed for ATM switches. Buffers

are used to store conflicting cells temporarily, until the missing resource becomes
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available. The most important distinction between different buffering strategies
is whether cell buffers are located within the switch fabric (internally buffered),
outside the switch fabric (externally buffered) or combinations of both.

45.1 Internal Buffering

As the name indicates, all cell buffers are located within the switch fabric. All

cells belonging to the same virtual connection must then travel the same path
across the switch fabric if sequence errors are to be avoided. This imphes that if

a multiple-path switch fabric is used, a path across the switch fabric must be se¬

lected for each virtual connection at call set-up. To do this, the switch must keep
a record of the estimated traffic load on each link within the switch fabric and

base a new call-acceptance decision on the estimated load across each possible
path. This will complicate die call establishment process significantly for a large
switch. The alternative is to allow each cell to take any path through the switch

fabric and re-sequence the cells on exit from the switch. Multicast operation
may be supported within the switch fabric of an internally buffered switch and

is greatly simplified if a label-routing approach is employed for the multicast

traffic
.

A switch formed by a single shared memory switch module (Fig. 420b) may be

considered as internally buffered with respect to its physical construction, al¬

though it offers the performance of an output buffered switch. The shared mem¬

ory design permits a single buffer to be shared by many input and output ports.
This sharing of buffers substantially reduces the number of cell buffers required
to support a given performance. This is a significant advantage if the cell buffers

are implemented within a custom integrated circuit. It also gives a much better

performance for bursty traffic, if the total number of cell buffers is limited. When

congestion occurs, the sharing of the buffers between many ports can make it

more difficult to locate the source of the congestion by monitoring the queue

occupancy [Onvur95].
Some designs of internally buffered switches locate the buffers on the input side

of every switching element. These designs generally adopt a Banyan (or Delta)
network for the switch fabric and are often referred to as buffered Banyan de¬

signs. In this class of design the switching element is simple to construct, but the

performance suffers from blocking within the switch fabric. Higher performance,
internally buffered designs are obtained if a multiple-path, multistage switch

fabric is employed with shared memory or output buffered switch modules.

Many large switch designs use this approach.

452 External Buffering

In an external buffering strategy, cell buffers are located close to the switch

ports. Each switch port may inspect its cell queues for load monitoring to sup¬

port congestion control. Furthermore, each queue may be separated easily into

multiple classes of service, and each port controller may implement a dynamic
scheduling policy based on queue occupancy to best serve the delay and loss

requirements of each traffic class. The absence of cell queues within the switch

fabric eases the support of multiple levels of priority across the switch fabric to

support the different classes of traffic. Also, if a multiple path switch fabric is

employed, a random selection between the alternative paths may be imple¬
mented to distribute the traffic evenly across the switch fabric. Hence the switch

needs to keep a record of the estimated traffic load on every internal link within

the switch fabric. This considerably simplifies the call acceptance process. Cells
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on the same virtual connection will not suffer sequence errors, even if they take

different paths across the switch fabric, as there are no buffers within the switch

fabric.
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Figure 4.28: External Buffer Designs

4.5.2.1 Input Buffering

In an input buffered switch the bandwidth between each input port and the

switch fabric, and between the switch fabric and each output port, need only be

slightly greater than of the port itself. This permits the input queues to be locat¬

ed separately from the switch fabric, simphfies the implementation of the switch

fabric, and avoids the need for buffers operating at some multiple of the port
speed.

There is a price to be paid for this simpUfication, however: The throughput of a

large non-blocking switch with FIFO input buffers, saturated with uniform ran¬

dom traffic, is about 58 percent compared to that of the ideal output buffered

switch [Onvur95]. The performance for an input buffered delta or Banyan net¬

work is degraded even further. The performance may be improved by a tech¬

nique known as input queue bypass, if access is permitted to other cells in the

input queues besides the cell at the head of the queue. Cells waiting behind the

head of the queue, requiring a free switching path can bypass the head of line

cell waiting for a free switching path. This technique, however, complicates the

implementation of the input buffers, requires a more complex contention resolu¬

tion scheme and special attention must be given for retaining proper cell se¬

quence order.
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4522 Output Buffering

Every output port must be able to accept a cell from every input port simultane¬

ously (witiiin one time slot) in an ideal output buffered switch. In a larger switch

module, it is unreasonable to expect the switch fabric and output buffers to

have sufficient capacity to achieve ideal output buffered operation. Thus, in an

output buffered switch of reasonable size, there is always the possibility that

more cells will request access to a particular output port than the switch fabric

or output buffer can support. In this case, excess cells must be discarded. The

switch designer should ensure that the cell loss probability is sufficiently low for

all reasonable patterns of incident traffic and acceptable operating loads. An

output buffered switch can be much more complex than an input buffered

switch because the switch fabric and output buffers must effectively operate at

much higher speed than that of each switch port to reduce the probabihty of

cell loss. If, for example, each output buffer can receive up to eight cells within

any single time slot, a cell loss probabihty of less than lf>6 may be achieved for a

traffic load of 90 percent with uniform random traffic [Onvur95]

A single-stage, shared memory design (fig. 4.20b) may be considered as output
buffered from the viewpoint of its performance. It has a single buffer shared by
all input and output ports. A switch with dedicated output buffers has a sepa¬
rate buffer on each output port (fig 4.28b). Each output buffer is shared by all

input ports wishing to access that output port. Output buffered switch designs
based upon a matrix interconnection network (Fig. 4.21a) use cross point
buffers. A separate cross point buffer is required for each input output pair re¬

sulting in N2 cross point buffers.

4523 Input and Output Buffering

In this approach both input and output buffering strategies are combined. Cell

loss within the switch fabric of an output buffered switch due to highly corre¬

lated traffic patterns is undesirable. Therefore, instead of discarding cells that

cannot be handled during the current time slot, these are retained in input
buffers. In other word: Input buffering acts as traffic shaping to reduce traffic

burstiness within the switch. The input buffers need not be large to substantially
reduce the probabihty of cell loss for reasonably random traffic, even at very

high loads.

452A Recirculation Buffering

In this approach, output port contention is handled by recirculating those cells

that cannot be output during the current time slot back to the input ports via a

set of recirculation buffers (Fig. 4.28d). It offers the performance of an output
buffered switch, but will discard cells in the switch fabric if more cells require
recirculation during a particular time slot than the number of recirculation ports.
Recirculation may cause out-of-sequence errors between cells in the same vir¬

tual connection unless steps are taken to prevent it.
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4.6 The Model of a Single Switching Node

A future real ATM network will most probably consist of different types of

switching nodes. Especially if connections span a large geographical distance

between the data source and its corresponding sink, there is a good chance that

even several network operators are involved. Usually the operators procure
their transport infrastructure independently from each other. In general this will

result in an inhomogenous network, where a typical data path leads across dif¬

ferent types of switching nodes with different architectures. For small distances

(e.g. within a local area network) it is reasonable to assume homogeneity in the

network. However, this assumption does not hold for a typical connection, e.g.
within a country or for international connections.

The simulation tool as it exists presently consists of nodes with output buffering
and non-blocking routing strategy. The different switching architectures and

buffering strategies discussed above influence the QoS and performance be¬

haviour of a switching node. However, certain considerations lead us to choose

homogenous nodes for our simulation environment:

The typical situation in a considered network will consist of a heavily loaded

network. Only such situations will be critical for interactive bi-directional com¬

munication applications. Lightly loaded networks will work with low delay and

loss, regardless of the architecture and buffering strategy used in the nodes.

Under the assumption of heavily loaded networks and nodes, and assuming two

sources, delay results from (routing and buffering), the following conclusions

can be drawn with respect to delay:

• The span of possible pure routing delays (without buffering) in the dif¬

ferent switching architectures is very hmited: Comparing a good rout¬

ing architecture with a disadvantageous one, the latter will recirculate

a cell of a congested link several times before it passes, while a cell will

pass without any delay in the first one. This latter case will probably
take one time slot. In other word: The routing delay in heavily loaded

networks is of minor importance to the overall delay a cell occurs in a

congested node.

• A congested node will extensively make use of its buffering resources

to avoid cell losses. The mean buffer level will lie essentially beyond
one cell (as shown by our simulations). This means that the mean

buffering delay (and its variation) will also be in the same order of time

slots. And this is essentially more than the delay resulting from routing
mentioned above.

Because the sequential order of the cells must be preserved in all types of nodes,
the number of buffering strategies is very hmited. Thus, the resulting delay be¬

haviour will be similar in all types of nodes.

Any switching architecture will in a first priority try to avoid cell losses in the

routing block, at the expense of buffering delay. Losses will therefore essen¬

tially be caused by buffer overflow.

These considerations show that there are good reasons to assume the feasibility
of mapping these specific types of node behaviour onto one basic switching ar-
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chitecture; namely the output buffered non-blocking approach. It will be sub¬

ject of further study to find the "equivalent" buffer capacity for the different

switching architectures to be simulated by the basic model.

Therefore, the implemented switching architecture will be a non-blocking out¬

put-buffered type with limited buffer capacity.

Each switching node consists of an input block, a routing block and an output
block. Figure 4.29 illustrates this switch architecture.

Figure 4.29: A Closer Look at the Switching Node Consisting of Input, Router and Output Block.

In this example the TuT enters the node at input port number 1 and leaves it at port 2.

Arriving cells reach the input block by a physical link at a particular port. They
remain at the input buffer for further processing by the router block. The

amount of time a cell rests within this buffer is deterministic: It is the time be¬

tween arrival of the first bit until the last one of a cell has arrived (serial to paral¬
lel conversion). Since cells have a fixed length and the physical link capacity is

fixed, too, this interval has a constant value of one time slot. E.g., for a 155.52

Mb/s link, one slot time equals 2.726 (ts. Within one time slot, at most one cell

can arrive at a particular input port. At most one cell can be taken out from the

input buffer within one time slot. Header error check and VPI/VCI conversion

must be performed within this time slot, too.
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In the non-blocking routing stage, the cell is shifted to the corresponding out¬

put buffer in the output port. Non-blocking means that within one time slot, the

router is able to collect all cells from the input buffers and shift them to the cor¬

rect output FTFO buffers. In a worst case situation, every input buffer contains a

cell for one specific output port.

Each output port has its own physical FIFO buffer. This is a mandatory conclu¬

sion from the non-blocking requirement of the switch architecture: Since within

one time slot, several cells can arrive from several input ports, and at most one

cell can depart from the output FIFO buffer, a certain number of cells must be

stored for a certain time interval. Because the mean value of the link cell rate for

a certain (long) time interval is strictly limited to one cell per slot, this short term

overload situation should not result in a loss of cells, if the FTFO buffer size is

dimensioned properly. Nevertheless, cell loss events can not be excluded for a

limited amount of buffer space and without handshaking algorithms. The simula¬

tion model assumes a limited buffer space of each output port. Buffer overflow

is the only source of cell loss in the simulation model. Cell losses caused by cell

discarding (due to bit errors in the cell header) are not supported by this model.

Such events are essentially caused by bit errors introduced by physical trans¬

mission links. The effects (frequency and correlation of cell loss) of such bit er¬

rors can be derived by special methods. As these are assumed to be very rare

events with respect to the probability of buffer overflow, this problem will not

be discussed further in this thesis.

The heavy black line of figure 4.29 marks the path of the traffic under test (TuT)
cells, originated in the source of workstation A and addressed to workstation B

(see fig. 4.17). The simulation tool generates these cells according to the TuT

source model, determined in the simulation set-up dialog (see chapter 5 and an¬

nex B). After that, they pass the chain of switching nodes, or in other words a

multistage queueing system. Each stage consists of one switching node (with its

3 blocks) and a successor link to the next node. Each output port consists of a

FTFO buffer (open rectangle) with limited number of possible entries and an

output server process (circle) representing the process putting the cell on the

serial output link.

There is a probabihty of background traffic (BT) cells to share the TuT hnk. In a

general case, where the load is equally distributed in the whole network, only a

small number of all BT cells will share the TuT link; most of them will just cross a

node. Note that crossing means entering at any input port and leaving the node

by an output port different to TuT port (* 2). This is represented by the thin

grey lines in figure 4.29. Crossing cells do not affect the behaviour of the TuT

cells, provided that the previous assumptions of a non-blocking routing archi¬

tecture hold. Only BT cells sharing the TuT link (thin black lines) affect the be¬

haviour of TuT cells: They are all routed into the same output port as TuT cells

are. Therefore, they share the output FTFO buffer, and the output process as

well. BT cells sharing the TuT link represent the case in a real network, where

cells (*TuT) take the same path for one link segment.

In the simulation model, each switching node receives its background traffic

cells by individual BT sources representing the fact that they do not (or only
hardly) interact with the BT cells of the otiier switching nodes. These sharing
BT cells are assumed to arrive at the node by different input ports and be subse¬

quently transferred to the TuT output port. The reason for having more than

only one BT source in each node is that using a multitude of (independent)
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sources represents the multitude of sharing links in a real network. The number

of BT sources was chosen to be seven. This number offers a good reliability for

the simulation results on one hand, and guarantees to be compatible with refer¬

ence works in publications on the other hand.

These considerations lead to the following network simulation model: There is

only one generator for TuT cells in the simulation model, since in our basic sce¬

nario, a typical multimedia station (A in fig. 4.17) can be seen as one single
source. If more than one virtual connection with different QoS contracts must

be modelled, several simulation runs will need to be performed. The assumption
that different VCs do not interact, was discussed in section 4.3.

Before the test cells (TuT) leave the generator in the simulation model, they are

tagged as TuT cells and stamped with the current time. Afterwards they reach

the first switching node (Node 1 in fig. 4.30) and are then shifted into the ap¬

propriate FIFO buffer by the router. Background traffic cells are generated in

seven independent generators and also written into the buffer.

The output process of node 1 removes exactly one (if available) cell per time slot

from the buffer. If it is a TuT cell, then it is forwarded to the next node (node 2).
If it is a BT cell, it is removed from the TuT path. It is not necessary to forward

BT cells to the next node, since it is a BT cell and it would leave the TuT path
there after passing the router, without affecting any timing or other aspects of

the TuT cells beyond this point. BT cells are assumed to share only one network

segment (see above).
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Figure 4 30 Simulation Model of the Entire ATM Network

In node 2 the same procedures are applied to the TuT and BT cells, except for

the generation of TuT cells. Here, the TuT cells are not newly generated; they
arrive from the preceding node (node 1). Again, the TuT cells are mixed with BT

cells from the BT cell generators of node 2 and shifted into the appropriate FIFO
buffer of this node. BT cells are cancelled after extraction from the buffer, TuT
cells are forwarded to node 3.

...

In the last stage of the simulation model, again BT cells are generated and added

to the TuT cell stream. But instead of linking TuT cells to the following node, the

time stamp (see generation of TuT cells above) is compared to the current system
clock. The difference is the travelling time of this particular TuT cell through the

network model. This value is stored in the local data base of the simulation tool

in order to calculate the traffic statistics of the simulation run.
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The implemented type of switching node has output buffer strategy. Buffers are

located in the output block of the switch. In this manner, there are two inde¬

pendent processes having the potential of changing the buffer content:

• The input process of the buffer is driven by the router block of the

switching node. Newly arriving cells, which are addressed for a spe¬
cific output port, are sent into its corresponding FTFO buffer. This pro¬
cess is only dependent on the arrival process of cells.

• Another independent process is responsible for vacating the FIFO

buffer. This process is deterministic in the sense that it only depends
on the buffer content; if the buffer is empty, nothing will happen.
If there is at least one cell in the buffer, exactly one cell will be re¬

moved from the buffer within one time slot. The time used for transfer¬

ring one cell from the buffer to the physical link is exactly one time

slot, provided that the output link is free.

Cell loss occurs in a switching node, if the capacity of the local FIFO buffer is

exhausted. Cell loss can therefore occur in any switching node in the simulation

model.

In contrast to cell loss, cell errors will be simulated in a separate tool. Since bit er¬

rors are mainly caused by the underlying physical layer of a network, the error

agent (see chapter 3) is responsible for its realisation. Therefore, statistical pa¬
rameters describing the bit error distribution will determine the bit error be¬

haviour of the simulation. The error agent mutates cells according to the error

parameters and decides whether affected cells must be discarded, misrouted or

handled in the regular way.
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5 The Simulation Tool ATMSim

This chapter discusses the software implementation of the proposed network

model.

The network simulator is based on the Monte-Carlo simulation method. The dis¬

crete event simulation progresses in uniform steps corresponding to the time

slots occupied by ATM cells on a serial transmission line (e.g. 2.7 ps at

155Mb/s). Time is assumed to be a global, network wide variable; all the entities

in the network use the same time scale. Time slots are handled by the simulation

in a strict sequential order. All the network elements get the opportunity to per¬
form their specific tasks in every time slot.

In every time slot, the simulation tool checks for the presence of a cell to handle

in all switching nodes, and it decides whether new cells must be generated in

any of the sources. The simulation progresses to the next time slot after having
processed all the tasks within a particular time slot. There are time slots where

nothing is to process in the whole network and therefore a certain amount of

processing time is wasted for finding the next event to handle.

This approach contrasts to purely event driven simulation methods, where tasks

are triggered upon events only. Based on such an event, a new time is com¬

puted where the next event should occur and the internal clock is incremented

directly to the new time. This method is appropriate for rare event simulations

only, because computing schedules for event occurrence consume considerable

resources.

To illustrate the break-even point of the two methods, the following example
may be used: Let a network consist of 10 nodes. The event driven approach is

advantageous in cases, where less than one event occurs in a time slot as a mean

value. An event is for example the generation of a cell in one of the background
traffic generators. Assuming a background traffic of 0.1 Erlang in each stage,
then one cell is generated as a mean value somewhere in the network in each

time slot.

Since the focus of this work lies on the behaviour of heavily loaded networks,
there are typically a multitude of events to process within each time slot. In this

particular application the Monte-Carlo method offers much better simulation ef¬

ficiency than event driven approaches do.

One very important aspect of the simulation strategy is, beside the correct im¬

plementation of the different tasks to be performed in a time slot, the proper se¬

quential order of the tasks to be observed by the scheduler: In a real network,
the tasks run concurrently in all network entities. In the simulator, however, this

concurrency must be mapped onto a single processor. It is for example evident

to handle the cells of the last queue first in every time slot and to move in a di¬

rection through the network opposite to the cell stream. This strategy prevents
buffer overflow in the queues: If, for example, the last queue of the chain would

be handled last, the cells originating from the previous queue would spill over to

an already full last queue. The result of the simulation would be a lost cell, a sit-
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uation not corresponding to the real case, where input and output processes of

a queue can run concurrently. In the selected approach, a cell will first be ex¬

tracted from a full queue, before new cells enter the queue within one time slot

(see 5.3.3 later in this chapter). The same aspects should be considered within

every switching node for die schedule of generation of new cells and for pro¬

cessing of old cells waiting in the queue.

Some fundamental requirements for the implementation of the simulation tool

can now be fixed:

• The target environment is a single processor workstation: The distribut¬

ed concurrent nature of a real network must correctly be reflected with

respect to transit delay and loss behaviour.

• The focus of the implementation must be the efficient use of processing
power: Simulation runs should be as short as possible.

• The simulated network (i.e. the path of TuT cells) shall consist of up to

15 homogenous switching nodes. This bound must be extensible.

• A simulation run of 100 million1 simulated time slots must be possible
without a repetition of the involved pseudo random numbers.

• The buffer capacity in the output buffered switching node can be fixed

to 200 cells2. This boundary must be flexible.

• The concept of the simulation tool must allow for simulation of different

types of switching architectures3: Different types of switching architec¬

ture must also be supported to be used concurrently in the network

nodes.

• Various types of traffic sources must be provided4. Combinations of dif¬

ferent background traffic sources (e.g. for multimedia applications)
forms should be supported concurrently as well.

• The results of a simulation run will be processed by other tools (e.g.
spreadsheet applications). Suitable data formats and data interfaces

must be supported by the tool.

• A graphical interface reflecting the current progress of a simulation run

must be implemented. The value of the data displayed will be one crite¬

rion among others to terminate a simulation run.

This number of simulation steps is an assumption based on simulation results obtained with other

tools.

This buffer capacity allows for representative delay distributions, even in a small network (3 nodes). It

is not advisable to use substantially different values of buffer capacity concurrently in the same ho¬

mogenous network, because the buffers will be equally occupied within the network. A single smaller

buffer would produce almost all loss observed in mis network.

As discussed in chapter 4.

Some traffic source models, as discussed in chapter 4, will be implemented in future versions.
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• The current values (simulated time, mean value and variations of buffer

levels and total cell sojourn times must be displayed and logged in a

separate window.

• It should be possible to save the display contents as hard copy.

A discussion about the performance offered by ATMSim can be found in sec¬

tion 5.5, later in this chapter. The simulation of a certain number of time slots is

analysed under several circumstances. However, it will be a different question
on how many time slots to simulate in order to get statistically relevant distribu¬

tions. This item will be discussed in the next chapter.

5.1 The Source Model

Traffic sources have the task to generate a specified load at the network bound¬

ary. As mentioned earlier, there are two different types of traffic to consider:

Traffic under test (TuT) and background traffic (BT). TuT in fact acts as a mea¬

surement probe. TuT cells carry information about their time of birth. In general,
its quantity should be small in order not to influence the overall network be¬

haviour. In our simulation model, there is exactly one traffic generator for TuT

cells. The route of TuT cells in the network model reflects the particular path of

the traffic generated by e.g. a multimedia workstation in a real network. It is

therefore evident for correct simulation results to design a network model with

an appropriate TuT cell route, i.e. the simulation model with its stages must re¬

flect the particular network segments involved in a transmission link on a real

network.

The other type of traffic is the so-called background traffic (BT). It models the

overall traffic situation in the network, and as a result, it determines the architec¬

ture-independent component of the network behaviour.

The basic approach for the source model, implemented in our simulator for both

TuT and BT, is the On/Off-source or interrupted deterministic process GDP). This

type of traffic source was discussed in chapter 4 (4.2.3. 6). For convenience, the

slightly adapted state diagram of fig. 4.15 is reproduced in fig. 5.1:

source state: Off On

Q

Figure 5.1: The State Diagram of the Implemented Interrupted Deterministic Process

In the on-state, the source produces one cell with probability 1.0 at the begin¬
ning or end of the current time slot, respectively. Accordingly, no cell is pro¬
duced in the off-state. Source states can only change on a time slot boundary,
i.e. only one state change per source can occur within one time slot. For each

increment of time (i.e. by one time slot), the probability of a state change is given
by P and Q respectively; If the initial state is 1 (on), men the probability to find

the source in the next time slot in state 0 (off) is Q. The probabihty to remain in
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the on-state is 1-Q, therefore. The same holds for P in the off-state, as the initial

condition for the opposite transition.

A detailed analytical treatment of the IDP is given in annex A, where the values

for the amount of produced traffic, mean values and coefficient of variation of

interarrival times and data burst length, and the index-of-dispersion for counts

(IDC) [Fendi89] are derived.

5.2 The Model of a Switching Element

As discussed in the previous chapters, the offline simulation tool implements a

switching node as a single stage queueing system. The right part of figure 5.2

represents the functional model of a single node as it is realised within the off¬

line simulation tool. For the data path throughout the network (TuT path), not

all input and output ports of a single switching node are relevant for the be¬

haviour of the node and for the simulation model: Only input ports carrying
traffic addressed for the considered output port, namely BT sharing the consid¬

ered path (see 4.5, fig. 4.18) and TuT give any contribution to the interesting
statistics. Hence, the implemented model (right side of fig. 5.2) consists of one

input port for TuT, one input port for the seven background traffic streams and

only one output port, handling all these input port traffic streams.

Figure 5 2- Implemented Model of the Switching Node

The switch consists of an output buffer with FIFO discipline and a finite capac¬

ity. It is fed by two streams: The traffic under test (TuT) is originated in its pre¬

decessor node or the TuT generator, respectively. The aggregate background
traffic stream (BT) is a superposition of the traffic produced by the seven back¬

ground traffic generators attached to each node. As noted previously, in con¬

trast to traffic under test, the background traffic is generated individually for

each node of the network model, reflecting the independence of the multitude
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of paths sharing our TuT path. Cells entering an empty buffer are immediately
forwarded to the server process; in contrast, cells meeting a full buffer are

dropped (cell loss event). Dropped cells are registered in the global loss counter.

The server process, represented by a circle in fig. 5.2, has the task to move the

cell from the front of the buffer to the serial output port. Since cells have a con¬

stant length, the time to serialise a cell takes a constant amount of time (one time

slot). This server process can be modelled by a deterministic process, therefore.

That is in fact the reason for using a slotted simulation system. The server pro¬
cess (output) is able to transfer at most one cell onto the output line, provided
that there is a cell waiting in the buffer.

The concept of the simulation tool allows for handling timing information of the

TuT cells only once at the end of the chain, i.e. after leaving the server of the last

stage (see 5.3.3). Switching nodes do not need to account for waiting times of

cells within their queues. The overall transit delay of cells is computed at the exit

border of the network using the start time field (see 5.3.4); The delay is com¬

puted as difference between actual time and start time of die particular cell.

Switching nodes must update their individual buffer content statistics only.

53 Description of the Software Simulation Tool ATMSim

For the implementation of the simulation tool based on a Macintosh worksta¬

tion, the application program ATMSim consists basically of an initialisation part
and a main loop. The initialisation part is responsible for setting up the graphical
and systems interfaces and library toolboxes, for the generation of default val¬

ues in the input parameter dialog boxes, the correct seeding of the pseudo ran¬

dom generator and the proper setting of the variables and counters for the sta¬

tistical evaluation.

The concept of the Macintosh applications framework (MacOS) enables several

applications to run in a co-operative multitasking environment on a single pro¬
cessor system. From the users point of view, the tasks seem to share the single
processor in parallel. In fact each of the active applications is called more or less

frequently by the process scheduler. Each active application initiates at least

one process, which is (are) inserted in the internal process list. These processes

usually are served in a round robin manner. A process is said to be the (current¬
ly) processing task, if the processing unit (CPU) is running its code. Each appli¬
cation and each task is assumed to share the processor for a certain amount of
time (e.g. some 10 ms). After this time, which is not specified exactly, the task is
assumed to release the processing unit in order to give the next task in the pro¬
cess list the opportunity to be served. It is therefore a requirement for Macintosh

application programs to explicitly release the CPU after a few milliseconds of

processing time.

This concept of the Macintosh operating system has some implications on the

structure of the simulation tool. A process loop with maximum run-time (cpu-
time) should be defined in the program code. This will be discussed in the fol¬

lowing paragraphs.
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53.1 The Framework of ATMSim

The typical Macintosh application program consists of a main event loop in the

main program. The entry point of the processor after each task switch is a sys¬

tem procedure called WaitNextEvent (see figs. 5.3 and 5.5). The first thing
to do is to decide whether there are any user or system events to handle. These

events have been created by the user or system since the last entry. Events are

stored in a application specific first-in-first-out buffer. As the name indicates,

user events originate from a user action, such as a mouse click into any applica¬
tion specific area (window, menu item, dialog box, ...) or a hit on the keyboard.

Typical system events are messages indicating that the current application is

sent from the foreground to the background, or vice versa. This requires the

change of the appearance and content of the open windows, the menus, the

cursor, etc. of the involved application programs. An application is said to be in

the foreground if its menus are visible in the menu bar and its windows are ac¬

tive (grey bounded). All other launched applications are then in the back¬

ground. After the re-entering in the program code, an eventual user specific
event must be handled with the highest priority. After that, any eventual addi-

Program Start

Initialisation

Load Preferences

Allocate and mit memory
Reset statistical counters

Build up menues and

windows

WaitNextEvent

Release Processor and

wait for next scheduled

Task or UserEvent

Foreign Tasks

Handle System and

other applications Tasks

Termination

Save Preferences

Dispose memory

Dispose windows

Disp. System resources

Exit application

ceil flow TuT cell BT cell increment

generator generator current time

t = x'003

Fig. 5.3: Program How in an Active Simulation Run
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tional work, e.g. a part of a simulation run, can be executed before the system
procedure WaitNextEvent is called again to release the processor for the

next waiting entry in the process list.

It is the programmers responsibility not to occupy the processor for too long a

time, since otherwise all the other processes waiting in the process list would

starve. The system then would ignore any user action (mouse click, key hit) for

the starved tasks until the active task leaves the processor.

In ATMSim the core task, i.e. the calculation for a typical simulation run, repre¬
sents by far the greatest amount of processing power consumed. User events,

such as window moving, scrolling and editing text windows, file save and print
commands, must be handled relatively rarely (e.g. 1 event in 10 seconds). As dis¬

cussed above, the concept of the simulation process must allow for process in¬

terruption in order to leave the processor a few milliseconds after entrance. This

requires that the computation of the simulation can be interrupted and the pro¬
cess environment must be saved before the processor can be released (grey area

in fig. 5.3).

The data structures for the essential part of the simulation tool are depicted in

figure 5.4. The data structure of an ATM cell (packet) is reduced to a length of 5

octets: One for the Boolean value determining the type of cell, i.e. TuT cell or BT

cell. The remaining 4 octets represent the time of birth of the particular cell. This

field is not determined in the case of BT cells, since they do not contribute to

statistics directly. The FIFO cell buffer in ATMSim is organised as a two-dimen¬

sional array of packets: One dimension represents the length of the buffer

("queueLength") in each stage, the other reflects the number of nodes ("Max.").

There are 3 more arrays of "Max." fields each: One for the read-out pointers
("ReadPointers"), one for the positions of the next fill-in, and finally one reflect¬

ing the current number of cells in the buffer of the corresponding node.

node Max [ | ReadPointer I WntePomter | Length

node 4 | | ReadPointer I WritePomter I Length I
node 3 | ReadPointer I WntePomter I Length

node 2 | [ ReadPointer I WntePomter I Length

node 1 ReadPointer
3 WntePomter 6 Length 3

FIFO cell bufferr
ii cell 1 j cell 2 cell 3 | I I i I I
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 queueLength

/ Packet

TuT/BTl StartTime (Time Stamp)
cell I Time of cell generation

Fig. 5.4: Data Structure in ATMSim
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5.3.2 The Simulation of one Time Slot

The procedure co-ordinating the simulation process is called "Simulation".

This procedure is called from within the main loop discussed above. If the simu¬

lation process is active, this procedure is called in every loop after the applica¬
tion specific events have been handled. In essence, this reflects the overall simu¬

lation strategy. Its structure is illustrated as a code fragment in figure 5.5

The initialisation part resets the statistical counters for the start of a simulation

run. These values are 32 bit wide variables: 32 bit values are sufficient for a

simulation interval of 1000 time slots; and also, they can be handled very effi¬

ciently by the CPU. For the whole simulation run, which can encompass some

107 time slots, this format is too small not to overflow while providing at the

same time an appropriate resolution. Thus, these variables are used as an inter¬

mediate data structure only. The contents are transferred to the main containers

after another simulation of 1000 time slots. The main containers are not as handy
as the 32 bit values, but they offer a much better precision. This strategy has the

advantage to be very efficient for calculation, its resolution can be adapted
while a context switch in a co-operative multitasking can easily be implemented
as well.

HandleUserEvents () handles application specific user events. The inner

loop represents the simulation of 1000 time slots: One pass of the sequence of

flow(), TrafficUnderTestGenerator() and BackGround-

TrafficGenerator() represents the simulation of one time slot for the

whole network. The statistics and its related displays are updated after leaving
the inner loop, i.e. after the simulation of another 1000 time slots.

PROCEDURE simulation;
VAR

BEGIN

Initialisation;

(* Main Program *)
WHILE runApplication DO

WaitnextEvent();
HandleUserEvents();
IF runSimulation=TRUE DO BEGIN

(* Simulation *)
FOR i:=l TO 1000 DO BEGIN

flow();
TrafficUnderTestGenerator();
BackgroundTrafficGenerator();
INC(currentTime)

END;

updateStatistics();
updateDisplay()

END; (* IF runSimulation *)
END; (* runApplication*)

END;

Figure 5.5: Framework of ATMSim for the Simulation of 1000 Time Slots
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533 The Flow of Cells in the Stages

One round trip in the inner loop (fig. 5.5) corresponds to one time slot in the

simulation. The first procedure to be called within this loop is flow(). This

procedure realises the cell flow within the simulation model. The last queue in

the tandem queueing model is handled first: The cell (if any) waiting in front of

this FIFO queue is picked out. The corresponding buffer content counter is

decremented by one. If the picked cell belongs to the traffic under test (TuT)

type, the duration of that cell in the network is calculated using the time stamp.
This time value is added to the total service time counter and to the correspond¬
ing entry in a delay distribution hst; the total number of handled TuT cells is in¬

cremented by one. This concludes the task for the last stage for this time slot.

The procedure flow() now handles the next stage in reversed cell flow direc¬

tion. Note that the buffer handling sequence is realised in this direction to pre¬
vent unnecessary buffer overflows (see beginning of this chapter):

The content of this last but one stage buffer Max-1 is tested for not being
empty. If there is at least one cell waiting, it will be picked out of the buffer. If it

is a TuT cell, it is forwarded to the buffer of the next stage (Max), the last in our

example. Again, the buffer length variables of stage number Max-1 and Max are

decremented or incremented, respectively. BT cells are simply picked out of the

buffer and dropped, without forwarding diem to the next stage or updating the

statistics counters.

The same procedure is repeated for all remaining stages in the simulation model

number Max-2 down to 1). At the end of the procedure f low(), the statistics

(mean value and variance) of the buffer content of the first and last stage are re¬

freshed.

53A Traffic Under Test Cell Generation

The next procedure to be called is TrafficUnderTestGenerator (). As the

name indicates, the generator for TuT cells is implemented in this piece of code.

There is only one source of TuT cells in the simulation model; it precedes the first

stage. The generator first tests whether the buffer of the first stage is full. If not,
it computes the new state of the on/off source. If it results in the on state, a new

TuT cell is generated by specifying the time of birth (time stamp := current time)
and by indicating the type of cell (TuT cell). The cell will then be inserted into

the buffer of die first stage. This means copying the content of the newly gener¬
ated TuT cell at the write position of the buffer, and incrementing the content

counter variable of stage 1. The structure of the ATM cell, as used within the

ATMSim environment, is defined in figure 5.6:

TYPE packet = RECORD

TuT : BOOLEAN; (* true if TuT, false if BT-cell*)
StartTime : LONGINT; (* time stamp of birth *)

END;

Fig. S.6: Code Fragment Declaring the Structure of the Simulated ATM Cell.
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A very small amount of data (5 Bytes, consisting of TuT and StartTime fields)
must be copied only for a cell shift. The queues are organised as circular buffers

with the structure described in figure 5.7:

TYPE queuePointer = RECORD

readPtr : INTEGER; (location of oldest entry*)
writePtr : INTEGER; (*location of next cell to write*)
length : INTEGER; (*number of entries*]

END;

Fig. 5.7: Data Structure of the Queue Buffer Control Fields

The buffer space allocation for the simulated network is given by the declara¬

tion in figure 5.8:

TYPE queueType = ARRAY

[1..MaxStages,1..queueLength] OF packet
END;

Fig. 5.8: Data Structure of the FIFO Queue Cell Buffer for one Stage

MaxStage is a global variable defined when initialising the user parameters at

the start of the simulation run. It represents the number of simulated switching
nodes a TuT cell must cross on the way through the ATM network. queue-

Length is a global constant specifying the buffer depth of each output port in

the simulated switching nodes. There is one copy of the buffer control structure

for each network stage.

535 Background Traffic Cell Generation

The last basic procedure to be called in each time slot (see figs. 5.3 and 5.5) is

BackgroundTrafficGenerator(). Since there are 7 independent back¬

ground traffic generators in each stage, the implementation has attained a

slightly higher level of sophistication:

Two nested loops control the BT generators: An outer loop drives the stage
counter (1.MaxStages), the inner one drives the counter indexing each of the 7

particular BT generators witiiin each stage in sequence. In contrast to the TuT

generator, the TuT field of the cell data structure (see figs. 5.4 and 5.6) is set to

FALSE, indicating a BT cell. The time stamp, named StartTime, is not filled in,
since BT cells are discarded before entering the next stage and the time of birth

is not relevant for BT cells. Because the traffic generators are not memoryless in

the general case, the state of each generator (on or off) must be saved in an ap¬

propriate two-dimensional array (1.MaxStages versus 1..Number of BT genera¬

tors).

Finally, at the end of the time slot simulation loop (see figs. 5.3 and 5.5) the cur¬

rent time value is incremented by one time slot.
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After termination of this FOR-loop (fig. 5.5), some procedure calls ensure saving
of the accumulated data. The contents of the handy small statistical variables

(see above) are "decanted" into their global analogues. Some values to be dis¬

played on-line in any of the open result windows (see section 5.4.1) are com¬

puted and the display is updated with the new values.

After the display is refreshed, the system procedure WaitNextEvent ( ) is called

again in the main loop. This enables the process manager to switch to another

process eventually waiting in the process list.

For a typical network of about 10 switching nodes, the simulation of 1000 time

slots takes roughly 100 milliseconds on a PowerPC (200MHz clocked). This

time is influenced only slightly by the amount of overall traffic (BT and TuT) of¬

fered in the simulated network and by the number of simulated nodes (see para¬

graph 5.5). In order not to slow down the systems reactivity5 too dramatically,
die number of time slots (1000) to simulate within one loop was chosen such

that the loop time should not increase beyond about half a second, even for

processing time intensive simulation scenarios.

The rest of the program code will not be discussed in detail here6. It roughly
handles:

• the initialisation of the default parameter set-up, i.e. setting up the pa¬
rameter values used in the last simulation run.

• format conversion and export of the data collected in a simulation run.

The data can be saved to files of different formats: A simple text format

of the numbers of lost cells and the distribution of delay values col¬

lected during the simulation run can be interpreted by the emulation

(hardware) part of the ARES emulation system. Another format sup¬

ports the evaluation tool in its search for the best fit to a given delay
distribution. This shape fitting is useful e.g. for the processing of the re¬

sults in order to speed up simulation runs.

• the print and copy mechanisms for texts and graphics produced in

ATMSim

• the event processing: External events originating from the user or sys¬
tem events are handled prior to executing the main simulation loop (see
figs. 5.3 and 5.5). This assures adequate response times for user com¬

mands.

The implementation of the program code was guided by Apple's Inside Mac¬

intosh documentation series [Apple92] and by some very experienced col¬

leagues at the lab.

System reactivity is defined as the longest possible time used by the system to react to a user or other

external (e.g. network) event. Typical values for system reactivity are recommended by Apple's

programmers guides [Apple92].

On request, the program listing can be made available.
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53.6 The Generation of Pseudo Random Numbers

One key aspect in simulation tools of the kind described here is the generation
of pseudo random numbers (PRN). In ATMSim the PRN system routine is called

7 times for each individual node for BT, and once for the TuT generator in each

simulated time slot (71 times for a 10 node network). It is a very important pre¬

requisite to use a high quality random number generation algorithm in order to

get reliable results. "Quality" has two meanings in this context:

• The numbers must be distributed equally and independently over the

whole range of operation [0..65535].

• The recurrence interval must be large enough for long simulation runs.

Apple provides a random generator in its system library. The quahty of this gen¬
erator was tested before it was used in the simulation tool. The test covered the

two points discussed above: The fidelity of random number distribution was

tested using a graphic representation. A pair of two random numbers form a

two-dimensional co-ordinate of a point to be plotted in a plane. This test was

performed for a whole generator period. The result was a uniformly covered

field without any perceptible patterns.

The second point was tested by looking for the repetition of the first few ran¬

dom values. The period was found to be 232-l (4.295-109). For a typical net¬

work, this means a repetition of pseudo random variables after about 6o million

simulated time slots. Practical simulations showed that this is about the number

of time slots to simulate in order to eliminate statistical fluctuations in the delay
distribution (see chapter 6).

Another criterion for the qualification is the seeding of start values. This is an

important feature in the simulation environment in order to reproduce any result

obtained in earlier simulation runs. The internal random generator offers this fea¬

ture.

The results of these tests confirmed our choice to use the random number gener¬
ator offered by the Macintosh system library.

A detailed user instruction for ATMSim software simulation tool can be found in

Annex B.
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5.4 Extending ATMSim

The simulation tool is structured in modules in the form of procedures and func¬

tions performing the main tasks described above. Figure 5.9 illustrates the rela¬

tions of these modules in the context of the simulation program. The area of the

module boxes give an idea about their relative size in the source code.

Initialisation

System Events

Main Loop User Events
Export of

Result Statistics

Fig. 5.9: The Modules and Their Relations

The core of the simulation consists of the 3 modules "BackgroundTrafficGenera-
tion", "TrafficunderTestGeneration" and "Flow". These modules represent the

main characteristics of the simulated network.

The variables containing the overall simulation results, such as counters, sums

for mean and variance of delays and buffer content are declared as global vari¬

ables. This simplifies the modification of any module.

BT Generation and TuT Generation implement the traffic sources for Traffic un¬

der test and background traffic, respectively. These modules are organised in ar¬

rays of state variables, representing the current state of each of the traffic gener¬
ators. These modules can either been extended by more sophisticated traffic

sources (e.g. hierarchical models) or be replaced by other modules. Even an ag¬

gregation of different types of sources can be realised, e.g. by calling several

source modules from within the inner loop.

The architecture of a switching node and the size of the network are determined

by the module "flow". It contains the algorithms describing the rules for the flow

of cells within each stage of the network. Usage parameter control, congestion
control and flow control functions, as described in chapter 2, will typically be

implemented in this module.
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55 Performance of ATMSim

ATMSim is written in Pascal, compiled and optimised for the Power PC 604 pro¬
cessor. The following considerations base on simulation runs performed on a

PowerMac with a Power PC processor, clocked with 200MHz. The simulation

runs consist of the simulation of one million time slots each. The following vari¬

able parameters have been chosen for the experiments:

• number of nodes (1-15)

• amount of background traffic

• amount of traffic under test

The test showed that, besides the number of nodes, only the sum of both traffic

under test and background traffic is relevant for the duration of a simulation

run.

Formula 5.1 determines die time used to simulate 1 million time slots on the men¬
tioned hardware environment in seconds:

Tsirn = 18 + ^[5A + i] [s]

A is the total amount of traffic (TuT + BT) in the network and N represents the

number of nodes simulated.

The following remarks can be concluded from formula 5.1:

• There is a base of 18 seconds of processing time for a network of no

node and without traffic. This results mainly from the internal handling
of the traffic generators and from updating the internal statistical vari¬

ables every 1000 time slots. Even if there is no traffic to produce, the

traffic models will consume a considerable amount of processing power
to generate the pseudo random numbers for their transition probabilities
(even if they areO).

• The amount of traffic A outweighs N by a factor of 5 when predicting
the duration of a simulation. This conforms the assumption, that the

generation of pseudo random numbers dominates the processing time

used for internal cell shifting.

• Beyond the constant contribution of 18 seconds, the processing time

increases linearly with the number of nodes.

The number oftime slots to simulate in a typical simulation run is primarily deter¬

mined by the number of TuT cells to be recorded at the border of the network.

For a typical situation with 10 nodes and with a medium traffic burstiness, about

one million TuT cells should be registered in order to get a smooth curve for de¬

lay distribution. Assuming a TuT traffic of 0.01 Erlang, the resulting processing
time on the simulation tool is about 100 million time slots. Assuming the total

amount of traffic to be 0.95 Erlang, using formula 5.1 the corresponding simula¬

tion time can now easily be calculated to be about 40 minutes.
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5.6 Confidence Intervals

Simulation results per se exhibit an unknown amount of uncertainty for their

accuracy. Therefore, simulation results should always be accompanied by confi¬

dence intervals. These intervals are a measure for the reliability of the simulation

values.

ATMSim offers a real-time confidence interval display in the graph window rep¬

resenting the uncertainty of the delay distribution.
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Fig 5 10 The Graph Window during a Simulation Run

Figure 5.10 shows the confidence intervals for the current values of the delay
occurrences in the form of vertical lines. These intervals represent the final distri¬

bution with a probability of 95%, i.e. the bars cover the curve of the final distri¬

bution with a probability of 95%. This parameter estimation is based on a bino¬

mial distribution, because individual delay events can be interpreted as Bernoulli

trials. Since a formal solution for the probability estimation of the binomial dis¬

tribution is not known, an approximation using the normal distribution is usually
applied. This approximation is only appropriate for occurrence values greater
than 4.

The upper (u) and lower (1) limit for the confidence interval at the position i

(delay [time slots]) can be found using formula 5.2 [Biroli88]:

kd+05 b2±b kd(l-^0 +—

l0»(d) = n V !L^—L ^>4 (5-2>
n + tr
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10 and lu limit the interval of the number of expected events of the specific delay
d. kd is the number of events found for delay d and n is the sum of all events:

n=Xkd

b represents the deviation from the median of the normal distribution: b is

for a (two-sided) confidence value of 95% (2.576 for 99% confidence).

(5.3)

1.96

For large values of k and n, the absolute interval size grows roughly proportion¬
al to ^kd .

The relative size (related to n) shrinks therefore about with V—

This behaviour can be seen by a comparison with the corresponding results af¬

ter a long simulation run. Figure 5.11 represents the continuation of the situation

in fig. 5.10. The curve is now almost perfectly smooth and the 95% confidence

intervals (vertical lines) have shrunk to very small dimensions.

The dimensions of the confidence intervals are (beside the smoothness of the

curve) a suitable criterion for the termination of a simulation run.

Fig. 5.11: The Graph Window after a Simulation Run. Note that the confidence intervals almost vanish.
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6. Simulation Results

This chapter discusses some results derived from simulation runs on the offline
simulationtool ATMSim.

The ATMSim simulation tool was described in detail in chapter 5. Although its

primary purpose is to deliver statistical parameters for the emulation part of

ARES, the results can be used independently of its primary application purpose.
There are two situations in which these results can be useful. First, the correct¬

ness of the implemented tandem queueing model had to be verified. This was

done by comparing the results of similar work published in the literature

[Griin291] with our own results and by perfonning plausibility tests of some se¬

lected parameter values fed to the simulation tool. Within statistical boundaries,
all die results conform to the published ones. The second objective of the simu¬

lation runs was to explore the behaviour of ATM networks, e.g. predicting some

performance parameters of a network in its planning stage.

6.1. Some General Remarks

As discussed in the previous chapters, there are two basic types of traffic con¬

sidered in the network simulation model: Traffic under test (TuT) and back¬

ground traffic (BT).

6.1.1 Consideration for the Selection of Traffic under Test

TuT has two aspects in our context: In the simulation model, it represents a ve¬

hicle for the measurement of network impairments. There are two modes for the

TuT in the offline simulation:

1) The amount of (TuT) traffic is assumed to be small in comparison with

the background traffic: TuT is then assumed not to influence the over¬

all traffic and hence the behaviour of a network. In this mode, the char¬

acteristics (e.g. burstiness) of the TuT cells are of no importance for the
simulation results. The rare TuT cells form the probe for the measure¬

ment of delay and loss in the network. This mode corresponds to a sit¬

uation where the transport capacity consumed by the two user termi¬

nals is small (e.g. 0.01 Erlang) in comparison with the theoretically of¬

fered network capacity. Very small TuT (« 0.01 Erlang) in the simula¬
tion environment has the disadvantage of long simulation runs, since a

minimal number ofTuT cells are necessary for reliable statistics.

2) The TuT exceeds some amount where it can no longer be neglected in

comparison with the background traffic. It considerably influences the
overall network behaviour, i.e. TuT will suffer from impairments due to

its own load. This corresponds to a situation, where the used transport
capacity consumes a considerable amount of the offered network ca¬

pacity. Thus, in this second case it is very important to adopt the cor¬

rect traffic characteristics for the generation of the simulated TuT.
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The boundary between these two modes cannot be fixed by a specific value for

TuT, since there are other parameters which influence the overall behaviour; i.e.

the burstiness of both BT and TuT, the amount of BT and the number of in¬

volved nodes. It will be good advice, not only in cases with neglectable TuT, to

model the TuT characteristics as closely as possible to the real transmitted data

stream in order to obtain realistic results from the simulation.

6.12 The Role of the Background Traffic (BT) in the Network

Apart from the network architecture, the background traffic is the main factor

dictating the overall behaviour of a network. Only in the special case of vanish¬

ing BT, the TuT flows through the chain of switching nodes without any

queueing delay and with no cell loss in the queues. Only the physical layer has

then some impact on the QoS of the TuT data stream in the form of inserted bit

errors. Consequently, the amount of TuT is of no importance for the traffic be¬

haviour. However, as soon as there is any BT on any of the involved nodes,
there is a real probability that some of the TuT cells are queued and delayed. Not
only does the amount of BT influence the network behaviour in the form of

mean queueing delays but also do the characteristics of the BT play an impor¬
tant role in the way the TuT is transported in the network. It turned out through
simulation runs that as soon as there is a certain amount of BT, the characteristic

patterns of this BT (e.g. represented by burstiness) "modulate" the TuT. For ex¬

ample, a Bemoulh-TuT at the input port and a BT with a relatively high grade of

burstiness will result in an output TuT with increased burstiness. In otiier words:

the BT tends to dominate the behaviour of both, the network and as a conse¬

quence also the TuT. This dominance of the BT characteristics increases with

the amount of BT and the number of switching nodes in the network, as will be

shown below.

62 The Plausibility of the Simulation Results

Of course, isolated correct results of a simulation run are not yet a proof for an

error-free implementation and for a correct concept of the simulation tool. Only
a comprehensive verification of simulation results with a wide spread of the pa¬
rameters represents a reliable measure for the correctness of the simulation sys¬
tem. Thus, the first step after the implementation of the tool was the verification

of the results. This verification was performed in two steps:

• A simple analytically traceable example was simulated on the ATMSim

simulation tool and the results were compared to the corresponding
analytical results. This test ensures the correct implementation of all the

traffic generators and the correct handling of a single stage network,
i.e. the correct implementation of the buffer handling and the statistical

evaluation.

• Some more complex examples were simulated on the tool and the re¬

sults were compared to simulation results in scientific publications. This

test validates the correct interaction of the stages in the multi-node

network.

This approach does not yet represent a comprehensive proof for the correct op¬
eration of the simulation tool under all conceivable circumstances. Every soft¬

ware and hardware based tool such as a simulator running on a workstation has
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potential faults in both the software and the hardware. Software faults have ba¬

sically two sources: conceptual and implementation errors. Conceptual problems
such as scheduling algorithms which do not entirely correspond to the seman¬

tics defined for the simulation can typically not be discovered by just running
trivial simulation scenarios. Implementation errors on the other hand can mani¬

fest under any situation. Sometimes they are hard to discover by using the simu¬

lation results only. Thus, code inspection, reviews and good compilers must ac¬

company tests when aiming at building a correct system.

Our experience with the use of commercial simulation tools showed that it is

advisable to distrust any results obtained from a simulation as long as it is not

verified by other means: Some conceptual problems were discovered by com¬

paring results of non-trivial network scenarios with analytical results of the same

scenario. For trivial cases, on the other hand, the results were absolutely correct.

The correctness of the simulation results, and as a result the correctness of ATM-

Sim, will be demonstrated in the following sections

62.1 A Simple Analytically Traceable Experiment

In the first part of the validation a test scenario had to be defined. This scenario

had to be complex enough to involve most of the components of the simulator

and simple enough to be traceable by analytical means. The result is a single
stage (one switching node) network with Bernoulli traffic sources for both the

traffic under test (TuT) and the background traffic (BT). The output buffer ca¬

pacity of the switch is limited to 20 cells. The seven independent BT sources

have the same characteristics as the TuT source. Each of them has a transition

probability of P=0.1 for the on-state and Q=0.9 for the off-state. This generates
a mean traffic of 0.1 Erlang for every source. The overall traffic handled by the

single stage is 0.8 Erlang, corresponding to the 7 0.1 Erlang BT and the 0.1

Erlang TuT components.

Figure 6.1 represents this model of a simple network.
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, Traffic nnrier Test

L Generator

Nodel D TuTBernoulli

Statistical

Evaluation
III -O

'

Ai .. A7 : Background Traffic

Background _^-
Traffic _=s^'

Generators

Bernoulli

BT

^*"

L=20
f

BT

Fig 6 1' Single Stage Model for Analytical Study

The sequence of procedure calls applied in the simulation tool to the waiting
cells in the buffer (see chapter 5.3) is given in fig. 6.2:
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Fig. 6.2: Sequence of Procedures Applied onto the Cell Flow in a Node

Considering time slot "t" (see fig. 6.2), a certain number of cells N(t-l) remain

waiting in the queue from the preceding time slot. To calculate the number of

waiting cells N(t) at the end of time-slot t, the number of arriving cells of both

the BT and TuT sources must be added, and if this result is greater than zero, one

cell is removed for processing in the output port of the switch. This process is

marked as flow, representing the shifting of cells from one node (queue) to the

next one. Beside updating the buffer control variables, another task of

"flow()" is performing the statistical evaluation (e.g. mean and variation of

buffer level) of this particular node.

Bernoulli-sources are the discrete-time analog to the Poisson sources (see chap¬
ter 4) and are memoryless, therefore. The probability for the number n of arriving
cells generated by 8 independent aggregated Bernoulli sources in one time slot
is given by the Binomial distribution An:

A„ =

(8s)

W

\8-n

Pn(l-P)8_n ;ne[0..8] Arrival Probability of ncells (6.1)

P is the individual probabihty for a single source to generate a cell in a particular
time slot. Since all the sources (7 BT and one TuT) have the same characteristics,
their aggregation can be seen as a composition of 8 identical Bernoulli sources.

The situation during the first time slot, where the buffer initially was empty, is

given in fig. 6.3:

Fig. 6.3: State Transitions in the First Time Slot
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The state numbers represent the numbers of cells in the buffer N(t=0). "A„" is the

transition probability for state n-1 (Eq. 6.1). Initially, N(0) was 0. During the first

time slot, any number [0..8] of newly arriving cells is added to the buffer. If at

least one cell arrives, one cell is extracted from the buffer for being served within

this time slot. N(l), the number of residual cells at the border of time slot 1, will

remain 0 if one or zero cells arrive. The corresponding probability is Ao + Ai.

N(l) is 1, if exactly 2 cells arrive; 2 if 3 arrive; and so on.

In the general case, where N(t) is greater than 0, the situation is represented in

fig. 6.4:

(A1>

Fig. 6.4: State Transitions in a General Case

Finally, figure 6.5 shows the situation for the number N of resulting cells leading
to a buffer congestion situation for cases where the buffer is almost full at the

beginning of the considered time slot:

Fig. 6.5: State Transitions for Resulting in Buffer Over-flow.

Starting at state 16, all arriving cells beyond 5 are discarded due to buffer over¬

flow and the resulting state is the same as for 4 arriving cells: N -> 20.

For the analytical treatment, some further definitions are due:

P„(t) := Pr{there are n cells in the buffer at the right border of time slot t} (6.2)
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[PoWl
Pl(t)

p2(t)

P(t)=
p3(t)

Pl9(0

_P20(t)_

(6.3)

P (t) in Eq. 6.3 is called state probability vector for time slot t.

The probably Pn(t+1) for meeting an empty buffer at the end of time slot t+1 is

given by:

P0 (t +1) = P0 (t) • [A0 + Aj ] + P, (t) • A0 (6.4)

Pi(t+l)...P2o(t+l) can be represented by:

P, (t +1) = P0 (t) • A2 + P, (t) • A, + P2 (t) • A0 (6.5)

P2(t + l) = P0(t)-A3+P1(t)-A2+P2(t).A,+P3(t)-Ao (6.6)

P3(t + l) = P0(t).A4+P1(t)-A3+P2(t).A2+P3(t).A1+P4(t)-Ao (6.7)

P19(t + l) = P12(t)-A8 + P13(t)-A7+P14(t)-A6+P15(t)-A5 +

P,6(t)-A4 + P17(t)-A3+Pig(t)-A2+P19(t)-A1+P20(t)-A0
(6.8)

P20(t + l) = P13(t)-Ag+P14(t)-XAn+P15(t)-XAn+P16(t)XAn
n=7 n=6 n=5

/£- «x

8 8 8 8
(6'9)

+ P17(t)-XAn+P18(t)-XAn+P19(t)-tAn+P20(t).XAn
n=4 n=3 n=2 n=l

Equations 6.4 to 6.9 form a system of 21 Unearly dependent equations. Defining
the transition probability matrix A as:
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"A0+A, A0

A2 A, AO

A3 A2 A, Ao

A4 A3 A2 A, A,

A5 A4 A3 A2 A, Ao

A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A, A0

A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A,

A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2

0 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3

0

0

0

0

A8

0

A7

A8

A6
8

IA„
n=7

A5
8

n=6

The systemi can now be stated as:

1P(t+D = A-P(t).

A4 "3 "2 "1 "0
8 8 8 8

(6.10)

(6.11)

Because every Pn(X) out of P(X) is a linear combination of some of the compo¬
nents of P(X-1), the coefficients are all strictly < 1 (Binomial distribution coeffi¬

cients, Eq. 6.1), and the number of possible states is limited to 20, the system is

said to be ergodic [Klein75]. This means, there exists a steady state probability
distribution P(t), for which the following equation holds:

E(t) = A.P(t). (6.12)

This equation system can be solved, i.e. a state probability distribution P can be

found, such that Eq. 6.12 holds. There are 2 evident methods to find the non-

trivial solution:

The first is an iteration of Eq. 6.11, beginning with an arbitrary initial probabihty
distribution such as:

P(0) =
(6.13)

P(0 = A1 P(0) with t -> °°. A formal solution for finding the matrix A1 for t -->

°°, using z-transform and matrix inversion is given in [Klein75].

The second method is to analytically solve the equation system of Eq. 6.12. This

can be performed using the so-called probability conservation relation as a 22th

equation:
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£Pi(t)=i (6.14)
1=0

with L as cell capacity of the buffer, which is 20 in our consideration.

The latter method was performed on a recent version of Mathematica®. The

solution failed for systems with more than 5 states due to missing buffer re¬

sources1. Therefore, the first method discussed above was applied, performing it¬

erations until a stable solution for P was found. This method proved to be cor¬

rect: First, the results for both methods are absolutely identical for small systems

( 5 states); second, the values found by the iteration method were tested in Eq.
6.12; this test produced the same result.

The results for a single stage system with a buffer capacity L=20 (as discussed

above) obtained by iteration methods and derived from simulation runs on

ATMSim, respectively, are depicted in the following figures:
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Fig. 6.6: Comparison of Delay Distributions: Simulation and Calculation of a Bern/D/1/20 System

The state probability values and the relative frequencies of occurrence, respec¬

tively, are compiled in the following table:

A formal solution can be found using the Hessenberg specific method, since equation 6.10 forms a

lower Hessenberg matrix [Latouc83].
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Delay Simulation Calculation Delta

0 0.46464488 0.464626672 0.000018

1 0.201755009 0.201726184 0.000029

2 0.1287748 0.128697618 0.000077

3 0.078973026 0.079150059 -0.000177

4 0.048531066 0.048573187 -0.000042

5 0.029904695 0.029822512 0.000082

6 0.018306787 0.018310788 -0.000004

7 0.011258819 0.011242554 0.000016

8 0.006911057 0.006902752 0.000008

9 0.00420585 0.004238176 -0.000032

10 0.002626437 0.002602166 0.000024

11 0.001613297 0.001597682 0.000016

12 0.000966003 0.000980945 -0.000015

13 0.000595781 0.000602279 -0.000006

14 0.000355093 0.000369786 -0.000015

15 0.000220308 0.00022704 -0.000007

16 0.000127908 0.000139397 -0.000011

17 0.0000861475 0.000085586 0.000001

18 0.0000525137 0.0000525477 0.000000

19 0.0000363845 0.0000322631 0.000004

20 0.0000215056 0.000019809 0.000002

Fig. 6.7: Results of a Simulation and Calculation of a 8-Bern/D/l/20-System

The simulation ran for exactly 80 million time slots2. With an on-state probabihty
of 0.1 for the TuT traffic source a total of 7'997'910 TuT cells were counted in

statistical evaluation at the network border. Therefore, a single event, i.e. one

TuT cell, corresponds to a relative value of 1.25E-7. The mean differences be¬

tween theoretical and simulated values corresponds to about 100 cell events,
which can be interpreted as the fluctual uncertainty within the number of total

events in a simulation run.

Simulation Calculation Delta

Mean Delay 1.39961 1.39933 0.00028

Delay Variance 3.91588 3.90579 0.01009

Fig. 6.8: Mean and Variance of the Cell Delay in Simulation and Calculation

These nicely corresponding results imply the correct implementation of the traf¬

fic source generation modules and correct handling of cells witiiin the flow

module of the simulation software (appropriate concept).

This value proved to be appropriate for this particular case. Other constellations require other values

for simulation steps.
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622 Plausibility Tests Using Simulation Results of Foreign Tools

The second part of the plausibility test for the proposed simulation tool consists

of comparing simulation results found in scientific publications.

Griinenfelder [Griin291] developed a similar tool for the simulation of tandem

queueing systems. In his paper he discusses the results of the simulation of a

two-stage network. He uses the same type of traffic sources (on/off sources) and

the same composition of background traffic. The results from the simulation are

given as the first and second moments of the waiting times for cells traversing
the network.

Some experiments and their corresponding results of the two simulation tools

are shown in the following table (fig. 6.9).

TuT BT Traffic

(TuT+BT)
E[Ni] E[N2] E[N1+N2] Var[N-|] Var[N2] Var[N-|+N2]

Exp.1
P=0.01

Q=0.99
p=0.085
q=0.915

A=0.605

0.400

0.401

0.409

0.399

0.795

0.801

0.678

0.674

0.685

0.657

1.354

1.329

Exp.2
P=0.005

Q=0.5
p=0.085
q=0.915

A=0.605

0.414

0.425

0.419

0.411

0.861

0.836

0.745

0.804

0.745

0.739

1.590

1.609

Exp. 3

P=0.01

Q=0.99
p=0.03
q=0.32

A=0.61

1.904

1.858

1.931

1.976

3.842

3.834

14.638

14.142

14.930

16.205

29.950

30.326

Exp. 4

P=0.055

Q=0.5
p=0.03
q=0.32

A=0.7

3.165

3.161

3.221

3.286

7.190

6.448

29.520

30.114

29.288

32.584

64.230

64.519

Fig. 6.9: Comparison of Simulation Results Derived from ATMSim (bold values) and Found in

[Griin291].

The table presents 4 experiments with different source compositions for TuT and

BT. The overall traffic is always about the same. The first column shows the

transition probabilities used for the traffic under test source, the second one

gives the corresponding parameters for the background traffic sources. The

third column presents the resulting traffic of these sources in each of the two

switching nodes.

The right part of the fig. 6.9 summarises the simulation results: The upper (bold)
values are derived from ATMSim while the lower ones are found in the paper
mentioned above.

The 4 experiments show a good correspondence between values from

[Griin291] and the ones produced by ATMSim.

In a further test, results were compared for very long paths. "Long" in this con¬

text means the cells must cross 15 switching nodes in the network. The back¬

ground traffic is rather high (0.9 Erlang) and geometrically distributed (p=0.128,
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q=0.872). The TuT is geometric as well and contributes another 0.047 Erlang
(P=0.047, Q=0.953)3.

The table in figure 6.10 gives a summary of the results obtained with the offline

simulation tool together with the reference values found in the mentioned pub¬
lication. It shows one of several similar tests performed under different traffic

load situations. The results for lower traffic loads were closer to the reference

values than the values showed here under this extreme high-load situation.

Number of stages N: EPN] var[TN]

2

13.56

13.69

114.59

113.39

4

26.81

27.38

228.84

232.49

6

40.56

41.07

364.04

352.89

15

100.17

102.70

992.01

891.53

Fig. 6.10: Comparison of Mean Value and Variance of the Queue¬

ing Delay in a Network of 2,4,6 and 15 Stages.

The test of fig. 6.10 was performed for geometric traffic (TuT and BT) of 0.943

Erlang in total. The upper (bold) numbers represent the results from the ATMSim

tool, whereas the lower ones are found in the paper of Griinenfelder (converted
to time slot units).

The variance is found to be insignificantly smaller than the ones in the refer¬

enced paper. This results from a difference in the TuT parameters, which have a

finer granularity in the tool of Griinenfelder.

The overall result of these tests can be summarised as follows: The correspon¬
dence of the results is very good for small networks (up to 4 nodes). There is a

small under-estimation of the variance for large networks in ATMSim. However,
the values produced by our simulation can confidently be used for the purpose
of network emulation in the field of real-time two-way communication trials. The

results of ATMSim will be used in the environment of subjective tests where the

inherent uncertainties of the results will be much greater.

The rest of this chapter discusses some results of simulation runs under some

particular assumptions. Because there exists a considerable number of combina¬

tions of:

These values are chosen to be in accordance with the values proposed in [Griin291] for comparison
purposes
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• amount and burstiness of traffic under test,

• amount and burstiness of background traffic and

• number of stages,

it is not possible to handle all interesting combinations. Therefore, only a few of

them will be discussed here. These exhibit some quite astonishing results. As

mentioned earlier, the tool is engineered on a very modular basis. It is expected
to be enhanced by other modules in the future. Such modules would be other

traffic sources, switching architecture types with traffic shaping and traffic and

congestion control algorithms. The use of heterogeneous networks (i.e. different

types of BT sources and switches along the considered data path) is intended to

be implemented in the tool. All these new features will possibly give different re¬

sults to be discussed. Nevertheless, the following discussion accentuates some

basic behaviour which will be found in more sophisticated network models.

The primary chosen parameter values in the following examples correspond to

values used by Griinenfelder in his experiments. This allows for further valida¬

tion considerations. Based on these primary values, a number of variations will

show the dependence of the results on a particular parameter (e.g. burstiness).

63 Results of a Heavily Loaded Network

63.1 Discussion of a Single Stage

In all the following scenarios the overall traffic (TuT + BT) is assumed to be 0.9

Erlang. Figure 6.11 shows die impact of varying the mean burst length of the

background traffic to the delay density experienced by TuT cells in a single
stage. The front curve (Exp. I)4 represents the memoryless situation of a Ber¬

noulli distribution for the background traffic (and TuT) sources (p+q=l; see an¬

nex A). The curve can be roughly approximated by a negative-exponential
function. The mean burst length is l/q=l .147 cells.

The mean BT burst length was doubled in the middle curve (1/q =2.294). The

curve is stretched towards higher delay values.

The inner curve (Exp. 3) represents the situation of an even more bursty BT: the

mean burst length is doubled again and is now 4.588.

The more bursty the background traffic is, the more the queueing delay density
tends to a curve of a neg. exponentially distribution with a higher mean value.

Nevertheless, the neg. exponential distribution is only an approximation to the

exact curve: The coefficient of variation (see chapter 4) of the simulated parame¬
ter values is about 1.18 in all three experiments. For an exact fit, it ought to be

exactly 1.0. The difference originates from the fact that, in contrast to the theo¬

retical model, the simulation uses a time discrete approach.

This experiment (same parameter values) and its results were also performed and published by
Griinenfelder.
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The TuT is always the same and very small in these three experiments: P=0.01,

Q=0.99: Bernoulli traffic of 0.01 Erlang.

100

Fig. 6.11: Densities of TuT Delay Time: The Impact of Burstiness of BT onto TuT Queueing Delay

The numerical values obtained from the situations discussed above are compiled
in fig. 6.12. The table shows the mean and the variance of the waiting time with¬

in a single stage network, experienced by the TuT cells. The mean delay time is

found to be very sensitive to changes in the burst length of BT: Doubling the

mean burst length of BT sources results in a over-proportional increase of the

mean delay time of TuT cells (2.99,2.29 respectively).

TuT BT Mean BT

Burstlen.

Traffic

(TuT+BT)
E[At] Var[At]

(o-2)

Exp. 1

P=0.01

Q=0.99
p=0.128
q=0.872

1.147 A=0.906 3.745 19.54

Exp. 2

P=0.01

Q=0.99
p=0.064

q=0.436
2.294

A=0.906 11.19 177.78

Exp. 3

P=0.01

Q=0.99
p=0.032
q=0.218

4.588 A=0.906 25.58 915.00

Fig. 6.12: Numerical Values of the Scenarios Discussed in Fig. 6.11.
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The burstiness of the TuT is hardly relevant for the transit delay, because its

amount (0.01 Erlang) is very small in comparison to the BT (0.896).

How does the TuT influence its own delay behaviour? To answer this question,
the amount of TuT has been increased to 0.1 Erlang. The BT has been reduced

to 0.8 Erlang in order to have the same overall traffic as before. Fig. 6.13 and

6.14 summarise this behaviour:

TuT with different mean burst lenghts

Fig. 6.13: Densities of TuT Delay Time: The Impact of Burstiness of TuT onto Queueing Delay

The foremost curve of fig. 6.13 (Exp. 4) represents the case for Bernoulli sources

for both, TuT and BT.

TuT BT Mean TuT

Burstlen.

Traffic

(TuT+BT)
E[At] VarfAf]

Exp. 4

P=0.100

Q=0.900

p=0.115
q=0.885

1.111 A=0.905 3.73 19.16

Exp. 5

P=0.050

Q=0.450

p=0.115
q=0.885

2.222
A=0.905 5.413 33.16

Exp. 6

P=0.025

Q=0.225

p=0.115

q=0.885

4.444 A=0 905 8.614 73.68

Exp. 7

P=0.025

Q=0.225

p=0.057
q=0.442

4.444

BT: 2.262

A=0.900 14.61 239.7

Fig. 6.14: First 2 Moments of Delay Time: The Impact of Burstiness of TuT onto Queueing Delay
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Experiment 4 is a similar situation as experiment 1: all the sources are of

Bernoulli type. Only the composition of the two components has changed. The

result is therefore similar to the one obtained in experiment 1.

The mean burst length of the TuT source was doubled in experiment 5, whereas

the BT sources are still Bernoulli. The result is a small increment of the mean de¬

lay time for TuT cells.

In experiment 6 the mean TuT burst length was doubled again. The resulting
burst length is now about the same as it was in experiment 3 for the BT; how¬

ever, the increment of the mean delay time is only modest.

Now, the mean burst length of BT was doubled to be 226 in experiment 7; the

TuT is the same as in exp. 6. The sensitivity of the mean delay time to BT bursti¬

ness is now less pronounced. The reason for this behaviour is obviously the re¬

duced portion of BT in the overall traffic and the already high burstiness of the

TuT.

Taking into account that in experiments 4 through 6 the TuT is much smaller

than the BT, it may be concluded that the influence of the TuT-burstiness is

about the same as for the BT; i.e. the first two moments raise at about the same

degree for burstiness of TuT and BT.

The conclusion from experiments 4 through 7 is the following: The Traffic under

Test is primarily used as a traffic probe in the sense that it should be small

enough not to influence the overall network behaviour. This is the case if its

proportion does amount to not more than about one percent of the overall traf¬

fic.

Special caution is required in situations where the traffic generated by the (real)
terminals is more than about 1 percent of the network capacity: The traffic char¬

acteristics (amount and burstiness) have then to be adapted by the TuT source

module in the network simulation tool. For small variability of burstiness this can

be performed using the proposed and implemented interrupted deterministic

process (IDP) source model. In cases where e.g. the burstiness exceeds the pos¬
sibilities of the IDP, the source code of the TuT source of ATMSim will need to

be extended by more sophisticated models (see chapter 4). This can be per¬
formed simply by replacing the TuT source software module or by adding new
ones, e.g. to reflect the multiplex behaviour of a multimedia terminal. The modu¬

larity of the concept of ATMSim facilitates such extensions (see the listed re¬

quirements at the beginning of chapter 5).

Another important result deduced from the 7 experiments is that the curve of

the delay densities can be roughly approximated by a neg. exponential density
function in all the experiments, even if" the traffic sources were not of Bernoulli

type. The burstiness of the traffic only influences the mean value of the delay
time, but the curve remains of neg.-exponential-like type. The coefficient of

variation (see appendix A) found in the experiments usually was slightly above

the value 1.0.
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632 The Evolution of the Delay Time Density along the Chain of Con¬

secutive Stages

After discussing the behaviour of a single stage network, the point of view is

now focused on the multistage network model. Figure 6.15 shows a series of

delay densities in consecutive nodes of a network. The first graph (rearmost) re¬

presents the delay density of TuT cells after the first switch. The second curve

(from back to front) represents the situation after two consecutive nodes, i.e. the

waiting time densities accumulated in the first two nodes. The graph nearest to

the observer shows the delay density of the TuT cells after passing 15 nodes.

Fig. 6 15- Evolution of Delay Time in Consecutive Nodes (Bernoulli: P=0.01, Q=0.99, p=0.128,

q=0.872)

The graphs of figure 6.15 exhibit a close relationship to the Poisson distribution

(see fig. 4.6). One feature of the classical Poisson distribution is the constant ra¬

tio between variance and mean value, independent of the number of stages (see

appendix A). This feature can also be found in the simulation results. Fig. 6.16

illustrates this behaviour.

The normalised variance is roughly constant over all stages. In a pure Poisson

process, this value would equal the mean delay value of the first stage (= 3.75).
In the simulation result the variance was always found to be slightly higher than

in the ideal time continuous case (cf. 6.3.1).

The reason for this can be explained by the fact that in the time discrete case

there are many more cells without any delay than in the time continuous case: In

the continuous case (= neg. exp. curve), the probability for no delay is 0, be¬

cause the interval under the density curve is infinitely small. Therefore there are

practically no events found with delay zero. In the discrete case, the interval is

half the slot time and the absolute probability for this event is no longer negligi¬
ble, hence contributing to a higher variance.
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Stage E[At] Var[At] Var[At]/E[At]

1 3.75 19.20 5.120

2 7.52 39.20 5.213

3 11.24 58.54 5.208

4 14.98 78.47 5.238

5 18.74 98.46 5.254

6 22.51 119.9 5.327

7 26.26 140.0 5.331

8 30.01 160.8 5.358

9 33.71 182.1 5.402

10 37.46 201.5 5.379

11 41.21 222.5 5.399

12 44.98 243.7 5.418

13 48.67 264.1 5.426

14 52.41 287.5 5.486

15 56.15 308.4 5.492

Fig. 6.16: Mean, Variance and Normalised Variance Along the Chain of Nodes in Network of Fig. 6.15.

Cells with zero delay (in the time discrete case) give no contribution to the mean

value, but give a rather high contribution to the variance. Therefore, the mean

value is a bit smaller, whereas the variance is a bit higher than in the correspond¬
ing time continuous case (Poisson process).

The curves of figure 6.15 suggest that the delay PDFs may be approximated by
a Gamma distribution. The Erlang distribution is the special Gamma distribution,
where the number of consecutive stages are integer values [Felle66][Jain 91].
Hence, the Gamma distribution is better suited for fitting purposes. In fact, tests

performed using an Excel spreadsheet application showed that the Gamma dis¬
tribution gives by far the most accurate fitting results for the traffic types dis¬

cussed above. Fig. 6.17 compares the distribution of experiment 3 with the re¬

sulting Gamma approximation.
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Fig. 6 17 Gamma Approximation for the Simulation Results of Experiment 3.

The sum of the squared differences is a widely accepted measure for the quality
of fitting functions. The table in fig. 6.18 summarises the results of the most

promising distributions. Excel offers a tool to automatically find the best5 param¬
eters of a function in order to fit any given curve.

The set of parameters resulting in the smallest sum of squared differences
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Distribution Sum of squared differences

Gamma 6.57E-07

Weibull 9.64E-05

Poisson 2.54E-2

Binomial 3.07E-2

Fig. 6.18: Different Distribution Functions and Theirs Quality of Fit in Terms of Sum of Squared
Differences for the Curve of Experiment 3 (Fig. 6.17).

An interesting phenomenon was discovered while searching for the best suited

distribution function: It turned out, that, for the few examples processed, a fit of

a poorly smoothed curve gives a very good forecast for the well smoothed

curve of the same scenario; i.e. a simulation run may be terminated at a very

early stage, when the delay distribution (graph window of ATMSim) still shows

a coarse unsmooth curve, with the overall trend of the curve however fixed. A

curve fit performed in this early state of the simulation gives a very good prog¬
nosis for the delay distribution after a much longer simulation run of this particu¬
lar experiment.

This fact can be used to reduce the simulation run time of large networks in the

practical use of ATMSim. Instead of running the tool for hours or, in the case of

extremely large number of nodes, even days, a first "shot" can be improved by
applying the Gamma curve fit method after about 25% percent of the regular
simulation run time. The curve resulting from such a fit procedure differs from a

full simulation run only in a few percents (typically 3 to 5%) of the sum of

squared differences.

633 The Impact of Burstiness onto TuT Delay at the End of a Chain

Fig. 6.19 compares the delay densities of TuT cells after a chain of 10 nodes. The

overall traffic is the same in all 3 experiments: 0.01 Erlang of Bernoulli TuT and

0.9 Erlang of BT with different mean burst lengths.

The effect of increasing the mean BT burst length is an increase of both the

mean delay time and the delay time variation of TuT cells. This was to be expect¬
ed after the discussion of the single stage case in 6.3.1.

The impact of a chain of consecutive nodes is found to be roughly the same as

in the case of the Poisson distribution: The mean value and the variance of the

total delay experienced by a TuT cell along the passing of k nodes is k times the

corresponding value of a single stage. This behaviour is found to be indepen¬
dent of the burstiness of the involved traffic.

The total mean delay and the total delay variance can therefore be estimated, if

the corresponding values are known for a single stage. Of course, this is only
true if the BT sources of a particular node work independently of both, the

other sources of the same node and the sources of the other nodes involved in

the test network.
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Fig. 6.19: Impact of Mean Burst length of BT Sources onto the First Moments of TuT Delay in a

Network of 10 Nodes (TuT: 0.01 Erlang, Bernoulli).

6.4 Considerations on Self-similar Traffic

Self-similar traffic characteristics were first observed in conventional Ethernet

LANs [Lelan94] (see chap. 4.2.2.9). Due to the results published by Leland et

al. the statistical gain obtained by multiplexing self-similar traffic is significantly
smaller than the one obtained for multiplexing of traffic with neg. exponential
density or other traffic with low grade of inter-correlation. To investigate this

problem, the simulation tool was configured to generate BT with self-similar

characteristics. The background traffic sources no longer work independently
of each other. In fact, all the BT sources are strongly correlated. This was imple¬
mented in a very pragmatic way: All the BT sources perform the same pseudo
random sequence. This is the worst case of self-similarity in terms network load,
since the inter-correlation of all the BT sources is maximised with a perfect syn¬
chronisation of all involved sources in the network.

The simulation result of a single stage network is depicted in fig. 6.20. The

amount of traffic is the same as in experiment 1 (see fig. 6.11 and 6.12): The BT
and TuT are both of Bernoulli type: (P=0.01; Q=0.99; p=0.128; q=0.872).
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Fig. 6.20: Delay Density in a Single Stage Network with Correlated (Self-Similar) Background Traffic.

The most apparent differences are the following:

• The curve is no longer of negative exponential type

• The probability for no wait is reduced by more than factor 2: 0.249 to

0.108

• The densities for delay 1 to 7 time slots show a linear increase.

• The curve is stretched toward higher delay values.

Comparison of the mean and variance values of independent (exp. 1) and corre¬

lated BT sources in figure 6.21 emphasises this last point:

BT-Type E[At] Var[At]

independent BT

(= experiment 1)

3.73 19.16

selfsimilarBT 28.54 898.92

Fig. 6.21: First 2 Moments of Delay Time: The Impact of Correlation of BT onto Queueing Delay

Note, that the amount and burstiness of BT (and TuT) are the same in both

cases. The mean delay is expanded by almost a factor 8 (7.65). This is more than

the number of correlated BT sources (7). The variance of the delay time multi¬

plies by more than factor 30 (31.5).

The next point to discuss is the behaviour of the delay in a multistage network

with correlated BT. Figure 6.22 shows the development of the delay densities

along the path of 10 stages in a network with correlated BT. The traffic compo¬

sition is again the same as in experiment 1. The overall traffic is 0.906 Erlang.
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Correlated BT sources

Fig. 6.22 The Evolution of Delay in a Multistage Network with Self-Similar Correlated BT.

The fact that the density of a single stage network does not exhibit a neg. expo¬
nential behaviour led to the assumption that in the multi stage case the overall

density would not be Poisson-like. Figure 6.22 confirms this behaviour. The in¬

nermost curve (N=l) is the one-stage case of fig. 6.20 and 6.21. The one closest

to the observer represents the delay density after 10 nodes of correlated BT:

• The more stages involved, the more equally distributed the overall de¬

lay distribution becomes.

• The absolute peaks at multitudes of number of BT sources (7,14,21,...)
flatten with the number of passed nodes.

• The relative peak size increases with the number of stages.

The last point is illustrated in figure 6.23:
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Fig. 6.23: Delay Density in a Multistage Network with 10 Nodes and Self-Similar Correlated BT.

This curve (extracted from fig. 6.22) shows the relative increase of the peak size

at integer multiples of numbers of BT sources.

Figure 6.24 finally shows the first two moments of the delays experienced along
the chain of 10 nodes in the case of correlated (self-similar) BT sources:

Number of nodes: E[At] Var[At] Var[At]/E[At] A/VAR[At]/E[At]

1 28.54 898.9 31.50 1.051

2 54.33 3372.8 62.08 1.069

3 76.94 7005.4 91.05 1.088

4 97.96 11876.1 121.23 1.112

5 117.49 17768.8 151.24 1.135

6 134.43 23764.3 184.22 1.147

7 150.18 30598.3 203.74 1.165

8 165.81 38312.7 231.06 1.180

9 177.34 44428.9 250.53 1.189

10 191.49 52066.4 271.90 1.192

Fig. 6.24: Mean Value and Variance of Delay Time in a Multistage Network with Correlated BT Sources.

When considering the growth of the mean values, the extraordinary thing to

note is that it is slightly less than directly proportional to the number of stages

(En[At] < n • E, [At]). Nevertheless, the mean values are by far greater than in the

uncorrelated BT case of figure 6.15 and 6.16. This is true even for a large num¬

ber of nodes.
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With uncorrected BT the variance of the delay time grows proportionally to the

number of passed nodes. In the case of correlated BT sources, the variance

grows approximately with the square of the number of nodes.

This primitive model of self-similar traffic shows the problem to be expected
when transporting considerable portions of traffic with self-similar characteris¬

tics over an ATM connection (e.g. inter-connecting Ethernet segments): At first

glance, self-similar traffic is harmless concerning the impact of delay. Due to the

relatively small mean delay it seems to behave even better than a network sup¬

plied with Poisson sources. But a closer look reveals the true impact: The vari¬

ance grows enormously with the number of nodes passed. For ATM switching
this means the need for many more buffer resources in the switches to assure

certain grades of QoS in terms of cell loss probability.

6.5 Some Remarks on the Validity of the Proposed Network

Model

The results discussed in this chapter are based on a very simple model of both

the network nodes and the traffic sources. This approach should be understood

as a first step towards a sophisticated network simulation tool. Nevertheless,
some basic behavioural patterns of real networks (e.g. self-similar traffic) could

be shown and the proper concept of the software and its correct implementation
have been validated in the first part of this chapter, using analytical and com¬

parative methods. This grants a correct behaviour of the model with even more

sophisticated extensions for future purposes.

The modular structure of the network simulation tool ensures quick and efficient

modelling of sophisticated network functions, such as traffic shaping and other

resource preserving methods. These functions will typically be added to the

module "Flow()", where cell flow is controlled in the network.

Other source models may easily be added, e.g. to simulate traffic behaviour in a

way closer to observations in real networks. This will concern the two modules

"TrafficUnderTestGenerator()" and "BackgroundTraffic-
Generator () (see chapter 5). Hofseth showed the easy extendibility of both

the sources toward video traffic types and the nodes with traffic shaping func¬

tions in his diploma thesis [Hofse94].
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7. Conclusions

In this thesis, a new framework for an ATM network emulation system and a

theoretical network model for the evaluation of network impairments are pro¬

posed. Furthermore, a simulation tool, which is based on the proposed theoreti¬

cal network model was implemented in software. Its concept was proven to be

suitable for the purpose of performing subjective tests for investigating the users

perception of network impairments in bi-directional communication systems in

real-time.

7.1 Review of Claims

A brief summary of this work's contributions is given in the following sections.

Claim 1: A definition of a suitable architecture for an efficient ATM
network emulation system is proposed.

Chapter 3 defines the architecture for the real-time simulation system. The pri¬
mary emulation aspects are the impairments introduced into the cell streams of a

specific user by a well loaded ATM network. The proposed concept of the emu¬

lation system allows for both time related (delay) and logical (errors, cell loss)
impairments. A cell stream typically generated by a real multimedia workstation

can be affected in terms of these impairments by the ATM real-time emulation

system (ARES) in real-time. Delay values and error patterns affect each individ¬

ual ATM cell on a statistical basis. Pseudo-random numbers corresponding to

given distributions ultimately determine individual cell delays and errors to be

applied.

The feasibility of the proposed architecture has been validated by implementing
the emulation system in hardware, by implementing the front-end simulation

software and finally by carrying out extensive and successful tests under realis¬

tic conditions.

Claim 2: A theoretical simulation model for an ATM network and its

traffic sources is proposed.

The simulation model of an ATM network presented in chapter 4 should pro¬
vide for efficient simulation of network impairments. The proposed model con¬

sists of a tandem queueing system. Each tandem stage represents one switching
node of the ATM network. Two classes of traffic sources generate the network

load. The so-called background traffic (BT) basically determines the overall traf¬

fic situation in the network. The traffic under test (TuT) contributes a generally
small amount of traffic, which forms a sort of traffic probe for the measurement

of delay and loss behaviour of the network.

It has been shown that the time needed to simulate the behaviour of realistic

networks can be significantly reduced if emerging statistical parameters are ade¬

quately matched to typical distribution functions.
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Claim 3: A framework for a software simulation tool based on the theo¬

retical network model (claim 2) has been proposed.

The proposed framework allows for an efficient simulation of network be¬

haviour in terms of impairments. The extendibility e.g. towards traffic and con¬

gestion control functionality (such as presented in chapter 2) and the flexibility
concerning the applied source models and switch architectures is assured by the

modular structure of the framework. In various accompanying projects, addi¬

tional models of traffic sources and switching architectures were implemented,
thus validating this claim.

Claim 4: An offline network simulation tool has been implemented in

software on a commercial workstation. The validity of the

simulation results has been shown using analytical methods

and by comparing them with result published in the literature.

In chapter 5 the implemented network impairment simulation tool is discussed in

detail; some essential results obtained from simulation runs are discussed in

chapter 6. To prove the correctness of both the software implementation and

the concept of the framework, some analytically traceable network scenarios

have been simulated using the tool. In parallel, the corresponding scenarios

have been modelled and analysed by applying queueing theory. A very good
match between the corresponding results of several scenarios and the coinci¬

dence with results of simulation runs of the same scenarios performed by other

authors confirm the validity of the whole simulation environment.

Claim 5: The feasibility of emulating the network behaviour of a well

loaded ATM network in real-time has been shown.

The proposed network emulation strategy proved to be a suitable and feasible

approach. The approach to emulate the behaviour of an ATM network in real¬

time consists of a chain of 3 links:

• Specifying the key parameters of the network to simulate/emulate: number

of nodes, type and amount of traffic (BT and TuT).

• Simulating the specified network on the implemented offline simulation

tool.

• Emulating the statistical values collected by the simulation tool in real-time.

The ARES emulator hardware implements in real-time the impairments,
which are described in statistical form (delay distributions and loss proba¬
bility).

The whole chain of simulation steps has been tested using some concrete net¬

work scenarios and real "traffic under test" sources. The results (delay statistics

in the form of the first two moments of delay and delay distribution) realised by
the ARES hardware showed a very good correspondence to the simulated val¬

ues collected from the offline simulation.
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12 Open Problems and Further Work

12.1 Limitations of the Proposed Concepts

In the current state, the offline simulation tool ATMSim offers an interrupted de¬
terministic process (IDP) for the generation of traffic under test and background
traffic. This allows for a certain but hmited amount of burstiness and correlation

of the generated traffic. However, for the simulation of multimedia traffic con¬

sisting of many different types of traffic (video, sound, file transfer, shared

workspace, ...) the proposed model for the traffic source can be replaced by or

completed with other types of sources.

Another restriction is the rather simple model of the switching nodes in the simu¬

lation model. In order to investigate the behaviour of real networks under heavy
load, the current model lacks the traffic and congestion control functions rec¬

ommended by ATM Forum and ITU-T. Again, it should be stressed that the

modular nature of our architecture does easily allow for such extensions.

The ARES emulation hardware can realise any given delay statistic very accu¬

rately at TuT loads of up to about 0.5 Erlang. For higher loads, however, the

possibilities to choose "random" delay values become very restricted. This will

result in a lower degree of correspondence to the realised delay statistic. Never¬

theless, some methods discussed in chapter 3 allow for improving the fidelity
within certain limits; the drawback, however, is the change of correlation be¬

haviour at the border of the network.

122 Extending the Network Simulation Tool ATMSim

As ascertained above, some extensions of the simulation tool should be per¬
formed for deriving realistic simulation results in future network environments:

New or extended traffic source models should be implemented in the off-line

simulation tool. The traffic transported in broadband networks will increasingly
be dominated by multimedia applications. Because multimedia traffic is assumed

to consist of some dominant components of traffic with characteristic behaviour

(e.g. compressed video), the simulation of the overall traffic in a network will

probably require more sophisticated source models. Because of the modular

structure of the offline simulator, extensions e.g. towards models of more hierar¬

chical stages can easily be implemented by adding additional state memory
structures in the existing source module.

Another issue is the congestion and traffic control functionality mentioned

above and discussed in chapter 2. This affects the module "

flow" (see chapter
5), where the flow of cells is controlled in the simulation model. However, the

implementation of e.g. a generic flow control (GFC) policy will considerably
slow down the simulation speed. Therefore, special attention will be required to

avoid overloading the simulation tool by extending the functionality offered by
network nodes affecting the response time of the tool.
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These suggestions will only affect the offline simulation tool. One drawback, as

mentioned above, will be the tool's response time. This can lead to very long
simulation runs even for small networks. However, the hardware and software

parts of ARES are not affected by these modifications.

123 Extending the Emulation System ARES

The algorithm assuring the accurate delay distributions in emulation experiments
carrying high loads (> 0.5 Erlang) will need to be investigated further. Espe¬
cially, the fidelity of the higher moments of delay will need to be considered

carefully.

The ARES hardware currently handles data streams at 155 Mb/s. The limiting
factor is again the algorithm ensuring the delay distributions at high load. For

investigations using other algorithms or supporting higher bit rates (e.g. for

multimedia applications producing more than 155Mb/s), it will be useful to opti¬
mise or update the hardware.

For experiments using multimedia applications with several types of data, it will
be useful to transport the different types of data in individual and independent
transmission channels. Therefore, one issue for further work must be the exten¬

sion of ARES towards multiple transmission channels.

12A Alternative Use of the Emulator Hardware

The input parameters of ARES are statistical values in terms of delay and loss

distributions. These statistical values typically originate from the simulation tool.

However, e.g. for worst case considerations, these values can be derived in a dif¬

ferent manner:

• Delay distribution consisting of a single non-zero entry can be used for the

generation of constant delay.

• Delay values are equally distributed in a wide range: This could be useful

for examining the subjective perception of large delay variations.

Firmware modification in the ARES modules could allow different methods for

traffic shaping and its effects on the perceived QoS to be considered.

13 Final Remarks

This thesis presents a suitable framework for the emulation of ATM networks in

real-time. This environment is a necessary tool for deriving QoS requirements for
networks carrying bi-directional real-time person-to-person traffic. The subjec¬
tive perception of the QoS, which will finally decide whether a new service will

be accepted by the users, can be ascertained in absence of real (pilot) networks.

The way is now paved for performing subjective tests...
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Annex A

A.l Interrupted Deterministic Process (IDP)

This annex gives an analytical treatment of the IDP. This type of traffic source

was discussed in chapters 4 (4.2.3.6) and 5 (5.1). It forms the theoretical model

of the traffic sources applied in the simulation tool for both, traffic under test

and background traffic sources.

source state:

1-Pt

Off
P

— —.

On

13"~\l-Q

Q

Figure A.l: The State Diagram of the Implemented Interrupted Deterministic Process

For a single source, the amount of traffic produced is given by the steady state 1

probability, since as long as the source is in state 1, the amount of data produced
is exactly 1 Erlang. This state probability pi in a particular time slot t is given by
two components:

a) the probability for changing from state 0 to state 1; P[X(t-l) = 0
, X(t)=l] and

b) the probability for remaining in state 1, P[X(t-l) = 1
, X(t)=l]

Therefore, the amount of produced traffic p of a single source is given by pi:

P = Pi=Pop + Pi(l-Q) (A.l)

A similar equation can be given for po, but since the two equations form a lin¬

early dependant system, a third equation is needed to solve the problem. The

needed information is expressed by the so-called probability conservation rela¬

tion, stating that, at any time, the sum of all state probabilities pk must be 1:

£pk=l (A.2)
k=0

Equation A.l can then be solved:

P
P
= Pi = (A.3)K F1

P +Q

po is the complement to 1:
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Po=^^- (A-4)
P + Q

Note, that under the condition P + Q = 1, the implemented On/Off source forms a

Bernoulli process (see 4.2.3.2), which again is the discrete-time analog of the

Poisson process.

To have a closer look at the traffic properties of interrupted deterministic pro¬
cesses (IDP), the burst lengths of both, the interarrival time A and data burst C

(the number of consecutive time slots with a cell arriving in each slot) will be

considered. The distribution of interarrival times An is derived first. Inter arrival

times are assumed to be at least one time slot. The existence of a first empty slot

is the precondition for the calculation, since a burst length of less than one time

slot contributes no amount for the statistical account. The probability to find an

interarrival time of exactly one time slot is given by the transition probability Q
from the on- to the off-state in the next slot:

f0(l) = p[AI] = P (A.5)

The index 0 in f0(l) expresses the off state in the source model, the number be¬

tween the brackets represents the length of the interval in time slots. An interar¬

rival time value of 2 can be found, if after the first empty slot, the system remains

in the off-state in the second slot and transits to the on state in the third slot.

The according probability is given by:

f0(2) = p[A2] = (l-P)P (A.6)

The case of k consecutive empty slots occurs, if after the first empty slot the sys¬
tem remains in the off-state for k-1 slots and turns to on-state in the k-th slot:

f0(k) = p[Ak] = (l-P)k-1P (A.7)

This corresponds to equation 4.17. Note that the distribution of interarrival times

is given only by P, the transition probability to the on-state, and is independent
ofQ.

The distribution of the data burst length B can be found in the same manner. We

first assume the first considered slot to be non-empty, since empty slots give no

contributions to the burst length statistics. A data burst of length 1 will be found

with probability fi(l), therefore:

f1(l) = p[B1] = Q (A.8)

Since the state diagram of fig. A.l is symmetric, the probability to get a burst

length of k consecutive slots is given by:

f1(k) = p[Bk] = (l-Q)k-1Q (A.9)

Again, the distribution is only determined by the transition probability Q to the

off-state.

The mean value for the interarrival time A is given by:
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E[A] = A = 5>-f0(k) =Xk-(l-P)k-1P = P-Xk(l-P)k-,= (A.10)
k=l k=l k=l

3d-P)
Xa-p)k

^k=0

= P-
1

8(l-P)U-0-P)J
= P-

+1 1

[1-(1-P)f P

For symmetry reasons, the expected data burst length E(B) is determined by Q
only:

E[C] = C = Xkf,(k) =
k=l Q

(A.ll)

A popular measurement for the burstiness (of interarrival times) is the coefficient

of variation Ca- It is defined as:

CA =

VVar(A)
=

a(A)

E(A) E(A)
(A.l 2)

The variance Var(A) = a (A) is defined as:

a2(A) = Xf0(k)[k-E(A)]2
k=l

(A.13)

The variance o (A) of the interarrival time A is:

l2

<r2(A)=Xa-p)k_1P'
k=l

k-I
P

= Id-P)k-1P
k=l

k2-^
P P2

= P-Xk2(l-P)k_1 - 2-Xk(l-P)k-1 + I.^d-P)^1 =

k=l k=l
P

k=l

The lower limits of the sum are extended to 0 in the first two sums. The expo¬
nent k-1 can be replaced by k and the division of the sums by (1-p):

= 7^-£k2-0-P)k- 7^Ikd-P)k + ^^I(l-P)k (A-14)
1_ik=0 1_r

k=0 r(l-r; k=i

We will treat the third portion of Eq. A.14 first:

1
°°

1
*** = . £(i_p)k = i

Pd-P) S P(l-P)
X(l-P)k-1
.k=0
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The second term **
can be interpreted as a first derivation:

**
=— y>(l-P)k=— (1-P)—— Y(l-P)k =

i-p kt0 i-p ao-p)a

_2(i-p) a i
=2

3 1

1-P 3(1-P)1-(1-P) 3(1-P) l-(l-P)

= 2 —

T
=
\ (A.16)

tl-(l-P)]2 P2

In the first term ofEq. A.14, we first substitute 1-P by q:

q = l-P

* =7^ik2(l-P)k <=> ^-ik2.qk =

1 P
k=°

P = l-q
q ^

q|-ik.qk

see **

f£kqk = (l-q).A^_ =

3qk=o dq(l-q)z

=(1_q).£z^!±^zq)=(1_q).J±qT=J±£Tq<I;P
d-q)4 d-q)3 d-q)2p

.

r = 1 —q

1+1-P2-P

p2
-

p2

Finally, the variance CT2(A)is:

(A.17)

2/Ax
2-P-2 + 1 1-P

CT (A) =
* - ** + *** =

j
=

—2~ (A.18)

The coefficient of variation Ca for interarrival intervals is

1-P

y^ar(A)=CT(A)=ip2_
= VT-p

A

E(A) E(A) 1
(A.19)

For symmetry reasons, the coefficient of variation Cb for burst length is given by
Eq.(A.20):
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a(B)

E(B)

1Q2
'

l

Q

=Vi-CB =
_

VVar(B)

E(B)
-Q (A.20)

Another measurement for burstiness is the index-of-dispersion for counts (IDC)
[Fendi89]. For a given time interval of length t time slots, IDC is defined as fol¬

lows:

Var^x)]
E[N(x)]

N(x) is the number of arrival events within the time interval (0..x). In the case of

a Bernoulli process (P+Q=l) the mean value for N is:

E[N(x)] = xp,=x-P (A.22)

Var[N(x)] = x •

p,
•

p0 = x • P • (1 - P) (A.23)

I (T)=TP(1"P) = 1-P (A.24)
0

x-P

For the case, where the on and off states do not form a BernouUi process

(P+Q*l), the burstiness (coefficient of variation and index-of-dispersion for

counts) can not be described in a closed form, since the memoryless feature can

no longer be applied: State probabilities become dependent on the history of

the process evolution, they can therefore no longer be expressed by a simple
steady state probability. The probability of any random combination of on and

off sequences depend on the exact process development. The sequence 101100

has not the same occurrence probability as 101010, although the numbers of ar¬

rival events (3) are the same.
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Annex B

Annex B provides a detailed discussion of the user interfaces of ATMSim. Each

control or menu item offered by ATMSim will be shown, and some hints of how

to use the tool will also be given. Some background information on the internal

algorithms used to compute specific result values can be found later in this an¬

nex B.

B.l The User Interface of ATMSim

The user interface is kept intuitive and simple to understand. All the user inter¬

face recommendations by Apple [Apple92] are fulfilled.

Figure B.l gives an overview of the screen after a short simulation run. At least

two windows are opened permanently in the desktop: the Main window and

the Result window. The Main window represents the main control unit of the

tool. Starting and stopping a run, as well as current status information are pro¬
vided by this dialog.

» » File Edit Optra

| U 010077'

57 415238525

198 302261553

EINII ifirsl queue

3 752319098

UariNii

19 259099960 |

FINni 1 Inst queuel

| 5 81529903-1

UartNnl

20 2-12752075

cz) =Z ^

SS^^^^^SB®WWK%®Mr®

36 632335389

» 4*9031330

36 8I6'0407
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3' 1VW38-2-

203 03370666'

20« 642669679
203 9CQ3S89S9

11000O0

1200000

1300000

2000000

22000QO

37 339512329

37 426048279

37 430061340

37 42387390

37 400104523

16 013593581
f 3e3??4*i4
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87491993* ^3 -18750000
6429949=3
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778812403 20 26 993409

793020010 21 1983? ISB-

8010666..7 21

780169964 H. 340667725 1
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20 314403152 1

089799437 1

7-3333073 9363746B4 1

7602-5364

19

56294B320 1

392128754 1

761369971 183023020 1

786054611

!« 706003096 1

65706*438 1

7699128*2 445007324 1

76B0 5551

19

379251460 1

330254059 1

761375460 4638519-19 1

753651391 i« 3063-1980

Figure B.l The Appearance of ATMSim on the Screen
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B.1.1 The Main and Result Window

The following window indicates the presence of ATMSim after starting up:

==^^^^=^===^^=^==^=^^^==^=^=^^^=^^^^^=^^=^===^^=^^^=^=^=^^=

HTM Tandem

#: EIN1 1 (first queue) : LlarlNI) :

0 0.0 0.0

dfl ITUTI :

0.0

mean delay time :

0.0

Liar (delay Time! : E(Nn) (last queue) UarlNn) :

0.0 0.0 0.0

[ Reset ] [ S'.;!» ] | Go I \iki>V>u>] sl.H

Fig. B.2 Main Window of ATMSim

The upper part of the window shows some information about the progress of

the simulation run. This includes the following values:

• #: shows the number of simulated time slots. It is updated every 1000 time

slots.

• 3A (TuT): This is the mean value of the amount of traffic produced by the

Traffic Under Test (TuT) generator. The desired theoretical values can be

specified in the simulation options dialog (see below). This value is always in

the range of [0.0 .. 1.0]. Because 3A=0.0 means no traffic under test and

3A=1.0 represents the case of congestion, these two extreme values should

be of no relevance in the practical simulation ran.

• mean delay time: shows the mean value of delay experienced by all the TuT

cells during their trip through the tandem nodes. The unit of time is 1 time

slot. The value of 0.0 means that all (if any) cells have been transferred

through the switching nodes without waiting in any buffer. Note that delay
in our terminology is the time spent in any buffer, and that no transmission

delays for the links between nodes are accounted for.

• Variance of delay time is a measure for the variability of delays suffered by
the TuT cells. The applied formula for the variance is:

02(X) = -Lr-X(X1-T)2=-Lr
n-1 Jz] n-1

( n

Vi=i )
(B.l)
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n is the number of TuT cells, having left the network at the current time slot.

The left side of equation B.l is not convenient for our computations, because

the mean value x is dependent on the time the simulation is running and

therefore time-dependent. The right form has the advantage that it requires

only two sums, namely one for the squared values of the delays (x2) and one

for the delays x. These two sums are carried along during the simulation and

are updated for every leaving TuT cell. The variance can be calculated at ev¬

ery display refresh by simply using these two sums.

There are another 4 number boxes in the main window (fig. B.2) for the content

of the first (top) and the last (bottom) stage buffer of the network model. The

values for the other buffers are not displayed, since they typically lie between

the values of the first and last stage. As for the delay time, two values are

shown: mean value and variance of buffer length.

• E[Ni] (first queue) gives the mean value of the number of cells contained

within the buffer of the first stage.

• VAR[Ni] represents the variability of the content of buffer 1. The calculation

is realised in the same manner as for the variance of delay time (see above).

• E[Nn] (last queue) give the mean content of the last buffer in the chain of n

nodes.

• VAR[Nn] is again the variance of last buffer's content.

The lower part of the Main window represents the control part. It consists of

five buttons:

• Reset: Clicking this button clears all statistical variables; the display boxes in

the information part of the main window are all set to 0, the internal sums are

cleared, the stage buffers are cleared and the states of the traffic generators
are reset. Only the Reset and the Go button are enabled after a reset.

• Stop: This button is enabled during a running simulation only. Hitting this

button stops the simulation run after the next block of 1000 time slots. The

simulation run can be interrupted at any time with the stop command and can

be continued afterwards with the Go button without affecting the results.

• Go: starts a new simulation run or continues an interrupted one. It is disabled

during a running simulation.

• Restart: This button can be used to restart an interrupted run. Instead of re¬

setting all the variables and states (e.g. with Reset), only the statistical vari¬

ables are set to 0. The stage buffer contents (cells) remain preserved, the

states of the traffic generators are not touched. However, all the variables rel¬

evant for the display are cleared: simulation time, number of passed cells, de¬

lay times and mean and variance values of buffer contents are set to 0.

The purpose of a restart is to optimise the simulation run: Starting a run from a

reset situation will start with empty stage buffers. They first need to be

brought to a more or less stable situation. But during this initialisation phase,
the statistics are falsified. The displayed buffer contents are too small, because

they started in the empty condition. The simulation will need to run for a very

long time to compensate for this starting error. To bypass this problem, the

simulation run is started from the reset situation, but as soon as the values

seem to be stable, the simulation can be stopped and continued thereafter by
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a restart. This procedure saves processing time and results in more accurate

values.

• Stats: To force the delay distribution table entries to be displayed (pasted) in

the results window. From there they can be copied into the system's clip¬
board and pasted to any other application programs (e.g. for statistical evalu¬

ation).

The main window can be moved at any position on the screen, but cannot be

closed.

Starting up ATMSim will open another window, i.e. the Results window. It is a

kind of log window, which can be edited (cut, copy, paste, clear) and scrolled.

Its position and size can be changed by the user. Figure B.3 shows the result

window after starting ATMSim, containing some initial information:

The first line represents the head of the columns of a table to be filled in during a

simulation run. After a simulation run, the table will contain all the displayed
values of the main window discussed above, i.e. simulation time, amount of traf¬

fic produced by the TuT generator, delay time and buffer content statistics. The

second line shows the seeding value of the internal random number generator:
A date and time means the number of seconds since January, 1st, 1907, midnight
until this displayed date and time. This is the default seeding value used by the

internal random number generator at start-up time.

Fig. B.3: The Results Window after Starting up ATMSim

New entries in the result window occur on every new seed of the random num¬

ber generator or at specified time intervals (see simulation options). The progress
of any simulation run can be analysed after or during its process.

"
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Fig. B.4: Result or Log Window after a Simulation Run
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B.l.2 The Menus

There are additional functions available under the main menu bar:

Fig B 5 The Main Menu Bar

Beside the Apple menu, which holds an "About ATMSim" item showing e.g. the

version number of the tool, there is a file item for file specific commands such as

save results, page set-up, print and quit. The basic commands for text handling
are implemented in the text menu and some ATMSim specific items, such as set¬

ting preferences and ATM network specific settings are given in the options
menu.

The following items can be found under the file menu :

^fl 'W
HTEB Edit Options

11 Sane Stats as.».IGOR

Saue Stats as...TEHT

m%

Page Setup...

Print braph... w?

Quit &Q

Fig. B 6 The File Menu Items

"Save Stats as ...IGOR" saves the extracted delay distribution values in IGOR-

format [IGOR89], such that the data can processed directly using the IGOR sta¬

tistical analysis tool. The standard file dialog appears asking the user for a spe¬
cific name and path for the file about to be created.

"Save Stats as
...

TEXT" provides an equivalent function except that the data is

stored in a pure text format, which can be edited by any conventional text edi¬

tor. This format is also used to feed the ARES emulation hardware. It can be

transmitted using the serial port of the Macintosh.

"Page Set-up" is useful to define the paper format to be used for all print com¬

mands. A particular printer must be selected before this command can be exe¬

cuted.

"Print Graph..." is used to print the graphical representation of the delay distri¬

bution table (see fig. B.l 1 below). For a proper paper fit of the selected print, the

graph window should be closed and opened again, to be automatically resized

according to the new paper format settings. This is only necessary after resizing
the graph window by the user (see fig. B.l 1).
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The edit menu contains the following items:

\m File JinM Options

Iff" Cut :*:H

|| Copy 38 C

|j;
: 3, Paste 36 U

3i Clear

Bfe 11

Select Bil 36 R

Fig. B.7: The Edit Menu Items

These are text related commands, which work on any text window or box.

Clearing any text in the main window, however, does not affect the simulation

results, since they only represent interim results.

The Options Menu allows for the following application specific choices:

^^^^^^m

fEFile Edit Options

Random Seed...

Simulation Options...

Show Graph

Fig. B.8: The Options Menu Items

"Random Seed..." opens a new dialog to specify how and when to initialise the

random generator (see fig. B.9).

Random Generator Init

Ualue to initialize the Random Generator:

r-,
Use default ualue

"'

I date G time )

Cancel
I Initialize I

Fig. B.9: Random Number Generator Initialisation
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The radio buttons allow to choose between two types of seeding value. Default

value means to use the current date and time as the initialisation value. This is a

32 bit wide number, containing the number of seconds since January, first, 1907,
midnight (Apple's Big Bang time) until now (current system date and time). The

idea of this selection is to use by default a different initialisation value for every
simulation run.

The right button is related to a number field. Its content can be edited (changed
to any Integer32 value). The meaning here is to have the possibility to repro¬
duce a simulation result b> initialising the random number generator to specific
values, and to get the same series of random numbers for each run.

The seed is executed by hitting the "Initialise" button, only. The corresponding
entry is then written into the Result window (fig. B.3 and B.4). Initialisation is

not enabled during a simulation run.

The most important settings are performed in the simulation options dialog (fig.
B.10):

The ATM network specific settings can be specified in this window, reflecting
the parameters of the ATM network to be simulated. The upper 4 number boxes

describe the traffic generators in the network. The first one represents the tran¬

sition probability P from the off to the on state of the traffic under test (TuT)
generator (see fig. 5.1). This and all the other probability values must be con-

Simulation Opti ons

TUT-Generator; Trans. Prob. 0->1 P:

TUT-Generator; Trans. Prob. 1->0 Q:

BT-Generator; Trans. Prob. 0->1 p:

BT-Generator; Trans. Prob. 1->0 q:

0.010

0.990

0.030

0.330

Number of Stages 11...151: 10

Print Llalues euery : 10000

Stop Simulation at: 10000000

Cancel [[ OK j]

Fig. B.IO Simulation Options Window
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tained in the interval [0.0 ..1.0]. Its plausibility is tested on any hit of the OK

button (or Enter key).

The second entry holds the reverse probability Q for the TuT generator (see fig.

5.1).

The third and fourth number boxes give the corresponding values for the back¬

ground traffic (BT) generators p and q. Note that there are 7 identical generators

for each stage in the network. The overall traffic generated is therefore seven

times the one specified here.

Number of stages is the number of switching nodes to simulate. For instance, a

value of 10 means that the TuT cells cross 10 switching nodes on their trip

through the network.

"Print values every:..." lets the user select a logging interval for the Result win¬

dow (fig. B.4). In this example, the current values are inserted every lO'OOO time

slots into the result window.

"Stop Simulation at:..." sets the terminating criterion for the simulation.

The values shown in this window are written into a preference file, in order to

get the same values pre-selected in a new relaunch of ATMSim.

The last entry in the options menu is the "Show Graph" item. Selecting this item

opens the graph window representing the current delay distribution; a typical

example is shown in figure B.l 1.

Fig. B.l 1 The Graph Window during a Simulation Run
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The window can be rearranged and set to any size fitting the screen. Selecting
"Print Graph" in the file menu sends this graph to the selected printer. The ab¬

scissa represents the different delay values (unit = 1 time slot), the TuT cell ex¬

perienced on their trip. The scale is adopted to the maximum value of occurred

delay. The ordinate shows the number of occurrences of the specific delay val¬

ues.

This window can be open during the simulation run, with the curve of the delay
time distribution getting smoother during the simulation. Actually, this may be

used as a more or less subjective criterion to stop a simulation run.
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